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Executive Summary
What is the Proposed Project?
Components

MGM Energy Corp. (MGM) is proposing a winter drilling, completions and
testing project for the winters of 2007-2008, 2008-2009, and 2009-2010 in
the Ellice, Langley and Olivier areas (the Project). The Project involves
drilling up to nine exploratory wells, use of up to three existing on-land
staging sites, four barging sites, and a number of access routes on
channels throughout the outer Mackenzie Delta. Plans are to have
equipment either staged on barges, available at staging sites, or trucked in.
Following freeze-up, ice road and wellsite construction would commence in
early December in any of the three winters, with demobilization occurring in
April.
While a total of nine wells will be drilled during the three year program, the
number of wells that will be drilled each year has not been confirmed due to
the availability of drilling equipment, other logistics and economic
considerations. MGM proposes to drill between zero and five wells in 20072008, zero to six wells in 2008-2009, and zero to six wells in 2009-2010,
with the intent of completing nine wells by the end of the 2009-2010 season.
No sumps are planned as part of the Project. All drilling waste will be
trucked or barged out of the Mackenzie Delta.

Location

The Project will occur on Crown land in three areas (i.e., Ellice, Langley and
Olivier Islands) on the outer western Mackenzie Delta. The final location of
most Project elements will be determined following summer assessment
studies scheduled to occur in the summers of 2007, 2008 and 2009
(submitted for screening and approval under separate cover). Final wellsites
and staging areas planned for use in each of the three drilling seasons will
be provided to regulators prior to commencement of Project activities.

Proponent

MGM is the farmee under an Inuvialuit area farm-in agreement with
Chevron Canada Resources and BP Canada Energy. MGM commits to
conduct this Project as described in this document.

Why was an Assessment Done?
Environmental Impact
Screening Committee

The Environmental Impact Screening Committee (EISC) screens
development activities proposed for the Inuvialuit Settlement Region for
effects that may negatively affect the Inuvialuit or the environment.

Other Agencies

To adhere to all legislation that is relevant to the success of the Project, a
number of permits will be required. These include: Authorization to Drill a
Well from the National Energy Board; a Class A Land Use Permit from
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC); a Class B Water License from
the Northwest Territories Water Board; and an Access Permit for the
Kendall Island Bird Sanctuary from Canadian Wildlife Services, a division of
Environment Canada; a Canada Benefits Plan from INAC; and a Highway
Access Permit from the Northwest Territories Department of Transportation.
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How was the Public Involved?
Purpose of Consultation

MGM conducted public consultation with communities, local organizations
and government agencies potentially affected by the Project in March 2007.
MGM shared information with these groups to obtain community feedback,
identify concerns as early as possible, and to gain community feedback and
local knowledge about the Project area.

Meetings and
Correspondence

Meetings to discuss the proposed Project were held with the Aklavik, Inuvik
and Tuktoyaktuk Hunters and Trappers Committees, Community
Corporations, Elders Committees and the public. Meetings were also held
with INAC. Section 10 summarizes issues and responses; Appendix A
presents complete consultation results.

What was Assessed?
Focus of Assessment

Taking into account traditional and current knowledge of the Project area,
proposed Project activities and issues raised by communities, the
assessment focused on potential effects on the following Valued
Components (VCs): terrain, soils and permafrost; vegetation; water quality;
fish and fish habitat; migratory birds; grizzly bears and polar bears; and,
archaeological sites. It also considered the effects of accidents and
malfunctions on the Project. Other potential VCs (e.g., air quality, hydrology,
certain wildlife species) were screened out of the assessment process at an
early stage because the Project had no or negligible potential to affect these
resources.

Project Effects

The Project is not expected to cause negative environmental effects or
affect Inuvialuit harvesting with the implementation of the mitigation
measures described herein. The assessment results are summarized
below.

Cumulative Effects

Few other exploration and development activities are underway or planned
for the western Mackenzie Delta, but activity levels are likely to increase if
the Mackenzie Gas Project is approved. There is potential for the effects of
individual projects to act cumulatively. However, given the low level of other
industrial activities during the winter drilling schedule, the relatively small
terrestrial footprint, and proposed mitigation measures, the proposed
Project is not expected to contribute to cumulative effects for most
environmental components. There is potential that other helicoptersupported activities in the outer Delta may interact with the barge removal
phase of the Project to have a cumulative effect on migratory birds. There is
potential for denning or active coastal polar bears to experience disturbance
effects as a result of the activities associated with the drilling and
completion of multiple wells during the Project, in combination with other
potential drilling projects (e.g., Mallik Gas Hydrate Drilling Program).
Additional mitigation measures to address potential cumulative effects on
migratory birds and polar bears are provided in this Project Description.
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Did the Assessment Find Anything of Concern?
The assessment of potential effects on the environment and renewable resource harvesting did not identify
any effects of significant concerns on VCs. The following table summarizes the results of the assessment.
Valued
Component
Terrain, Soil
and Permafrost

Potential Effects and Mitigation Measures
•

•

•
•

Vegetation

•

•

Water Quality

•
•
•
•
•

Fish & Fish
Habitat

•
•
•

Migratory Birds

Grizzly
Bears/Polar
Bears

•

•

Potential effects on soils, terrain and permafrost include disturbance associated
with barge staging/removal, ice pad and ice road construction, or the use of
vehicles on tundra with insufficient snow/ice cover. Localized surface disturbance
will result during flare stack pile insulation.
Mitigation measures for terrain, soils and permafrost include: confining operations
on land to winter (frozen ground), use of low ground pressure vehicles for initial
access development over frozen tundra, and construction ice pads and roads to a
minimum of 15 cm thick.
No sumps will be used during the Project.
A flare pad with a minimum thickness of 30 cm will be used to protect underlying
vegetation and soils during testing activities.
Effects on vegetation at the drill sites, camps, overland access roads and
equipment marshalling areas at barge sites will be reduced through the use of
constructed ice pads and ice roads.
A flare pad with a minimum thickness of 30 cm will be used to protect underlying
vegetation and soils during testing activities.
There is the potential for effects on surface water quality from ground disturbance
and erosion, fuel spills from barges or tanks, and untreated wastewater releases.
Mitigation measures to prevent and address spills and releases include the use of
dedicated fuel truck operators and the use of drip pans during refuelling.
No sumps will be used during the Project. All drilling waste will be trucked or
barged out of the Mackenzie Delta.
Wastewater will only be discharged to land or Mackenzie River channels if it meets
discharge criteria in the Project Water License.
Measures designed to mitigate effects on terrain, soil and permafrost will also
protect water quality.
Barge sites will not be dredged. No bed or bank disturbance is anticipated.
Intake pipes at water withdrawal locations will meet DFO Freshwater Intake End-of
Pipe Fish Screen Guidelines (DFO 1995).
The number of stream crossings will be minimized, and crossings will be removed
or v-notched at the end of the winter season.
Sensory disturbance to shorebirds and waterfowl is possible during barge removal
(June). Mitigation measures for sensory effects include following Inuvialuit Game
Council air traffic guidelines and minimizing the duration of all activities while
migratory birds are present.
Polar bear and grizzly bear mitigation measures include locating Project activities
away from known denning sites, avoiding active bears by rerouting or suspending
operations, using wildlife monitors during all Project activities, and management of
attractants such as food, garbage and petroleum products at camps and mobile
operations.
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Valued
Component
Archaeological
Sites
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Potential Effects and Mitigation Measures
•

There are several documented archaeological sites in the vicinity of the Project
area. An archaeological assessment of all Project sites (drill sites, barge landing
sites and overland roads) will be completed as part of the summer field assessment
in 2007, 2008, and 2009. All known sites will be avoided by a minimum of 100 m.
The location of archaeological and cultural sites will be considered when siting
Project components.
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Title
MGM Energy Corp. Ellice, Langley and Olivier Drilling, Completion and Testing
Project: Winters 2007-2008, 2008-2009 and 2009-2010
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Contact Names and Addresses
MGM Energy Corp. (MGM) is applying to conduct the Ellice, Langley and Olivier
Drilling, Completion and Testing Project (the Project). Table 2-1 outlines the contact
names and addresses for the Project.

Table 2-1

Contact Name and Address
Main Program Contact
Shirley Maaskant, Manager, Regulatory and
Community Affairs
MGM Energy Corp.
4700 Bankers Hall West
888 3rd Street, SW
Calgary, AB T2P 5C5
Phone:
Direct:
Fax:
Email:

(403) 290-3600
(403) 290-3618
(403) 264-9206
shirley.maaskant@paramountres.com
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Regulatory Approvals
MGM is submitting this Project Description (PD) for screening by the Environmental
Impact Screening Committee (EISC) under the terms of the Inuvialuit Final Agreement.
The Project consists of drilling, completing and testing appraisal wells at nine locations
within the Ellice, Langley and Olivier areas during the winters of 2007-2008, 2008-2009,
and 2009-2010.
While a total of nine wells will be drilled during the three year program, the number of
wells that will be drilled each year has not been confirmed due to the availability of
drilling equipment, other logistics and economic considerations. The 2007-2008 drilling
project will include the drilling of between zero and five wells. The 2008-2009 and 20092010 drill projects will include drilling between zero and six wells during each season.
Approvals required for this Project are listed in Table 3-1. MGM will contact the
appropriate authorities and make applications for the required permits and licences.

Table 3-1

Approvals Required for the Ellice, Langley and Olivier Winter
Drilling, Completion and Testing Project
Agency and Contact Person

Approval Required

Agnes Noksana
Secretary
Environmental Impact Screening
Committee
P.O. Box 2120
Inuvik, NT X0E 0T0

Approval of Project Description1
Inuvialuit Final Agreement

Gordon Wray
NWT Water Board
2nd Floor Goga Cho Building
4920 – 52nd Street
Yellowknife, NT X1A 2R3

Type B Water Licence(s)
NWT Waters Act
NWT Water Regulations

Conrad Baetz
District Manager, North Mackenzie District
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada
P.O. Box 2100
Inuvik, NT X0E 0T0

Class A Land Use Permit(s)2
Territorial Lands Act
Territorial Land Use Regulations
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act

Bharat Dixit
Chief Conservation Officer
National Energy Board
444 – 7th Ave SW
Calgary, AB T2P 0X8

Authorization to Drill a Well (nine)
Canada Oil & Gas Operations Act
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act
Application to Flare (if required)
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Table 3-1

Approvals Required for the Ellice, Langley and Olivier Winter
Drilling, Completion and Testing Project (cont’d)
Agency and Contact Person

Approval Required

Robert Carroll
Assistant Director Highway Operations
Highways Division
Department of Transportation
76 Capital Drive, Suite 201
Hay River, NT X0E 1G2

Highway Access Permit
Public Highways Act

Angela Norris
Petroleum Development Advisor
Indian and Northern Affairs
Petroleum Development Division
PO Box 1500
Yellowknife, NT X1A 2R3

Canada Benefits Plan
Canada Oil & Gas Operations Act

Myra Robertson
Northern Conservation Division
Canadian Wildlife Service
Environment Canada
5204 – 50th Avenue
Yellowknife, NT X1A 1E2

Permit to Conduct Activities in a Migratory
Bird Sanctuary
Migratory Birds Convention Act
Migratory Bird Sanctuary Regulations
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act

NOTES:
1
The proposed Atik well (Figure 4-1) has been previously successfully screened for the
Chevron Canada Limited Taktuk, Langley and Farewell Drilling Program: Winter 20062008 (KAVIK-AXYS 2006c).
2
Permits are issued for a two-year term, with a possibility for a one year extension.
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Location
The Project consists of up to nine appraisal wells within nine potential drilling target
areas on Ellice, Langley and Olivier Islands in the outer western Mackenzie Delta
(Figures 4-1). The Project area is located on Crown land in the Inuvialuit Settlement
Region (ISR). The Project is located within Exploration Licence (EL) 427 and EL 394
(Figure 4-1). Proposed access routes within the Project area are illustrated in Figure 4-2.
The Langley area is located on the northern portion of Langley Island, in the general
vicinity of the Arvoknar Channel (Figure 4-3). The Ellice area is located on the western
portion of Ellice Island (Figure 4-4). The Olivier area is located on the western portion of
Olivier Island.
Straight line distances to the centre of each of the potential drilling areas from Inuvik,
Aklavik and Tuktoyaktuk are provided in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1

Approximate Distances of the Ellice, Langley and Olivier Drilling
Areas from Inuvik, Aklavik and Tuktoyaktuk
Distance from
Inuvik
(km)

Distance from
Aklavik
(km)

Distance from
Tuktoyaktuk
(km)

West Langley

133

122

111

East Unipkat

116

113

94

Arvoknar

118

111

102

North Langley

134

126

105

Southeast Ellice

119

104

116

Atik

100

87

112

West Olivier

133

117

124

Aput

109

93

116

South Langley

124

118

99

Project Area

The proposed wellsite locations are defined, as shown in Figure 4-1, by 5 km radius
drilling target areas within which the wells would be drilled. Single appraisal wells are
proposed for each of the nine areas. Final wellsite location(s) will be based on
interpretation of data from past seismic and drilling programs in the area, and also on
siting criteria, which is discussed in Section 5.4.1.1. The final wellsite location will be
located within the drilling target area.
Barges may be used to mobilize equipment and materials to the Project area. If barges are
used, barges originating from Hay River, Ft. Simpson, Inuvik, or Tuktoyaktuk will be
brought to advance landing locations near the proposed drill sites. Suitable potential
advance barge landing sites will be assessed, and barge placement will occur as part of
the MGM Energy Corp. 2007, 2008 and 2009 Summer Field Assessment and Advance
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Barge Project1 (Summer Project). The Project Description for the Summer Project has
been submitted to the EISC under separate cover. Potential barge landing under
consideration are shown on Figure 4-1. Following the completion of the biophysical and
archaeological assessments of the potential barge landing sites and drilling sites, the
preferred barge landing sites will be determined in conjunction with the preferred drilling
locations. Barge site selection, scheduling, barge equipment lists and an assessment of the
effects and mitigation measures for resources in the Project area are discussed separately
in the Summer Project submission to the EISC.
Four options are being explored to mobilize equipment to MGM’s drilling program area:
•
•
•
•

Barging and freezing
Barging and offloading
Trucking
Combination of all three.

If an existing land-based staging area (e.g., Camp Farewell, Figure 4-5) is available and
suitably located with respect to the wellsite(s) to be drilled, materials from the barges
may be offloaded. Alternatively, barges can be frozen in and offloaded at location(s) such
as Atik, North Ellice and/or Arvoknar once equipment marshalling ice pads have been
constructed at the barge landing sites. Barges would then be removed from these sites
following spring break-up. It is possible that sequencing of drilling activities would
require the use of both of these staging options, with barges moored at multiple locations.
Once ice roads are established, trucking of equipment to the Project area may be the most
feasible option.
Following the winter operation, MGM may demobilize equipment to an existing staging
site such as Camp Farewell, Lucas Point or Swimming Point. This activity would allow
equipment to be mobilized from these sites. Additional advance barging may be used in
subsequent operating years to transport fuel, consumables and additional equipment to
the Project area. Camp Farewell is located within the Kendall Island Bird Sanctuary
(KIBS).
Access roads to the Project locations will be constructed over water, with short sections
of overland access to wellsites and are shown on Figure 4-2. Overland access will be
decided once wellsite locations have been determined within the drilling target areas,
prior to MGM’s Summer Project. Final overland route selections will be provided to
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) and the EISC.

1

The Project Description describing the summer project was submitted to the EISC under separate cover in April
2007.
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Figure 4-3

Aerial View of the Tip of Langley Island, in the Vicinity of the
Langley Drilling Areas

Figure 4-4

Aerial View of Middle Section of Ellice Island, in the Vicinity of the
Ellice Drilling Area
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Figure 4-5
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Aerial View of Camp Farewell
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5

Development Summary
This section describes the purpose, overall scope, key components, transportation support
and infrastructure, schedule, personnel requirements and phasing of activities for the
proposed Project.

5.1

Purpose of the Project
MGM is the farmee under an Inuvialuit area farm-in agreement with Chevron Canada
Limited (Chevron) and BP Canada Energy. MGM is drilling appraisal wells within EL
394 and EL 427 to determine if there are commercial hydrocarbon deposits present.
MGM will use the Project results to plan possible future development wells and related
facilities.

5.2

Project Commitment
There are no alternatives to the Project. No alternatives currently exist to confirm the
presence and commercial viability of hydrocarbon deposits other than appraisal drilling.
No commitment can be made for future field developments without prior completion of
appraisal drilling. Alternative locations and options to carry out various Project
components are discussed in Section 8.

5.3

Project Scope
The Project may occur over three years, commencing in November 2007 and ending with
site inspections and reclamation in 2010. While a total of nine wells will be drilled during
the three year program, the number of wells that will be drilled each year has not been
confirmed due to the availability of drilling equipment, other logistics and economic
considerations.
To fulfill a commitment to drill nine exploratory wells over three years, MGM proposes
to drill:
•
•
•

Between zero and five wells in 2007-2008
Between zero and six wells in 2008-2009
Between zero and six wells in 2009-2010

The Project scope includes:
•

Drilling, completion and testing of up to nine appraisal wells

•

Use of up to four barge landing/staging sites for the storage of drilling equipment and
supplies at or close to the proposed drill locations at Atik, Arvoknar, North Ellice and
Camp Farewell (Figure 4-1). If advance barge staging is not employed, all equipment
and supplies may be mobilized from permanent land bases (e.g., Inuvik) using ice
roads
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•

Construction of ice roads over water and on land to provide equipment and vehicle
access to the drilling sites, campsites and staging sites

•

Use of one or more existing on-land staging areas for equipment and material storage
at Camp Farewell, Lucas Point or Swimming Point.

Construction, drilling, completion, testing and demobilization by ice roads will be
confined to the winter season.
Subsequent sections describe activities that will occur in each of the three years of the
Project. As activities are likely to be conducted in a similar manner from one year to the
next, the sections apply to each year of the Project unless specified.
Project equipment and personnel requirements in various years will depend on the
number of wells to be drilled in any of the three years. In a case where between one and
three wells are to be drilled, equipment and personnel would include one construction
crew and associated construction equipment, one drilling rig and drilling camp, and one
service rig and camp for completion and testing. In years where between four and six
wells are to be drilled, personnel and equipment requirements would include the use of
up to two construction crews and associated equipment, up to two drilling rigs and
camps, and one service rig and camp for completions and testing.

5.4

Project Activities
There are several phases of Project activities with different personnel and equipment
requirements. Table 5-1 presents a summary of the activities associated with the five
main Project phases in chronological order, along with the relevant document sections in
which these are described. Section 6 presents the Project schedule.

Table 5-1
Project
Phase

Main Project Phases
Activities

Document
Section

Site
Selection

A number of assessment tasks and feasibility studies will be undertaken
prior to start-up to identify sensitive areas relative to biophysical,
archaeological and traditional land use considerations and finalise the
location of Project elements. Summer fieldwork associated with these
tasks is outside the scope of this Project. These activities are described
and assessed in the Summer Project PD.

5.4.1

Advance
Staging

Includes movement of equipment and materials to the Project area
through: barging and freezing in (described in Summer Project PD);
barging to existing staging areas and off-loading equipment and materials;
mobilizing by use of trucks; or a combination of these methods.

5.4.2

Construction

Includes construction and maintenance of ice roads and ice pads for barge
marshalling at up to four barge landing sites, as well as well pads, flare
pads, wellsite access, work areas, camps and associated infrastructure.

5.4.3
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Table 5-1

Main Project Phases (cont’d)

Project Phase

Activities

Document
Section

Operations

Includes drilling, completion and testing of the wells.

5.4.4

Decommissioning
and
Demobilization

Includes decommissioning and initial reclamation of the wellsites;
site clean-up; and demobilization of all equipment and materials by
ice road and/or barges for storage between drilling seasons and at
the end of the Project.

5.4.5

Inspection,
Monitoring and
Final
Reclamation

Includes final clean-up of all areas of activity, and drill site
monitoring/inspection.

5.4.6

5.4.1
5.4.1.1

Site Selection
Drill Site Selection
The final surface location of each wellsite will be based on the following criteria:
•

interpretation of past seismic and drilling programs conducted in the area

•

location on suitably high ground, where feasible

•

location at least 100 m from the nearest permanent waterbody

•

the length/distance of overland access required

•

the type of terrain (flat), drainage conditions (well-drained) and vegetation growth
(low, sparse)

•

proximity to any sensitive biophysical, archaeological and/or cultural resources. The
results of summer field assessments will be used during the site selection process.
These studies will be conducted by MGM in association with professional biologists
and archaeologists. Information from Community Conservation Plans will also be
taken into account.

MGM will advise regulators and communities of the final locations selected prior to
commencing activities. Consideration of alternative drill sites is discussed in Section 8.

5.4.2

Advance Staging
A wide range of equipment will need to be transported to the Project area to support the
drilling, completion and testing of the nine appraisal wells. Equipment will include the
construction equipment, drilling equipment, camp units, waste treatment systems, and
support vehicles to commence construction and drilling for at least one well. A list of
equipment that will likely be transported by barge is included in Appendix E.
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MGM is considering four options for staging and mobilization:
•

advance staging of equipment and fuel on barges and freezing in at barge landing
sites (for details of barge mobilization, see Summer Project PD)

•

barging and off-loading of equipment at existing on-land staging sites at either
Camp Farewell, Lucas Point or Swimming Point

•

mobilization of equipment and fuel by truck to the Project area (Section 5.4.4.1 and
5.4.4.7 for further details)

•

a combination of these options.

Barges may be moored at multiple barge landing/staging sites during any one year of the
three year drilling program.
If trucking is employed, MGM will mobilize all equipment and fuel by ice road from
permanent land bases (e.g., Inuvik, Swimming Point, Camp Farewell, Lucas Point). If
this option is selected, mobilization will take place once ice roads can be constructed to
the Project area from the Inuvik to Tuktoyaktuk Government ice road. Ice roads will be
constructed as described in Section 5.4.3.4.

5.4.3
5.4.3.1

Construction
Advance Barge Landing/Staging Sites
Personnel will be flown to the barge staging areas by helicopter as soon as conditions are
suitable for construction. This may be as early as late October, but is more likely to be
mid-November in any of the three Project years.
If barges have been frozen-in, an onshore ice pad will be developed on land immediately
in front of each barge landing/staging site to provide a marshalling area for offloading
and sorting of equipment. Each barge site marshalling area may be up to 80 m x 200 m
(approximately 1.6 ha) in size depending on the number and orientation of staged barges.
To prevent nearshore ground disturbance, low ground pressure vehicles will be used to
pack existing snow in the marshalling area. This area will then be sprayed with water to
construct an ice pad 15 cm thick. Snow fences may be used to collect snow for building
up the marshalling area and snow ramps.
Initially, barges will be off-loaded by deploying steel barge ramps, and later by
constructing packed snow ramps. Once a suitable ice pad exists in front of the barge
landing area, road construction equipment will then be unloaded from the barges and
construction of the access roads will commence. Once the wellsite access road and
wellsite ice pads have been constructed, additional equipment and supplies may be
mobilized from permanent bases at Inuvik and Tuktoyaktuk to the wellsites via ice roads.
The marshalling area will be used to store trucks and equipment after the mobilization of
the rig has been completed.
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5.4.3.2

Advance Barge Staging Sites – Camp Farewell Site
As Camp Farewell is an existing disturbed area, two options exist for barge
landing/staging. Currently access to Camp Farewell is granted by Shell Canada Limited,
while the Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS) grants access to KIBS. If access to Camp
Farewell is granted, MGM may offload equipment to the onshore staging area and
demobilize barges back to their place of origin. If access is not granted or the situation
warrants, MGM plans to moor barges at the existing bollards at Camp Farewell. Both
options will require a Permit to Conduct Activities in a Bird Sanctuary.
If barges are moored and frozen-in at Camp Farewell, the equipment and materials will
be brought from the barges onshore using ramps or snow ramps, to be stored on the
existing gravel pad within the Camp Farewell lease boundaries. Ice pads and roads will
be constructed where necessary to facilitate the movement of equipment and supplies to
the wellsites. Only low ground pressure vehicles will be driven on land prior to
construction of an ice pad or access road, and only if suitable frozen ground conditions
are present.

5.4.3.3

Fuel Storage and Re-fuelling
Fuel for the Project will be brought in and stored on double-hulled barges or in singlehulled barges with fuel in the inner cells only (Table 5-2). After the winter ice roads have
been established between Inuvik and the Project area, additional fuel may be brought in
by truck. Fuel to support construction activities will be stored in 15,000 to 30,000 L
Envirotanks, with built-in secondary containment (one tank per construction crew).
Fuel will be transported throughout the Project area from the fuel barges to construction
activities in a fuel truck. Specifically-trained individuals will be tasked with
transportation of fuel and re-fuelling during the construction operations to ensure
consistency of re-fuelling procedures and to minimize potential spills. Drip pans will be
used when vehicles are being fuelled or when stationary for more than two hours. The
fuel truck will also be equipped with an emergency spill kit.

5.4.3.4

Ice Roads
Access over channels and other waterbodies will be constructed by blading and flooding
the ice surface. The minimum ice thickness to ensure safe passage on all ice roads will be
calculated and vehicle movement will proceed only when conditions are verified safe for
passage. Channel ice depth will be profiled using electronic (ground penetrating radar)
and physical ice profiling. Ice depths will be tested throughout the Project to ensure safe
travel. Where conditions allow, ice roads over water will be approximately 30 m wide.
Overland access roads will be constructed using an ice pad over a snow base. Overland
ice roads will be constructed by flooding, initially using low ground pressure vehicles for
construction. Once constructed, snow/ice cover on overland access roads will be at least
15 cm thick, and up to 20 m wide with an additional 50 m snowbelt on either side. The
snowbelt protects the access from excessive snow accumulation. Any tall vegetation will
be walked down using low ground pressure vehicles. Some minimal cutting of larger
vegetation may occur; however, this will only be done where absolutely necessary. Snow
ramps will be used to protect banks of waterbodies and associated vegetation.
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When constructing overland ice roads, any large obstructions (e.g., surface driftwood)
will be pushed off to the edge of the roadway. The number of watercourse crossings will
be minimized as much as possible. Crossings will be constructed using clean snow and
water. Crossings will be removed or v-notched after use.
Water for all ice road and pad construction will be withdrawn from Mackenzie River
channels. Water will be withdrawn in accordance with applicable guidelines and the
conditions of the Project Water Licence.
Ice road access could extend from November to late April, depending on ice conditions
and Project permits.
An emergency shack and a small fuel cache with secondary containment may be
maintained at a strategic location along the ice road to provide emergency shelter in the
event of poor weather or equipment problems.
5.4.3.5

Drill Sites
The drill sites will be constructed on individual ice pads with a minimum thickness of
15 cm, providing sufficient thickness for underlying vegetation and to prevent permafrost
degradation. If required, snow may be collected using snow fences and/or gathered from
the surface of adjacent frozen waterbodies. There will be no ground disturbance for site
levelling; rather, snow and ice will be used to level the sites during ice pad construction.
Low ground pressure vehicles will pack snow in the ice pad area. Water trucks fitted with
a spray bar will apply water to the packed snow, building ice to the desired thickness.
The ice pad for each of the nine drill sites on Ellice, Olivier and Langley Islands will be
approximately 11.3 ha in area (including well pad, camp, fuel storage area, temporary
drilling waste storage area, and flare pad), with an additional 26 ha of snowbelt. The
snowbelt will provide protection to the site from excessive drifting, while offering a
supply of snow if required for re-insulation or additional construction. Figure 5-1
illustrates a generic drill site layout. The main components of each drill site are:
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•

Well pad – The well pad is defined as the work area for the drill rig, service rig and
associated mud tanks, pipe racks, etc. The ice pad for the well is approximately
150 m x 150 m. At this time, rigs have not been contracted for the drilling operations;
however, the rig will likely have a footprint of approximately 2000 m2 and a total
weight of roughly 750 tonnes. When drilling, the height to the top of the derrick is
estimated to be approximately 40 m.

•

Camp – The ice pad for the camp(s) will be located at, or immediately adjacent to,
the drill site, and will be approximately 2 ha (Figure 5-1). A drilling camp typically
consists of a 20-25 unit side-by-side complex that can accommodate 65-75 people
with additional beds available for emergency use. Once drilling is complete, the
completions and testing camp (if available) will move onto the rig camp footprint.
The completions and testing camp (service rig camp) may consist of a side-by-side
camp that will hold approximately 26 people.

•

Temporary Drilling Waste Storage Area – There will be no in-ground sump for drill
cuttings and spent drilling mud at any of the drilling sites. Drilling waste disposal
plans, as described in Section 5.4.4.6, will consist of stockpiling this material,
treating it, and shipping it out of the Mackenzie Delta to a disposal site.
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Due to the challenges of processing the material, and the difficulty of handling it (as
liquid or semi-solid which will freeze into unmanageable blocks), it may be
necessary as a contingency to temporarily allow the material to freeze in containment
cells on an ice pad to facilitate future handling. Drilling waste, primarily composed of
mud and cuttings, may be temporarily directed to an adjacent, fully-contained
freezing and stockpile area (Figures 5-1 and 5-2). This area will consist of a series of
containment cells that will allow progressive freezing of waste. Once frozen, the
waste will be broken-up into manageable pieces, removed from the cell and stored in
the on-site stockpile area until it can prepared for transportation to the waste disposal
facility outside of the Mackenzie Delta. The frozen, broken pieces of drilling waste
will either be hauled by truck in the winter, or placed within leak proof containers on
barges for hauling out in the summer.
The total footprint of the temporary drilling waste storage area will be approximately
50 m by 100 m. The ice pad in this area will be 40-45 cm thick to provide sufficient
sacrificial thickness for placement, breakage and transfer of the frozen waste chunks
in the cell and stockpile areas to avoid wearing down to the main ice pad.
The temporary drilling waste storage procedure described above and illustrated in
Figure 5-2 was successfully employed by past proponents (e.g., Chevron;
KAVIK-AXYS 2004a). The temporary drilling waste storage area may be used
throughout the Project, particularly to store drilling waste until sufficient volume has
been reached to generate a shipment to the waste management facilities, or ice roads
to Inuvik are opened. Prior to freezing, liquids may be processed in an evaporator to
reduce the volume of fluids either onsite or at a central location within the Project
area to reduce transportation volumes. Liquid waste (mud) may be frozen in ice
blocks or stored in tanks for eventual disposal outside the Mackenzie Delta
(Section 5.4.4.6). Drilling waste may be trucked or barged out of the Delta
(Section 5.4.4.6). Drilling waste will likely be shipped to an approved disposal
facility in Alberta or British Columbia.
•

Fuel storage – The ice pad for the fuel storage area will be approximately 50 m x
50 m and will be built concurrently with the well pad. This area will also be bermed
to contain any spilled fluids in the event of an incident up to a maximum of 110% of
the volume of the largest container.

•

Flare pad area – During well testing, gas will be piped from the well pad to an
adjacent flare site area, accessed by a roughly 100 m x 20 m overland ice road
(Figure 5-1). The sacrificial ice pad for the flare site will be designed and constructed
to ensure adequate thermal protection to the underlying tundra and permafrost. The
flare site ice pad will have a maximum radius of 150 m and a minimum thickness of
30 cm at the centre. The flare stack will either be supported by guy wires and piles
frozen into the ground or adequate weighted anchors. All supporting piles and
structures will be removed upon completion of the Project.

•

Snowbelt – A minimum 50 m wide snowbelt will surround the drill site ice pads,
access roads and barge staging areas. The snowbelt will be designed to prevent the
accumulation of blowing snow on the drilling pad, thereby minimize drifting in the
working areas. The snowbelt will also be used for deposition of clean snow removed
from the drill site and camp after storms and heavy snowfalls. Only low ground
pressure vehicles will be used to move snow within the snowbelt.
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•

5.4.3.6

Airstrip – Since the wellsite locations are far apart, an airstrip will potentially be
required at each location to allow for timely crew changes or medivac access. The
airstrips will: measure at least 1500 m x 75 m and will typically be constructed on a
river channel such as Arvoknar. Airstrips will meet all regulatory requirements for
visibility and safe operations.

Construction Camp
Up to 60 personnel may be required for the initial construction phase of the Project.
Personnel may be accommodated at various locations, depending on the order of the
wells drilled, whether barges will be utilized, and whether a permanent camp location is
available. It is likely that the construction crew will be located first at the barge landing
site to commence ice road construction to the first wellsite. The construction camp may
be moved from one wellsite location to the next as the ice pads and ice roads are
completed. Where more than one well is being initiated at the same time, a second crew
would likely be required. In subsequent operating years, the construction camp could be
located at either the staging site (Camp Farewell, Swimming Point or Lucas Point) or at a
potential barge landing site.

5.4.3.7

Air Support
Air support will be required to mobilize construction crews to the sites and to provide
emergency evacuation, crew changes, and transportation of consumables and other
supplies between the proposed locations. Initial mobilization will be by helicopter.
Designated helicopter landing areas will be established near each drilling location.
As noted earlier, a 1500 m x 75 m airstrip may be constructed on a frozen channel in the
vicinity of some of the proposed barge landing sites or drill sites to accommodate fixed
wing aircraft during construction and operations. The final locations for these airstrips
have not been selected at this time.

5.4.4
5.4.4.1

Operations
Access
Once ice roads are constructed, operations, decommissioning and demobilization will be
intermittently supported by trucks, tractor-trailers and other construction equipment as
needed. Vehicle traffic will use the Inuvik-Tuktoyaktuk ice road to Tununuk Point
(Bar C) and access the Project area by ice roads constructed along the routes shown on
Figure 4-2. The total length of the ice roads shown on Figure 4-2 is approximately
340 km, but not all access routes are likely to be constructed in each year.
Overland access routes are currently not outlined on the maps as they will be defined
after biophysical assessments for MGM’s Summer Project have been completed. Once
overland access routes have been delineated, they will be provided to INAC prior to the
commencement of Project activities. To ensure that underlying vegetation and soils are
not substantially damaged by use of the overland ice road, the thickness and hardness of
the ice road surface will be monitored, especially in April. Use of the road will cease if
the road strength is insufficient for the project vehicles.
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As the access routes outlined herein are subject to refinement, prior to the
commencement of activities, MGM will provide the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (ENR), Northwest Territories (NWT) with current maps of all known
and potential Project sites and access routes to allow for locations of known grizzly bear
dens to be identified prior to commencement of Project activities. Where necessary,
alignments of the roads will be modified to avoid important sites. Other regulators, such
as INAC and the NWT Department of Transportation, will also be provided with current
access maps in each operating year.

5.4.5

Air Support
Although not an expected scenario, up to two fixed wing flights per day may be required
for the duration of the drilling phase. Infrequent helicopter flights may also occur
throughout the life of the drilling, completion and testing phase of the Project.
Additionally occasional helicopter flights may be required to support Project activities, or
for medivac purposes. Most flights will originate from Inuvik, or other supply sources.
Stops could include staging sites, established fuel caches, and the drill and barge sites.
Defined flight paths will be maintained throughout the Project and will be straight lines
unless deviations are needed to re-fuel, avoid weather conditions, or avoid sensitive
areas, such as harvesting areas or wildlife concentrations. The 2002 Inuvialuit Game
Council (IGC) Overflight Guidelines (IGC 2002; Appendix C) will be adhered to when
safely possible.

5.4.5.1

Drilling
Drilling is scheduled to begin in December. Drilling operations at each site are
anticipated to take approximately 25-35 days, using 24-hour operations. If two drilling
crews are operating separate rigs, it is possible to drill, complete and test six wells in
approximately a 120 day period.
Nine appraisal wells are planned to be drilled over the winters of 2007 to 2010, with zero
to five wells planned for 2007-2008, zero to six wells planned for 2008-2009, and zero to
six wells planned for 2009-2010. When three or more wells are drilled in a single winter
season, two drill rigs would be used simultaneously to drill two wells before moving onto
subsequent drilling locations.
A service rig may be used to complete and test all wells. Well testing, if drilling is
successful, may immediately follow completion using a rigless testing crew
(Section 5.4.4.5 for details on testing).
Figure 5-3 illustrates conceptual sequencing of construction, drilling, completion and
testing of a six well drilling Project. Drilling depths will range between approximately
1200-2700 m depending on the depth of the target zone. Times allotted to each phase are
variable depending on technical difficulties or weather conditions encountered.
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NOTES:
• For illustration purposes only.
• Diagram assumes similar construction, drilling and completions schedules for each well. Schedules may be affected by distances between
sites, weather, target depth of wells, and technical difficulties encountered during construction and operations.

Figure 5-3
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No hydrocarbon-based drilling fluids will be used. A list of drilling mud constituents
likely to be used in the Project is provided in Appendix F. A potassium chloride (KCl)
polymer bentonite drilling fluid will be used to drill the upper hole section through the
permafrost. This will control shale instability and protect the permafrost. Chilling
salt-based (KCl) drilling fluids (thermal suppression) helps to prevent thawing of
permafrost, as well as providing control against methane release from gas hydrates.
Potassium chloride decreases the drilling fluid’s freezing point to below 0°C, and assists
in stabilizing the clays in the permafrost. Below the upper hole section of the well, a high
performance water-based drilling fluid may be used. An example of a high performance
water-based system is ULTRADRIL™ which was used successfully at the Kumak South
and Langley South B locations in 2006-2007. The selection of a high performance
water-based system will depend on whether the surface location and subsurface geologic
targets (bottom hole locations) are offset due to surface constraints (i.e., a directional well
must be drilled). Directional drilling and soil stability challenges lend themselves to more
complex drilling fluids such as ULTRADRIL.
MGM will use a high efficiency solids control system to minimize the total volume of
drilling fluids. Shale shaker systems, centrifuges and associated solids control equipment
will be used to separate the solid drill cuttings from the liquid drilling fluid. An
evaporator may be used to reduce the volume of liquids. The re-use of the drilling fluid
while drilling individual hole sections minimizes the amount of free liquid remaining at
the end of drilling. Though fluid can be recycled during operations, these drilling fluids
cannot be used on subsequent projects and will be transported out of the Mackenzie Delta
and disposed at an approved site once each well bore is complete. Solids (drill cuttings)
will be collected, contained and trucked to an approved disposal site, outside of the
Mackenzie Delta (Section 5.4.4.6).
5.4.5.2

Completions
The wells may be completed (running tubing and related operations) with a service rig or
a drilling rig. It is likely that only one service rig will be employed and will be moved
between wellsites as drilling is completed. The casing will be perforated after the tubing
is installed into the wells.

5.4.5.3

Testing
A well test is required to assess the significance of a hydrocarbon discovery and is only
performed if hydrocarbons are present. Information from a well test is used to understand
reservoir characteristics and potential hydrocarbon volume. Testing is also important to
provide information for the design of future pipelines and facilities.
MGM proposes to conduct the well test using standard rigless testing procedures and
equipment. Well testing equipment and wireline equipment will used. Testing will occur
on a minimum of one zone to a maximum of two zones. During the testing, gas will flow
to the flare stack. MGM anticipates encountering only sweet gas (0 % H2S [hydrogen
sulphide]) in these wells. A separator will be used to separate gas from the liquids
(condensate, produced water). The produced liquids will be stored in tanks on location
prior to transporting them south to Alberta or British Columbia for sale or approved
disposal.
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Gas produced during the test will flow to a flare stack where it will be metered and
ignited (Figure 5-4). Approximately 1,200 x 103 m3 of gas per zone could be flared over a
period of approximately 36 hours. MGM has modeled emissions that could occur as a
result of flaring during testing (Appendix J). Models have predicted that emissions from
flaring would fall well below NWT Ambient Air Quality Standards (ENR 2005) for all
regulated parameters.

Figure 5-4

Typical Well Test Flare
The sacrificial ice pad around the testing flare will be designed based on previous testing
activities in the Delta. The intent of the flare pad is to protect the underlying vegetation
and soils from radiant heat energy at ground level from the flare. MGM will ensure that
an adequate insulating layer is maintained during testing and flaring activities, to prevent
potential effects to the tundra vegetation, active layer or underlying permafrost.

5.4.5.4

Drilling Waste Disposal
There will be no in-ground sump for drill cuttings and spent drilling mud at any of the
drilling sites. The ultimate drilling waste disposal plan will consist of stockpiling this
material, treating it (partial dehydration, flocculation), and shipping it south to a disposal
site. The estimated waste volume per well is 100 m3 of cuttings (fine gravel and sand,
along with a stiff clay-like "overflow" from the centrifuges), and about 300-500 m3 of
waste mud (unforeseen hole or mechanical problems could significantly increase
this). This would represent approximately 15 truckloads of solids and 20 truckloads of
liquids (volumes of solid per truck are limited by weight).
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MGM is evaluating the best way of handling, pre-treating, transporting, and disposing of
this material.
Some of the options being evaluated are:
•

storage and transportation of the cuttings in bins or containers, and trucking or
barging it south

•

freezing the waste mud in blocks for transport during the winter

•

freezing waste (cuttings and mud) on a temporary storage area, breaking it up and
shipping the resulting material by truck in the winter, or placing it within leakproof containers on barges for hauling out in the summer (Section 5.4.5.4)

•

de-watering the mud (partially or completely) using flocculation, centrifuges and
evaporators, prior to shipping it in leak-proof containers by truck or by barge

As this material is hard to handle if allowed to freeze in a large solid block, a contingency
plan involving a "freeze pad" and temporary storage area has been included earlier in
Section 5.4.3.5.
As discussed in Section 8.2.2, all of the drilling wastes will be transported outside of the
Mackenzie Delta region for disposal, with the most probable locations being Alberta or
British Columbia. However, the potential for the establishment of a local waste
management facility may also be explored in cooperation with other proponents, the
communities, and community and regulatory agencies.
5.4.5.5

Rig and Rig Camp Fuel Storage
Within the drilling site, fuel will be stored in association with the drilling rig, the drilling
camp, and additional Envirotanks for general operational use. Fuel storage areas will
typically house a 60,000 L diesel tank for the rig and two 20,000 L diesel tanks for the rig
camp. In addition, a 15,000 – 30,000 L double-walled Envirotank will be available for
daily re-fuelling operations. Auxiliary tanks will provide fuel storage for a total of
approximately seven days fuel supply under normal consumption. Regular inspections
will be completed to ensure tank containment integrity and re-fuelling areas are clean.
Any leaks or spills will be cleaned up immediately, be recorded and/or reported, and the
cause of leak corrected. Tanks will be transported to the sites empty and dedicated
re-fuelling personnel will be used to minimize the risk of incidental re-fuelling spills.
Spill kits will also be strategically placed and maintained in and around re-fuelling areas.
There are no plans at this time to store aviation fuel at the drill sites, staging areas, or
airstrips. Table 5-2 summarizes fuel storage volumes and locations.
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Table 5-2
Requirement
Overall Project
Use

Project Fuel Storage and Supply
Volume of Diesel Fuel
(L)
1,100,000 L per barge x 4 barges
(if double-hulled) or

Storage
Location
Barge staging
sites

750,000 L per barge x 5 barges
(if single-hulled)

Containment
Outer tanks empty (in
case of single-hulled
barges)
Drip pans for transfer
Dedicated fuel transfer
personnel

Construction

Operations

15,000 L or 30,000 L Envirotank (one
per construction crew)

Mobilized with
construction
crew(s)

Built-in secondary
containment

60,000 L tank (one per rig)

Rig(s)

Secondary containment

20,000 L (two per camp)

Camp(s)

Secondary containment

15,000 L to 30,000 L Envirotank
(one to two per wellsite)

Wellsite(s)

Built-in secondary
containment

Drip pans for transfer

Drip pans for transfer

5.4.5.6

Water Supply
Water withdrawals from Mackenzie River channels will be required for the construction
of ice roads, ice pads, camp use and make-up water for the drilling, completion and
testing operations. Fish screens meeting Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada
(DFO) guidelines (DFO 1995) will be used on all suction hoses. Potable water will be
treated on site, or supplied from the Town of Inuvik for domestic use in the camp(s).
Bottled water may also be provided for consumption purposes (plastic bottles will be kept
for disposal or recycling; Section 5.4.4.10).
Estimated daily water use, as outlined in Table 5-3, will vary during construction,
operations and demobilization for the Project. Daily water use is largely dependent on the
number of wells drilled in a single year. Under a scenario where between one and three
wells are drilled, activities will require the use of one construction crew, one drilling rig
and camp, and one service rig and camp for completions and testing. In years where
between four and six wells are drilled, activities are likely to require the use of up to two
construction crews, up to two drilling rigs and camps, and one service rig and camp for
completions and testing. If activities are conducted simultaneously, an estimated
maximum water requirement of 7000 m3 per day is expected. Under both scenarios, water
will be withdrawn from multiple channels within the Project area.
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Table 5-3

Estimated Water Volumes for Project Activities
Estimated Maximum Daily Volume
3
(m )
1-3 Well Scenario1

4-6 Well Scenario2

Estimated Duration of
Use
3
(days)

Ice road/pad
4
construction

3000

5000

120

Construction camp

200

400

150

Drilling camp

300

600

135

Drilling operations

200

400

120

Completion/testing

400

400

90

Service camp

200

200

90

Total

4300

7000

n/a

Activity

NOTES:
1
The 1-3 Well Scenario assumes one construction crew, one drilling rig and camp, and one service rig
and camp.
2
The 4-6 Well Scenario assumes two construction crews, two drilling rigs and camps, and one service rig
and camp.
3
Variances in estimated days of operations and camp duration is a result of mobilization, set-up and
moves required for rigs and equipment. Days listed are total, not cumulative.
4
Ice road/pad construction estimates do not include unmeasured water on ice from auger trucks.

5.4.5.7

Wastewater Treatment
It is expected that camps will be outfitted with a membrane filtration wastewater system
as used successfully in during Chevron’s 2006-2007 drilling program. Incinolet toilets
(waste incinerator toilettes) may be utilized if supplied with the camp. Technical details
of the treatment systems are provided in Appendix I.
Wastewater, including grey water and sewage, will be processed by the on-site sewage
treatment system normally provided with each camp. Treated effluent will be released to
land or will be spread on ice roads, as directed by INAC Land Use Inspectors or the
Project Water Licence, once water quality discharge criteria have been met. MGM will
follow all terms and conditions for release as outlined in the Project’s Water License and
Land Use Permit.
In the event that a suitable treatment system is not available or is not able to meet
expected licensed performance (discharge) criteria, effluent will be hauled by vacuum
tank truck to the municipal treatment facility in Inuvik for disposal. This contingency
assumes that authorization is granted by the Town of Inuvik, and sufficient treatment
capacity is available.
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If the access route to Inuvik is restricted (e.g., due to poor weather), treated effluent may
be collected in contained forms, then stored in a bermed ice pad to be hauled to the
Inuvik facility as frozen effluent when conditions are more favourable. Alternatively,
wastewater may be temporarily stored onsite in heated tanks.
5.4.5.8

Solid Waste Management
An on-site waste segregation system will be used for metals, plastics, refined oils and oily
waste. Separated recyclable materials and plastics will be offered to local communities
for recycling and re-use whenever possible.
The camps will have dual-chamber, diesel fired forced air incinerators. Combustible
materials and food wastes will be incinerated onsite on a daily basis. Incinerator ash will
be trucked out and disposed of at the Inuvik landfill, or an appropriate alternative
disposal facility. Industrial and hazardous wastes will be transported south to an approved
waste management facility. Contaminated snow will be collected and melted and
evaporated in a diesel fired evaporator. Beverage containers will be recycled through
local community recycling programs.

5.4.6
5.4.6.1

Decommissioning and Demobilization
Drill Sites
The success of the wells (i.e., the presence of hydrocarbons) will dictate if the wells will
be suspended for future testing or production, or if they will be permanently abandoned.
If successful, the wells will be suspended and well heads will be installed (Figure 5-5).
Well heads will be appropriately marked and protected. If abandoned, all equipment will
be dismantled and the wells will be capped below ground level. The suspension or
abandonment will be performed as per National Energy Board (NEB) regulations.

5.4.6.2

Initial Site Clean-Up
The drill sites, campsites, access roads and fuel storage sites will be inspected for spills as
equipment is removed from the site. All contaminated ice and snow will be removed and
processed in the evaporator, and the hydrocarbon remnants will be trucked to an
approved disposal site. Areas of potential effects will be inspected, documented, reported
and photographed for further assessment and clean-up as necessary. All equipment,
survey stakes and construction debris associated with the operations will be removed
upon completion of drilling and testing. All materials will be removed from wellsites at
the end of the Project. Any solid wastes remaining at the staging area(s) from
demobilization activities will be transported to an approved disposal location (e.g., Inuvik
landfill).

5.4.6.3

Demobilization of Equipment
An option for demobilization of equipment and materials is transport by truck to Inuvik,
Tuktoyaktuk or the staging site(s). Alternatively, if barges are frozen-in at or near the
drilling locations, some equipment may be stored on those barges for removal after
break-up. Barges will remain at the mooring sites and will be retrieved by the barge
operators following spring break-up.
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Figure 5-5
5.4.6.4

Typical Well Head
Barge Removal
If the final Project work scope involves freezing barges in over the winter, bi-weekly
inspection visits to barges via helicopter will be conducted during the time between
land-based demobilization and barge removal. Barge visits may occur daily for
approximately one week at spring break-up to monitor the release of barges from the ice.
Though the exact date is not known, barge demobilization will occur following spring
break-up (i.e., early June) and would likely follow routes used during placement.
Depending on the availability of bargees in the region, movement of barges at this time
will likely be required to ensure they are available for use by communities and other
operations.
Removal work will be conducted by tugs and will be supported by helicopters. A total of
approximately 20 days will be required to complete barge removal back to permanent
bases (includes contingency for weather and equipment problems). Barges will be
removed from moorings in groups of two to three. Each barge group removal event will
take approximately two days to complete.
Following project completion, the barge mooring bollards will be cut at or below grade
then removed if no longer required. Mooring bollards will be removed concurrently with
the barges. No reclamation requirements for the barge site(s) are anticipated, although
they will be inspected the following summer.
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Air Support
Where fixed-wing or helicopter flights are required to support barge placement or
demobilization, IGC Overflight Guidelines, as well as CWS recommendations (1000 m
vertical distance and 1500 m horizontal distance from concentrations of birds), will be
adhered to. Pilots will be briefed on the Project’s flight guidelines.

5.4.7

Inspection and Monitoring (including Final Clean-Up)
The Project area will be inspected via helicopter during the summer following the
completion of each year of the drilling program to ensure all debris has been removed
and to assess/identify any residual effects. Activities will be coordinated with all future
summer program activities, as discussed in MGM’s Summer Project, submitted to the
EISC under separate cover. The inspections will take approximately two to four days, and
will attempt to target a period of lower sensitivity for migratory birds. Any clean-up work
and residual surface disturbance will be addressed as required in consultation with the
appropriate regulatory agencies.

5.5

Equipment
Table 5-4 lists equipment required for the Project. This list reflects the best available
estimate of equipment needs but will be subject to change with equipment availability
and final work scope.
Table 5-4 reflects the equipment needs for operation of an individual drilling rig or
individual construction crew. If the final work scope evolves such that two rigs will be
used to drill over a single winter season, sites will need to be constructed, drilled and
tested in sequence. However, equipment needs may not double as equipment may be
shared between multiple wellsites.

Table 5-4

Equipment Requirements per Single Activity
Construction

Vehicles and
related
equipment
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Completions

Testing

10 trucks (vacuum,
water, etc.)

4 combination
trucks (vacuum,
water, fuel) or
equivalent

3 combination
trucks (vacuum,
water, fuel) or
equivalent

Water/vacuum
truck combination
unit

Pick-up trucks

Pick-up trucks

Pick-up trucks

Pick-up trucks

2 front end loaders
with optional
attachments

2 front end loaders
with optional
attachments

2 front end
loaders with
optional
attachments

1 front end loader

4 plow/auger
trucks

Rig-moving trucks,
trailers and
equipment

Bed truck picker

Picker truck

2 graders
complete with wing

Cement pumps,
tanks, trucks, etc.

2 bulldozers

Wireline trucks

1 trackhoe
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Table 5-4

Equipment Requirements per Single Activity (cont’d)
Construction

Vehicles and
related
equipment
(cont’d)

Drilling

Completions

Testing

Service rig with
matting and truck
shop

Well test
equipment: testing
unit, separator,
flare stack, piping,
line heaters, tanks

1 rubber-tired
backhoe
2 dump trucks
4 snow cats

Miscellaneous
Equipment

1 ice profiler

Drilling rig with
matting and truck
shop

2 Delta 3’s

Mud chilling unit

Tanks – fuel,
water, sewage

1 shot hole drill rig

Pressure testing
unit

Light towers

Snow making
machine(s)

Blowout
prevention
equipment

Snowmobiles
(gasoline)

Wireline logging
unit, cementing
unit

Boiler

Rathole drilling unit

Casing and well
head equipment

Service rig and
support equipment

Blowout
prevention
equipment

Wireline unit

Directional drilling
equipment
Rathole drilling
unit
Flare tank, piping,
tanks, generators,
light towers
Equipment
Rentals

n/a

Oilfield service
equipment rentals,
as required

Oilfield service
equipment
rentals, as
required

Oilfield service
equipment rentals,
as required

Accessory and
Support
Equipment

All accessory and
support equipment
such as power
generators, light
towers, tanks

Accessory and
support (water/fuel
tanks, boilers, pipe
racks, generators,
light towers)

Accessory and
support
(water/fuel tanks,
boilers, pipe
racks,
generators, light
towers)

Accessory and
support (water/fuel
tanks, boilers, pipe
racks, generators,
light towers

Communications
System

Radios,
telephones, fax
machines, weather
monitoring
equipment

Communications
System

Communications
System

Satellite dish and
communications
system
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Table 5-4

Equipment Requirements per Single Activity (cont’d)
Construction

Camp

Camp complete
with sewer system

Drilling

Completions

Testing

Rig camp
complete with
sewer, water and
generator systems

Camp complete
with light plants
and sewage
system

Camp complete
with light plants
and sewage
system

Wellsite command
centre with sewer,
water and
generator systems

Wellsite trailers

Wellsite trailers

Barge equipment required by the Project is as follows:

5.6

•

1 support/camp/fuel storage barge

•

4 to 5 fuel barges (4 double-hulled 1.1 million L, 5 to 6 single-hulled 750,000 L),
deck cargo on top

•

12 to 16 cargo barges (1000 series barges are anticipated, actual units will depend on
availability).

Personnel Requirements
Personnel requirements will vary during each phase of the Project. Table 5-5 presents a
best available estimate of personnel requirements for the construction, drilling and testing
phases of the Project; actual personnel requirements are dependent on the final scope of
work.

Table 5-5

Average Number and Type of Personnel Required by Activity (per
Rig or Crew)

Construction

Drilling

Completions

Testing

3 supervisors

2 rig managers

2 rig managers

2 wellsite supervisors

1 logistics supervisor

2 site managers

2 site managers

1 well test engineer

13 equipment operators

1 drilling site geologist

12 rig company
personnel

6 well test company
personnel

2 labourers

1 drilling site engineer

2 wireline company
personnel

3 wireline company
personnel

1 mechanic

1 mud engineer

1 pressure test

2 labourers

2 camp maintenance

1 mud chiller technician

1 first aid attendant

1 tank truck/vacuum
truck operator

8 camp staff

1 wireline engineer

1 safety supervisor

1 loader operator

1 medic

2 wireline operators

3 camp staff

1 camp maintenance
person

1 safety coordinator

1 pressure tester

1 environmental monitor

4 camp staff

1 environmental
monitor

1 rig electrician

2 wildlife monitors

1 safety supervisor
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Table 5-5
Construction
1 wildlife monitor

Average Number and Type of Personnel Required by Activity (per
Rig or Crew) (cont’d)
Drilling

Completions

Testing

1 rig welder

1 first aid attendant

1 top drive technician

1 environmental
monitor

4 casing equipment
operators

2 wildlife monitors

4 cement equipment
operators
2 mud loggers
3 directional drilling
personnel
16 rig crew members (8
per shift)
1 solids control
technician
4 combo truck operators
2 loader operators
1 truck driver
1 camp maintenance
person
8 camp staff
1 medic / radio
dispatcher
1 safety / orientation
coordinator
1 environmental monitor
2 wildlife monitors
Total = 34

Total = 66

Total = 27

Total = 26

NOTE:
Several activities may occur simultaneously at various locations; however, it is expected that there will
be a maximum of two construction crews, two drilling crews, and one testing crew in any single year of
operations.
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5.7

Areal Extent of the Project
The proposed Project includes up to nine drill sites, up to four barge sites, staging sites,
access roads and airstrips (Table 5-6). The exact area required by overland access roads
has not been finalized yet. Overland roads are assumed to be 20 m wide. Access over
water from the main access network between the drill and barge sites has been estimated
at 10 km per site, and assumes an access road width of 30 m.
In addition to site specific access, MGM has identified up to 340 km of ice access roads
that may be used from Inuvik (Bar C) to the Project area (Figure 4-2), but not all access
routes are likely to be constructed.
Note that the term “Project area” does not imply that the entire area identified will be
disturbed or affected. Ice roads will be required to access between zero and five wellsites
in the first year of operations (2007-2008), and to access between zero and six wellsites
in the second and third year of operations (2008-2009 and 2009-2010).
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Table 5-6

Estimated Areal Extent of Project Components

Drill Site
Atik
Aput
Southeast Ellice
West Olivier
West Langley
North Langley
South Langley
Arvoknar
East Unipkat

Drill Site
Snowbelt

Area over water (ha)

0

0

Area over land (ha)

11.4

26

Area over water (ha)

0

0

Area over land (ha)

11.4

26

Area over water (ha)

0

0

Area over land (ha)

11.4

26

Area over water (ha)

0

0

Area over land (ha)

11.4

26

Area over water (ha)

0

0

Area over land (ha)

11.4

26

Area over water (ha)

0

0

Area over land (ha)

11.4

26

Area over water (ha)

0

0

Area over land (ha)

11.4

26

Area over water (ha)

0

0

Area over land (ha)

11.4

26

Area over water (ha)

0

0

Area over land (ha)

11.4

26

Ice Pads,
Snowbelt
0
6.3
0
6.3
0
6.3
0
6.3
0
6.3
0
6.3
0
6.3
0
6.3
0
6.3

Airstrip
11.3
0
11.3
0
11.3
0
11.3
0
11.3
0
11.3
0
11.3
0
11.3
0
11.3
0

Barge
Offloading Area
- Drilling
0
1.6
0
1.6
0
1.6
0
1.6
0
1.6
0
1.6
0
1.6
0
1.6
0
1.6

Access
Roads
30
4
30
4
30
4
30
2
30
2
30
2
30
2
30
2
30
2
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6

Development Timetable

6.1

Project Schedule and Phases
Table 6-1 illustrates the overall annual schedule for key phases of Project activities and
the average duration of ice cover in the Project area. Of the activities listed, some or all
may be conducted in winter 2007-2008, 2008-2009 or 2009-2010. Specific Project
activities occurring in each phase are described in Section 5.4.

Table 6-1

Approximate Project Schedule

As shown in Table 6-1, key events and approximate time periods for the Project for each
year are:
•

Advance Barge Staging – September 1 to October 15, no activity in KIBS prior to
15 September

•

Construction – November to April 20

•

Operations – December to April 20

•

Decommissioning (drill site) – April 1 – April 20

•

Demobilization (ice roads) – early to late April

•

Demobilization (barges) – after spring break-up (June 1 – early July, dependent on
barge company)

•

Equipment Staging – between winter seasons

•

Inspection/Monitoring – late June to late August
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7

New Technology
The Project will use existing proven technology.
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8

Alternatives
MGM has examined alternatives to elements in the Project with the intention of finding
an optimum balance between environmental, social and economic costs and benefits.
Results of this evaluation are provided below.

8.1

Alternative Well Locations
The Project must be located within the EL areas. Since the proposed wells will determine
the potential gas resources at specific downhole targets, the final choice of surface
wellsites is limited (even if the wells are not drilled vertically). Wells will be located
within drilling target areas identified in Figure 4-1. Actual wellsites will be determined
based on site surveys and will be adjusted to consider sensitive resources.

8.2

Drilling Waste Disposal Alternatives
MGM reviewed three drilling waste disposal options:
1. Trucking/Barging
2. Downhole Injection
3. Sumps
MGM is not considering land farming for drilling waste disposal, as this option is not
currently an acceptable practice in the NWT.
Concerted efforts will be made to recycle drilling fluids and reduce the total volume of
drilling wastes. The total volume of drilling waste including cuttings and mud is expected
to range from 500 to 1000 m3 per well, depending on depth.

8.2.1

Trucking/Barging of Drilling Waste Materials for Disposal
During consultation, MGM discussed with the Hunters and Trappers Committees (HTCs)
and communities the possibility of a local drilling waste disposal facility. MGM is in
support of a local waste disposal facility and would truck the drilling waste from the
Project sites to the approved local waste disposal site. As there currently is not a local
approved waste disposal facility, MGM will transport the drilling waste materials south
to an approved disposal facility in Alberta or British Columbia.

8.2.2

Downhole Injection of Drilling Waste
Downhole injection of drilling waste was assessed for the Project and is not currently a
viable option. The lack of an injection well available to the Project eliminates this option
as an alternative to the Project. Additionally a continuous waste stream is required and
thus this is not applicable for a small exploration project.
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8.2.3

Sumps
Sumps are not being presented as part of the Project. If it is determined at a later date that
a sump is required, MGM has committed to additional consultation with the
communities, HTC and regulators. A new PD would also be submitted to the EISC.

8.2.4

Drilling Waste Disposal Summary
Although sumps have been the standard method of drilling waste disposal from
land-based exploratory wells in the Mackenzie Delta for over 30 years, MGM recognizes
that drilling waste disposal using in-ground sumps is a significant issue for a range of
stakeholders in the ISR. At this time in the Project, MGM believes trucking, barging or a
combination of the two will be used to transport waste to an approved disposal facility.

8.3

Staging
Staging of equipment for the Project is currently being considered as an alternative to
complete demobilization between Project seasons. By staging equipment for the Project,
MGM is able to reduce the amount of heavy traffic on the government ice road and
increase public safety. Staging will be to an existing site (Lucas Point, Swimming Point,
Camp Farewell). Each staging site has an existing gravel pad suitable for equipment
storage between drilling seasons. Camp Farewell is the preferred location for staging for
the Project. Although it is located in KIBS, it would only require inspection flights at
designated intervals, and would ensure no activity during sensitive migration periods.
Camp Farewell is currently the closest existing staging site to the proposed Project.
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9

Traditional and Other Land Use

9.1

Areas of Overlap
Activities associated with the proposed Project will be concentrated primarily in the outer
Delta on Ellice, Langley and Olivier Islands (Figure 4-1). A review of the Inuvialuit
Community Conservation Plans (CCPs) for Tuktoyaktuk (TCCP 2000), Inuvik (ICCP
2000) and Aklavik (ACCP 2000) indicates that the Project areas overlap with seven
Inuvialuit Special Management Areas (Table 9-1). The CCPs include recommended land
use practices for areas that are of particular significance and sensitivity during special
times of the year (Category C), or throughout the year (Category D).
The Ellice, Langley and Olivier program areas are located in a remote portion of the
western Mackenzie Delta (Figure 4-1). During consultation with communities and the
Hunter and Trapper Committees, no issues related to harvesting or other traditional land
uses were identified.
A review of the Inuvialuit Harvest Study Atlas (Fabijan et al. 1993) shows that although
there is minimal harvesting activity within the Project area, Ellice, Langley and Olivier
Islands are mainly important for bird harvesting and fishing. Details are provided in the
following sections.

Table 9-1

Site
Number

Inuvialuit Special Management Areas that have Spatial and
Temporal Overlaps with the Ellice, Langley and Olivier Project
Area

Site Name

Importance

Siting Area
Overlapping

Siting Activity
Overlapping

CCP
Noting Site
as
Important

304C

Spring Goose
Harvesting

Key area for subsistence
hunting in the spring.

Ellice,
Langley and
Olivier

All

Tuktoyaktuk

312C

Fall Goose
Harvesting
Area

Key area for subsistence
harvesting of geese during
the fall

Ellice,
Langley and
Olivier

All

Tuktoyaktuk

323C

Mainland
Coastal Polar
Bear Denning
Areas

Important for polar bear
denning (October – March)

Ellice,
Langley and
Olivier

Proposed
drilling area

Tuktoyaktuk

712C

Beluga
Management
Zone 2

A major beluga travel
corridor (encompasses all
of the inshore coastal
waters not covered by a 1a
Zone)

All drilling
sites and
barge
staging at
Ellice Island

Barge
landing/staging
site

Tuktoyaktuk
Aklavik
Inuvik
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Table 9-1

Inuvialuit Special Management Areas that have Spatial and
Temporal Overlaps with the Ellice, Langley and Olivier Project
Area (cont’d)

Siting Area
Overlapping

Siting Activity
Overlapping

CCP
Noting Site
as
Important

Key migratory bird habitat
and breeding area; wetland
habitat sensitive year round;
birds are present during
only part of the year
(breeding season is MayAugust)

Camp
Farewell

Barge
landing/staging
site

Tuktoyaktuk
Aklavik
Inuvik

Mackenzie
River Delta
Key Migratory
Bird Habitat

Important nesting and
breeding habitat for birds
(May to September);
subsistence harvesting of
beluga (June 15 to
August 15) and waterfowl
(June to September)

Ellice,
Langley and
Olivier

All

Tuktoyaktuk
Aklavik
Inuvik

718D

Central
Mackenzie
Estuary

Concentration area for
beluga; transit area
between Kugmallit Bay and
Shallow Bay; fish feeding,
nursery and overwintering
area

Ellice ,
Langley and
Olivier

All

Tuktoyaktuk
Aklavik
Inuvik

719C

Inner
Mackenzie
Delta

Important habitat for fish,
waterfowl, moose and
furbearers.

Ellice,
Langley and
Olivier

Barge
transportation
routes

Tuktoyaktuk
Aklavik
Inuvik

Site
Number

Site Name

Importance

706D

Kendall Island
Bird
Sanctuary

715C

9.2

Migratory Birds and Harvesting
The Project activities overlap with a number of areas that provide important habitat for
migratory birds (715C). The Project overlaps with sites that have been identified for
spring and fall harvesting of geese (304C and 312C). As well, barge landing and
potentially the staging and storing of equipment over the summer, between winter
operating seasons, will occur at Camp Farewell, located within KIBS.
Harvesting of waterfowl, such as white-fronted goose, Canada goose, and snow goose,
occurs throughout Langley Island; however, these activities typically occur along the
outer western shore. As Project activities are primarily occurring in winter months, few
overlaps with harvest activities for migratory birds are expected.
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9.3

Fish and Fishing
Access roads, barge routes and associated barge staging areas are located within an area
identified as important for overwintering, nursery and feeding areas for fish (718D and
719C). No fish harvesting areas were identified within CCPs for Inuvik, Aklavik or
Tuktoyaktuk. Preferred fish harvesting locations are to the east of the Project area.
Project activities will not occur during the same time as fish harvesting, although
channels that will be used for access to Project areas and potential Project water
withdrawals could include those that are important overwintering areas.

9.4

Grizzly and Polar Bear
The Langley and Ellice drilling areas overlap important polar bear denning habitat used
during winter months (323C). Past community consultation, a presentation by
Environment Canada to the Joint Review Panel for the Mackenzie Gas Project and
KAVIK-AXYS project experience indicate the possibility of polar bears in the Project
area during winter (McCormick 2006, internet site; KAVIK-AXYS 2004a).
During consultation, communities recommended that: denning site information be
obtained in advance from ENR, that wildlife monitors familiar with the area be employed
and that scouting in advance of the work is completed to locate potential den sites for
both grizzly and polar bears. A wildlife monitor will be employed during all phases of the
Project to manage wildlife interactions.

9.5

Beluga and Beluga Hunting
Beluga are resident in inshore Mackenzie Delta waters from mid June, with few whales
remaining in the area after early September (FJMC 2001). Therefore, there is little
temporal overlap of the Project with whale presence. The barge advance staging siting
area at Atik falls within a Beluga Management Zone 2 (712C).Beluga Management Zone
2 provides important whale habitat, particularly late in the season; however, the Atik area
is generally very shallow and is not expected to support concentrations of beluga.
Known hunting camps used by the Inuvik HTC are located on Kendall, Pelly, Garry and
Richards Islands. Aklavik hunters maintain camps near Shingle Point and Tuktoyaktuk
hunting camps are located in the eastern portion of the Delta (ICCP 2000). A camp on the
west shore of Niglintgak Island was identified during a previous Traditional Knowledge
Study (KAVIK-AXYS 2004b). Known hunting camps are located outside the Project
area and interactions between hunters and Project activities are expected to be limited to
harvesters transiting to their hunting camps during barge removal in June.

9.6

Summary
The Project areas overlap a number of important harvesting areas for communities within
the ISR; however, most Project activities will occur during a period that will not overlap
with harvest activities. Where potential exists for conflicts or interactions with wildlife,
wildlife monitors will provide options and input to adjust Project activities accordingly to
minimize potential effects. Project proponents will contact ENR for information on
known polar and grizzly bear denning sites in the area.
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Interactions with harvesting parties are possible particularly during barge removal.
Project authorities will inform the HTCs of Aklavik, Inuvik and Tuktoyaktuk of when
and where all Project activities are to occur to minimize interactions between harvesters
and the Project.
Flight routes to support Project activities will be designed in accordance with the IGC
Overflight Guidelines (IGC 2002; Appendix C). Wildlife and harvesters will be given the
right-of-way at all times. Additional mitigation measures to address potential effects of
the Project on environmental components (including harvested resources) are presented
in Section 12.
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10

Community Consultation

10.1

Summary of Public Involvement
In addition to providing an update to the current Chevron 2006-2007 winter drilling
program, formal consultation occurred for the proposed:
•

MGM Energy Corp. 2007, 2008 and 2009 Summer Field Assessment and Advance
Barge Project

•

MGM Energy Corp. 2007-2008, 2008-2009 and 2009-2010 Ellice, Langley and
Olivier Drilling, Completions and Testing Project

•

MGM Energy Corp. North Ellice and Olivier 3D Seismic Project Winter 2007-2008,
2008-2009 or 2009-2010

•

MGM Energy Corp. Ogruknang 2D Seismic Program 2007-2008, 2008-2009 or
2009-2010

Consultations were conducted from March 19-28th, 2007 in Tuktoyaktuk, Inuvik and
Aklavik. The purpose of the consultation meetings was to discuss Project plans,
community concerns and proposed mitigations. Communities, local organizations and
government agencies were notified of the proposed Projects, schedules, and the technical
details.
Community members and leaders were invited to participate in the evening information
sharing/formal presentation session in the following ways: advertising in the Inuvik
Drum newspaper (1/4 page ad); and advertisements posted on community bulletin boards.
The advertising was in place for one week prior to the consultation meetings. In addition,
radio ads were transmitted locally for the week prior to the meetings.
Separate meetings were held with the HTCs in each community, and a combined meeting
was held in each community with community corporations, elders committees and the
general public. Table 10-1 presents the meeting schedule and the number of attendees at
each location.
Up to five MGM representatives attended the meetings with the HTCs and the
community sessions. These representatives included technical experts and specialists in
the following areas: drilling, environment, geophysics, and community and regulatory
affairs. The formal presentation consisted of a PowerPoint presentation with specific
information on the proposed projects. Paper copies of the presentation were made
available. The committees and community members asked questions during and after the
presentation. The MGM representatives also attended several informal meetings with
regulatory authorities and agencies.
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Table 10-1

Community Consultation Meeting Schedule

Date
19 March
2007

21 March
2007

Group

# Attendees

Joint Meeting with:

Hamlet Office, Tuktoyaktuk

Tuktoyaktuk Community Corporation

3 members

Tuktoyaktuk Elders Committee

6 members

Public

3 members

Meeting with Tuktoyaktuk Hunters and
Trappers Committee

22 March
2007

Meeting with Inuvik Hunters and
Trappers Committee

22 March
2007

Joint meeting with:

4 members

Hunters and Trappers
Committee Board Room,
Tuktoyaktuk

6 members

Hunters and Trappers
Committee Office, Inuvik
Ingamo Hall, Inuvik

Inuvik Community Corporation

0 members

Inuvik Elders Committee

0 members

Public

4 members

28 March
2007

Meeting with Aklavik Hunters and
Trappers Committee

4 members

28 March
2007

Joint meeting with:

23 March
2007

10.2

Location

Hamlet Office, Aklavik
Hamlet Office, Aklavik

Aklavik Community Corporation

0 members

Aklavik Elders Committee

0 members

Public

2 members

Meeting with INAC

2 members

INAC office, Inuvik

Summary of Issues and Concerns
The Winter Drilling Project, as well as the Summer Project and two winter seismic
projects were discussed at each meeting. Table 10-2 presents a summary of the issues
specific to the Winter Drilling Project that were raised in public consultation and the
sections of this document where these concerns are addressed. A complete listing of
feedback, questions and answers from each of these meetings is included in Appendix A.
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Table 10-2

Summary of Public Consultation Issues and Responses

Concern

Response

Document Section

Drilling Waste Disposal
Composition of drilling
waste

Drilling waste consists of ground up rock from the well
bore (drill cuttings), and drilling mud or fluid, which
consists of clay, water, polymer, and some salt; no oil
based polymers will be used in the drilling mud.

Section 5.4.4.6

Toxicity of drilling
waste

Mud ingredients are tested before use, and after use if
drilling waste is being disposed of in a sump; testing
uses photoluminescent bacteria to determine toxicity
level; since waste in this Project is being trucked out
of the Delta, it will not likely be tested.

Section 5.4.4.6

Amount of drilling
waste produced by a
well

A typical well produces approximately 100 m3 of
3
cuttings, and 300-500 m of drilling waste.

Section 5.4.4.6

Drilling waste disposal
in the NWT

Drilling waste disposal is a challenge because there is
not enough demand for local disposal solutions;
hauling waste to southern disposal facilities means
more traffic over long hauls and an increased chance
of spills and vehicle incidents; no drilling waste
injection wells are available.

Section 5.4.4.6

Injection of drilling
fluids and cuttings

Injection of drilling waste is not possible at this time as
it would require an appropriate formation in which to
inject, with approval to develop an injection well, and
enough drilling waste volume for continuous injection.

Section 8.2.2

Use of sumps

MGM is not proposing a sump as part of this Project; if
it is determined that a sump would be required, MGM
would consult with the communities and adhere to the
Environmental Studies Research Fund (ESRF) Drilling
Waste Management Recommended Best Practices
(2004, internet site).

Section 8.2.3

Use of evaporators to
dewater drilling mud

MGM is still evaluating a variety of solutions to
separate drilling cuttings and fluids but there are
technical issues, such as transportation of equipment
to site, additional exhausts generated, and the
potential for ice fog generation to be considered.

Section 5.4.4.6

Effects of land farming
for drilling waste
disposal on harvesting

MGM is not considering land farming for drilling waste
disposal.

Section 8.2

Possibility of a local
drilling waste facility if
the Mackenzie Gas
Project proceeds

Though it would not meet the immediate needs of the
Project, a local drilling waste option would reduce haul
distances and increase public safety for transportation
of drilling waste out of the Mackenzie Delta.

Section 8.2.1
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Table 10-2

Summary of Public Consultation Issues and Responses (cont’d)

Concern

Response

Document Section

Possibility of leaving
equipment, barges and
camps year round to
reduce traffic

The current Project calls for barging with potential
demobilization and staging at existing staging sites
(i.e., Camp Farewell, Swimming Point or Lucas Point)
through the summer; barging reduces the requirement
to truck all equipment to site and allows construction
to commence prior to the opening of the government
ice road.

Section 5.4.5.3, 5.4.5.4

Size of camps

Drilling camps are approximately 60 people;
construction camps house approximately 30 people.

Table 5-5 in Section 5.6

MGM work with regulators to identify appropriate time
periods for activities; MGM will contact ENR for
locations of known bear dens; MGM will employ a
wildlife monitor throughout the Project activities to
provide guidance on wildlife related issues; MGM will
use the results of the summer field Project to identify
areas of sensitive resources and develop mitigation
measures to minimize Project effects on these
resources.

Section 9.4, 12.5.5,
12.5.6, 13.5, 13.6

Mobilization and Staging

Sensitive Resources
Consult with CWS and
ENR regarding
sensitive time periods
and locations for
wildlife

Safety and Emergency Response
High speed traffic on
ice roads

Speed limits to and from the MGM drilling locations
will be addressed in the health and safety and journey
management plans.

Section 14

Relief well ability and
timeline

Measures to address accidents and malfunctions will
be addressed in detail in the Emergency Response
Plan (ERP) and in applications to the NEB.

Section 14

Consultation meetings
were not adequately
advertised

MGM advertised the meetings through radio, and
public notice boards; MGM will continue to
communicate with the HTCs regarding the Project
activities.

Section 10.1

HTCs requested
updates on the Project
activities

MGM will continue to communicate with the HTCs
regarding the Project activities.

Section 3

General
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11

Environmental Overview

11.1

Introduction
The Project area includes the northern half of Langley Island, the central portion of Ellice
Island, the eastern and northern portion of Olivier Island and segments of the Arvoknar
and Reindeer Channels in the western portion of the outer Mackenzie Delta. These areas
are characterized by the numerous channels, lakes, ponds and islands which dominate the
terrain. These areas represent active portions of the Mackenzie Delta and are subject to
frequent disturbance by inundation, sedimentation, sea ice scour and storm surges. The
Project area is continually shaped by a range of geological and fluvial processes,
including: isostatic rebound; marine effects from the Beaufort Sea; flooding from the
Mackenzie River; and the influence of underlying permafrost. This section provides an
overview of environmental components of importance in the Project area, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11.2

air quality
terrain, soils and permafrost
hydrology and water quality
aquatic resources
vegetation
wildlife
cultural resources

Air Quality
Site-specific information on background air quality conditions in the Mackenzie Delta Beaufort area is limited; however, short-term monitoring results near Inuvik and Richards
Island (Slaney 1973a, 1973b) indicate that ambient sulphur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) levels are below method detection limits.
In 2003, the Government of the NWT installed an air quality monitoring station in
Inuvik. The results of the monitoring for that year indicate sulphur dioxide (SO2) levels
are more than ten times lower than NWT Standards (GWNT 2003). The station recorded
NO2 levels that were well below Canadian National Ambient Air Quality Objectives
(GNWT 2003). There are no NWT standards for NO2. It is expected that background
levels for SO2 and NO2 for the Project area would be similarly low because of the lack of
current development and industrial activity in the region. Table 11-3 identifies ambient
air quality standards for the NWT.
Modeling was completed to determine the results of well test flaring for five of the nine
wells planned to be drilled during the Project. Details of the model methods and results
are provided in Appendix J. The five wells were grouped into two groups for presentation
purposes, as their gas composition and flare stack parameters were identical. The Ellice
well group includes the Atik and Southeast Ellice wells, while the Langley well group
includes the South Langley, Arvoknar, and East Unipkat wells (Figure 4-1).
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Table 11-3

Northwest Territories Ambient Air Quality Standards
Standard
3 1
(in µg/m )

Standard
(in ppbv)2

1-hour average

450

172

24-hour average

150

57

Annual arithmetic
mean

30

11

127

65

24-hour average

120

N/A

Annual geometric
mean

60

N/A

Parameter
Sulphur Dioxide (SO2)

Ground Level Ozone
8-hour running
average
Total Suspended Particulate

Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5)
24-hour average

30

N/A

NOTES:
1
Micrograms per cubic metre
2
Parts per billion by volume
SOURCE: GNWT (2003)

The results of the modeling indicated that maximum predicted on-hour average groundlevel concentrations of nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organice
compounds (VOC), and particulate matter (PM) are all below applicable ambient air
quality objectives or standards (Table 11-4).

Table 11-4

Maximum Predicted One-Hour Ground-Level Concentrations
Associated with Flaring of the Ellice and Langley Wells

Contaminant

NOX

CO
VOC
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Maximum Predicted
Concentration
(μg m-3)

Averaging
Period

Ellice Wells

Langley Wells

Ambient Air Quality
Criteria
-3
(μg m )

1-hour

5.1

4.4

400 a

24-hour

2.0

1.7

200 a

1-hour

27.7

23.7

15,000

8-hour

19.4

16.6

6,000 a

1-hour

3.9

3.3

N/A

a
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Table 11-4

Maximum Predicted One-Hour Ground-Level Concentrations
Associated with Flaring of the Ellice and Langley Wells (cont’d)

Contaminant

PM

Maximum Predicted
Concentration
-3
(μg m )

Averaging
Period

Ellice Wells

Langley Wells

Ambient Air Quality
Criteria
-3
(μg m )

1-hour

9.9

8.5

N/A

24-hour

4.0

3.4

30

b

NOTES:
a
National Ambient Air Quality Objectives (NAAQO) (Government of Canada 2004)
b
NWT Ambient Air Quality Standard (ENR 2005)
N/A No Standard

11.3

Terrain, Soils and Permafrost
The terrain of Ellice, Langley and Olivier Islands is low-lying with elevations generally
close to sea levels with few areas above 20 m in elevation. The area is generally flat to
gently sloping, and is composed primarily of recent river sediments. Some areas of higher
ground exist on the southwest corner of Langley Island.
Soils in the outer delta vary in relation to permafrost depth, drainage and frequency of
inundation. Where permafrost is deeper than 1 m and soils are not frequently flooded
(i.e., less than annually), Orthic Regosol soils have developed (Heginbottom 2000).
Where permafrost is found within 1 m of the surface, Brunisolic, Regosolic or Glyesolic
Static Cryosol soils have developed (Heginbottom 2000). Much of the Project area
exhibits wetland characteristics, frequently showing Organic Cryosol soil development.
Wetlands are typically composed of moderately decomposed fen peat, and polygonal peat
bogs. Areas of recent deltaic deposition show little or no soil development, with deposits
exhibiting sandy loam texture.
Permafrost in the outer delta is discontinuous. The presence, temperature and depth of
permafrost vary regionally over the outer delta. Depending on the location, between 35
and 65% of the land surface may be underlain by permafrost (Heginbottom 2000).
Permafrost on outer delta tends to be thinner than the surrounding region, especially
compared to areas further to the east. Permafrost depths for the outer delta range between
74 m and 90 m (Taylor et al. 1982). Permafrost is absent or lies very deep beneath larger,
deeper lakes and channels that do not freeze to bed level in winter. In areas of continuous
permafrost, features known as taliks are areas of unfrozen ground, often associated with
waterbodies. The active layer that experiences seasonal thaw may extend to
approximately 1 m below the ground surface, but may be much shallower.
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11.4

Hydrology and Water Quality
The Project occurs primarily in the outer, active portion of the Mackenzie Delta and
overlaps a number of major and minor channels of the Mackenzie River, including
Arvoknar and Reindeer Channels. Spring flooding is the most important hydrologic
process in the area (Bigras 1990). Peak water levels typically occur from late May to
early June and are influenced by ice jams up-river in the main channels of the Delta
(Bigras 1990; Marsh et al. 1999). After spring floods, water levels recede over the
summer months, with the exception of the occasional rise in water levels because of
rainstorms upstream of the Delta (Marsh et al. 1999). River channels are highly turbid
during the summer months but become clear with freeze-up.
The hydrology of lakes in the outer Delta is determined primarily by their elevation
relative to water levels of the nearby Mackenzie River channels (Marsh et al. 1999). The
hydrology of lakes is also influenced by snow melt and surface runoff from the
surrounding area. Larger lakes may provide overwintering habitat for fish.
The Project area is underlain with permafrost. Permafrost prevents the downward
movement of water. Water, from rain or snowmelt, flows horizontally through the ground
above the permafrost which contributes to the hydrology of the numerous lakes across the
landscape.
Small and shallow lakes, typically less than 10 hectares and not deeper than 4 m, are
common throughout the Project area. During winter, lakes with water depths of 2 m or
less typically freeze to the bottom. Larger lakes in the Project area are found on Ellice
and Langley Islands.
Across the Mackenzie Delta, evaporation is greater than summer precipitation and similar
or greater than annual precipitation (Bigras 1990).
Storm surges from storm events on the Beaufort Sea can cause flow reversals in channels,
which can extend tens of kilometres upstream, and can affect lake outlets on Ellice and
Langley Islands. These flow reversals replace warm fresh water in the affected channels
with colder more saline water. Storm surges can also cause flooding of low-lying areas
typical of the Project area, which can result in saline water on land and in lakes of
affected areas for an indeterminate period.
Temperature, turbidity and the presence of metals result in fair to marginal water quality
for potability and general human uses in the lower Mackenzie River and Delta (Health
Canada 2004). Water quality is considered excellent to good under guidelines for
protecting aquatic life (CCME 2003).

11.5

Aquatic Resources
The Mackenzie Delta and estuary support a diversity of marine, anadromous and
freshwater fish species. They provides critical habitat for spawning, migration and
overwintering for a variety of species (ACCP 2000; Sekerak et al. 1992). In many cases,
overwintering habitat is a limiting factor for fish populations (Sekerak et al. 1992). The
overwintering capability of aquatic habitats in the region is dependent on depth,
temperature, salinity and dissolved oxygen. Of these, temperature and salinity are likely
the most critical and limiting (Sekerak et al. 1992).
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The Project area includes a variety of aquatic environments and fish habitat. It is probable
that most species are resident in the region throughout the year, although they may move
between habitats on a seasonal basis. In general, little scientific information on localised
fish distributions and fish habitat exists for the Project area. Limited information was
provided by Slaney (1976), who noted that 27 species of fish were caught in 1972 and
1974 summer surveys conducted in eastern Mackenzie Bay.
Ellice, Langley and Olivier Islands lie within the Central Mackenzie Estuary
(Site No.718D in the Aklavik CCP (ACCP 2000)). Some of the more important species
likely to be found in the Project area are the coregonids (inconnu, arctic cisco, least cisco,
broad whitefish and lake whitefish), burbot and northern pike (Stewart et al. 1993,
Crawford 1989). These are of concern because of their importance to the domestic
fishery, which accounts for the majority of the harvesting in the Mackenzie Delta region
(Crawford 1989). Lake trout may be found in deeper lakes in the area.
Some marine or estuarine fish species may be present in outer Mackenzie Delta channels,
especially at the mouths of these channels or when wind pushes marine water up the
channels. Species surrounding the outer extents of Ellice, Langley and Olivier Islands
could include the saltwater fourhorn sculpin, rainbow smelt, and arctic and starry
flounder.
Mackenzie River channels, such as Arvoknar and Reindeer, provide important migratory
corridors for coregonids between coastal feeding areas and upstream spawning locations.
During break-up, young-of-the-year coregonids are flushed into the outer delta and coast
through these channels (Evans et. al 2002). In summer, adult spawners move up Middle
and other channels to spawning areas further upstream (Evans et. al 2002). In late fall
spent adults move back down into the outer delta area for overwintering (Evans et. al
2002).
Not all lakes, streams and delta channels provide year round habitat. Shallower lakes and
small streams in the Project area may provide summer feeding or rearing habitat for
freshwater fish, while lakes of greater than 4 m depth (Slaney 1976) may provide
overwintering habitat.

11.5.1

Species with Special Conservation Status
Table 11-1 provides information on the conservation status rankings for fish species in
the Project
area.
The freshwater
form of the fourhorn sculpin,
Myoxocephalus quadricornis, is found as a landlocked relic in deep, cold lakes
(COSEWIC 2003a). In the NWT they have only been found along Tuktoyaktuk
Peninsula (COSEWIC 2003a) but may exist elsewhere. In Canada they have also been
found in Nunavut and Newfoundland-Labrador. Globally populations of four horn
sculpin have been recorded in the United States, Russia, Finland, Norway and Sweden.
The freshwater form should not be confused with the saltwater form, which is known to
be widely distributed in estuarine and coastal environments in the region. Saltwater
fourhorn sculpin likely overwinters in bays in the Project area (Slaney 1976; Lawrence
et al. 1984). The saltwater form is easily distinguished from the freshwater form by its
larger size and the prominence of fourhorn-like structures on the top of its head. The
freshwater form is small, and the fourhorn-like structures are either absent or poorly
developed (COSEWIC 2003a).
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In Canada, the pighead (formerly blackline) prickleback (Acantholumpenus mackayi) has
only been found in the Western Arctic coastal waters. Pighead prickleback have been
captured at Phillips Bay (Bond and Erickson 1989), Liverpool Bay (Bond and Erickson
1993), Tuktoyaktuk Harbour (Hopky and Ratynski 1983), and Kugmallit and Hutchinson
Bays (COSEWIC 2003b). The number of individual populations of pighead prickleback
and their abundance is unknown. Outside Canada, pighead prickleback have been
captured in the Okhotsk Sea in Japan, and the Chukchi Sea, as well as Norton Sound and
Bristol Bay, Alaska (COSEWIC 2003b).

Table 11-1

Fish Species with Special Conservation Status
1

2

3

Species

ENR

COSEWIC

SARA

Fourhorn sculpin (freshwater)

Not listed

Data deficient
(formerly Special Concern)

Not listed

Pighead prickleback

Not listed

Data deficient
(formerly Special Concern)

Not listed

NOTES:
1
Environment and Natural Resources, Government of Northwest Territories
2
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC)
3
Species at Risk Act (SARA)

11.6

Vegetation
The majority of Ellice, Langley and Olivier Islands are composed of flat, low-lying
terrain at or near sea level. Vegetation communities colonizing recent delta deposits are
dominated by wet sedge and cotton-grass species, commonly including water sedge
(Carex aquatilis), narrow-leaved cotton-grass (Eriophorum angustifolium) and fisher
dupontia (Dupontia fisheri). Slightly more stable areas of the active delta support more
successionally-developed vegetation communities characterized by short willows with a
sedge understory. These communities typically colonize the slightly more raised habitats
and channel levees (created by increased sedimentation of fine sand and silt) and
intersperse the wet sedge community type. Characteristic species include felt-leaf willow
(Salix alaxensis), Richardson’s willow (Salix richardsonii), horsetail (Equisetum species)
and narrow-leaved cotton-grass (Eriophorum angustifolium). Low centered polygons
dominated by sedges, cotton-grasses and sphagnum mosses may also develop.

11.6.1

Rare Plant Species and Uncommon Communities
The Government of the NWT has released a new ranking of vascular plant species for the
NWT - NWT Species 2006-2010 – General Status Ranks of Wild Species in the
Northwest Territories (Working Group on General Status of NWT Species 2006) which
shall be used to define rarity rankings for species located within the Project area.
Two rare willows, Arctic seashore willow (Salix ovalifolia Trautv. var. arctolitoralis
[Hult.] Argus), and wedge leaf willow (Salix sphenophylla A. Skvortsov) have been
previously observed in delta floodplain habitats characteristic of the active outer delta.
There is the potential to find both of these species in the Project area as the required
habitat types exist in the region of Ellice, Langley and Olivier Islands. Arctic seashore
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willow is ranked “may be at risk” (Working Group on General Status of NWT Species
2006). Wedge leaf willow is a nationally rare species that is endemic to the western arctic
coastline (McJannet et al. 1995) and is ranked “may be at risk” in the NWT (Working
Group on General Status of NWT Species 2006). Chamisso’s willow (Salix chamissonis
Anderss.), ranked as sensitive (Working Group on General Status of NWT Species 2006)
has also been found in the Storm Hills area associated with late melting snow banks in
dwarf shrub tundra (MPG 2004). Another rare species, Whorled Lousewort (Pedicellaris
verticillata L.), was found on Langley Island during field work in 2006 (KAVIK-AXYS
2006b).
Recent KAVIK-AXYS survey experience in the Project area indicates that Arctic
seashore willow is usually found on slightly raised alluvial river flats in the region.
Wedge leaf willow can also be found in these areas, as well as more saturated areas
exhibiting polygonal ground development. Chamisso’s willow was found along a stream
drainage, in a south-facing valley. Whorled lousewort was found associated with short
willow cover near channel edges in the low lying portions of the delta.
Uncommon plant communities are associated with specialized habitats and can support
distinct suites of plant species. They occur in small patches on the landscape and are
often associated with unique terrain features or are influenced by particular
environmental conditions. The identification of uncommon communities can only be
accomplished with field surveys and thus have not been identified for other areas in the
Project.

11.7

Wildlife
Wildlife species present in the Project area provide an important subsistence harvest
resource for communities, as identified in Section 9. The habitat types within the Project
area support a number of wildlife species of special conservation status, both territorially
and federally. These species are listed in Table 11-2.

Table 11-2

Selected Wildlife Species with Special Conservation Status in or
Adjacent to the Project Area
Species
Marine Mammals

NWT/ENR1

COSEWIC2

SARA3
4

Bowhead whale

Sensitive

Special Concern

Schedule 2

Polar bear

Sensitive

Special Concern

Not Listed4

Grizzly bear

Sensitive

Special Concern

Not Listed

Wolverine

Sensitive

Special Concern

Not Listed4

Eskimo curlew

At Risk

Endangered

Schedule 1

Peregrine falcon
(tundrius subspecies)

May Be At Risk

Special Concern

Schedule 3

Short-eared owl

Sensitive

Special Concern

Schedule 3

Terrestrial Mammals
4

Migratory Birds
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Table 11-2

Selected Wildlife Species with Special Conservation Status in or
Adjacent to the Project Area (cont’d)
NWT/ENR1

COSEWIC2

SARA3

Rusty blackbird

May Be At Risk

Special Concern

Not Listed4

Northern pintail

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Lesser scaup

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Common eider

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

King eider

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Long-tailed duck

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Harlequin duck

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Black scoter

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Surf scoter

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

White-winged scoter

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Arctic tern

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Least sandpiper

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Semi-palmated sandpiper

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Hudsonian godwit

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Red phalarope

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Whimbrel

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Common snipe

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

American golden plover

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Species
Migratory Birds (cont’d)

NOTES:
1
Environment and Natural Resources, Government of the Northwest Territories (ENR)
2
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada
3
Species at Risk Act
4
Species currently being evaluated for inclusion under SARA Schedule 1.

11.7.1

Migratory Birds
The Mackenzie Delta provides key migratory bird habitat for a variety of shorebird and
waterfowl species. Areas in proximity to the Project of particular importance to migratory
birds include KIBS (Figure 4-1). Waterfowl (e.g., geese, ducks, swans) prefer habitat in
marshy lowland areas with sedge, grass and horsetail vegetation. Shorebirds (e.g.,
sandpipers) congregate along areas with wet sedge, patterned ground and moist tundra in
close proximity to water. Areas of higher elevation provide suitable habitat for species
such as passerines, owls, raptors and grouse. Federally and territorially-listed bird species
with potential to be found in the Project area are listed in Table 11-3. A complete list of
birds found in the Mackenzie Delta region can be found in Appendix B.
Shorebirds, waterfowl and other migratory bird species are particularly sensitive to
disturbances through the critical stages of nesting, brood-rearing, moulting and staging
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(Latour et al. 2006). Migratory birds arrive in the Mackenzie Delta starting in early May
and return to southern over-wintering sites beginning in late August. The drilling Project
area contains both nesting and staging habitat for shorebirds and waterfowl. Details of
species’ sensitivity to disturbances are outlined in Appendix B.
In general, the Project area supports little raptor habitat, although Project activities might
overlap with snowy owl, peregrine falcons (tundrius subspecies), bald eagle, gyrfalcon
and short-eared owl. However, most raptors generally nest in drier upland areas.
Willow ptarmigan and hoary redpolls are the only bird species known to over-winter in
the Project area. These species are likely to be found on higher ground with shrub
vegetation suitable for nesting and cover.

11.7.2

Terrestrial Mammals
The geographic range of many species extends into the Project area, including barren
ground grizzly bear, barren-ground caribou and domestic reindeer, moose, wolverine,
beaver, muskrat, fox (red and Arctic), grey wolf, marten, lynx, snowshoe hare, and a
large number of small rodents. However, the characteristic low-lying landscape that
dominates the Project area is a limiting factor for many terrestrial species found on the
outer Mackenzie Delta. Frequent flooding of low-lying lands, including the Ellice and
Langley drilling and barging areas, results in relatively low habitat suitability for many of
terrestrial mammal species.
Low hills in the area provide potential denning sites for barren ground grizzly bear.
Grizzly bear have been known to move to low-lying coastal areas in June, then shift to
upland habitats following green-up of vegetation (Pearson and Nagy 1976), as waterfowl
colonies along the coast, arctic ground squirrels, and caribou carrion can provide
important fall food sources. Ungulates, including moose, reindeer and barren-ground
caribou, can occasionally be found in the area, however all three species prefer habitat on
the older, more developed Delta, east of Langley Island (Fabijan et al. 1993). Rare
harvesting occurrences of moose and caribou have been recorded along the Middle and
Reindeer Channels, following the Langley Island shoreline (Fabijan et al. 1993).

11.7.3

Marine Mammals
There are five species of marine mammal with potential to occur within and adjacent to
the Project area. Beluga whale and bowhead whale can be found in shallow coastal
waters off the Mackenzie Delta; however, they are summer residents and are not likely to
occur in the shallow channels within the Project area. Ringed seal and bearded seal are
occasionally found within the Project area, but concentrations of these species are not
typically found in the area (Stirling et al. 1981).
The Southern Beaufort Sea polar bear population is estimated at 1,800 individuals
(Regehr et al. 2006). However, a joint population survey between the US and Canada on
the Southern Beaufort population was conducted in the spring of 2006. Preliminary
results released in June 2006, suggest that the population is closer to 1500 individuals
(Schliebe et. al. 2006). Final findings of the survey will be released in summer 2007.
Part of the Project overlaps with areas that provide suitable polar bear denning habitat,
including areas of Ellice, Langley and Olivier Islands identified under CCP site 323C
Mainland Coastal Polar Bear Denning Areas (TCCP 2000). Polar bear denning habitat
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occurs both on the ice and land where relief structures promote the accumulation of snow
and are in proximity to feeding grounds. Maternity dens have been mapped along the
outer Mackenzie Delta including sites in proximity to Niglintgak Island near the Project
area (COSEWIC 2002, internet site; McCormick 2006, internet site). Denning bears often
return to specific denning sites every year. Male bears may also den for short periods in
the harshest part of winter. However, they are present for most of the winter feeding
along the shear zone between pack ice and the leading edge of annual ice in the
Beaufort Sea (COSEWIC 2002, internet site).

11.8

Cultural and Heritage Resources
Portions of the Mackenzie Delta were available for occupation by approximately
9,000 B.C., after glacial ice had receded from the area. However, fluctuation of water and
land levels during the Holocene, potentially affected human movement and accessibility
of the landscape for human use. Remains of mammoth and large horned bison have been
recovered from the Mackenzie Delta, confirming that at least part of the delta was
suitable habitat for animal species that may have been hunted by early human occupants.
Yukon wild ass and woolly mammoth remains have been recovered from the area of
Tununuk Point. Although the presence of these faunal species suggests that the region
was habitable for wildlife, the earliest evidence for human activity in the Mackenzie
Delta dates to approximately 2,000 B.C.
There is little evidence of pre-contact period occupation of the proposed Project area.
Although several archaeological studies have been undertaken in the Mackenzie Delta
since the early 1970s, most of the research has focused on the eastern outer Delta and
portions of Richards Island.
Several sites are located in the vicinity of Camp Farewell. Both NhTu 1 and HhTu 2 are
indigenous historic sites consisting of a grave and ice cellar and a campsite.
Site NhTux 1, located on Ellice Island, also contains a burial. One additional site,
NiTw 3, consisting of the remains of a traditional campsite, is located on Gary Island.
Although archaeological visibility or assessments in the region have resulted in a small
database of known archaeological locations in the vicinity of the Project area, there are
numerous examples of more modern Aboriginal use of the region. Gordon (1973)
conducted a boat survey of …where the Main Channel exits via Shallow Bay… observed
several trapping and fishing campsites belonging to the residents of Aklavik and Inuvik.
Earlier than this, both Alexander Mackenzie and John Franklin explored the area, and
provided evidence of its use.
In the areas where archaeological sites have been identified in the outer western
Mackenzie Delta, they have been found in the higher glaciofluvial and morainal
landforms mainly associated with the eastern outer Delta. Surficial geology of this type is
less common in the areas adjacent to the proposed Project area, and is found among the
islands at the mouth of the Delta (Garry, Kendall and Pelly Islands), on a small portion of
Niglintgak Island and in areas east of Middle Channel. A burial site was previously found
on a pingo on Ellice Island (FMA 2004).
While the majority of the proposed drilling sites appear to have low to moderate potential
for precontact archaeological sites, the potential for traditional use sites within the Project
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area is considered to be moderate to high. Lakes on both Ellice and Langley Island in
proximity to proposed drill sites provide harvesting opportunities for geese and fish.
The nine drill sites and four barge landing sites on Ellice, Langley and Olivier Islands
will be the main focus of archaeological investigation during MGM Energy Corp. 2007,
2008 & 2009 Summer Field Assessment and Advance Barging Project 2. The area of
Camp Farewell is considered to have moderate to high potential for the identification of
archaeological and traditional use sites. However, Project activities at Camp Farewell
will include the staging of equipment on an existing disturbance, and therefore, no further
investigation is warranted.

2

The Project Description describing the summer program was submitted to the EISC under separate cover in
April 2007.
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12

Proposed Mitigation and Anticipated
Environmental Effects

12.1

Overview
This section describes the potential effects of Project activities on Valued Components
(VCs), mitigation measures to reduce, control or eliminate these potential effects, and the
implications of residual effects.
Potential environmental effects were identified through public consultation, review of the
previous work conducted in EL 427 by Chevron Canada Limited (including past field
reconnaissance surveys conducted in proximity to the Project area; KAVIK-AXYS
2006b), and review of existing scientific literature, maps, the Inuvialuit CCPs and the
Inuvialuit Harvest Study (Joint Secretariat 2003).
Many of the Project activities will be confined to staging/barge landing sites and ice
roads that have been previously used by operators and government personnel in the
western Mackenzie Delta (i.e. Chevron, Aurora Research Institute, Department of Energy
and Natural Resources, EnCana). Furthermore, drilling and testing activities are localized
and will be conducted during winter, avoiding key periods for wildlife and traditional
harvesting activities. Project activities will follow INAC's Environmental Operating
Guidelines: Hydrocarbon Wellsites in Northern Canada (INAC 1986) and best
management practices established by the drilling industry.
It is anticipated that these factors, along with the implementation of the proposed
mitigation measures, will result in negligible residual effect on the VCs and that Project
activities will not contribute measurably to cumulative effects in the area (Section 13).

12.2

Spatial and Temporal Scope
The spatial scope of assessment included three scales: drilling sites, Project footprint, and
the Project Area. The drilling sites are the focus for most of the activity, and will be the
primary focus of the assessment. The Project footprint was also assessed and includes
those parts of EL 394 and EL 427 that will be used by the Project; on ice and overland
access routes; the Camp Farewell staging area; and the water withdrawal sites associated
with each drilling site. Water withdrawal will occur in channels of the Mackenzie River.
Where necessary, to assess the effects of the Project on wide-ranging environmental
components (e.g. water and air quality, wildlife), a larger study area was used (“Project
area”), which includes the broad study areas identified in (Figure 4-1).
The temporal scope predominately mirrored the Project schedule (Section 6). Effects
potentially lasting beyond the Project schedule were considered. However, since ground
disturbance is not anticipated, the potential for long term effects are limited to the effects
of accidents and malfunctions, or residual effects of sensory disturbance.
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12.3

Valued Components
A VC is defined as an environmental, social, economic or cultural component that is
considered important by the proponent, local communities, technical specialists and/or
government. The assessment of Project effects on VCs provides an indication of Project
effects on broader environmental and social conditions. Similarly, mitigation measures
for Project effects on VCs provide protection for the broader environmental and social
systems they represent.
Candidate VCs in the Project area were selected based on:
•
•
•
•

sensitivity to Project effects
importance to local communities and resource users
territorial, national or international importance (including status under the SARA)
value as an indicator of effects on related resources and broader systems

Candidate VCs were identified for the Project area based on the environmental overview
and community consultation. Candidate VCs were screened to select final VCs based on
their potential to be affected by Project activities. In this study, candidate VCs were
excluded if they did not overlap temporally or spatially with the Project, or if there is no,
or negligible, potential for the Project to affect them. Selected VCs and the rationale for
selection are provided in Table 12-1. The selected VCs are the subject of further
assessment and mitigation planning in Section 12.4.

Table 12-1

Candidate and Selected Valued Components in the Project Area
and Rationale for Selection

Candidate VC

Selected VC

Air quality

No

Terrain, soil
and
permafrost
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Yes

Selection Rationale
•

Emissions will result from a number of continuous and
intermittent sources such as the rig engine, generators, barges,
vehicles, aircraft and flaring.

•

Most emission sources are diesel-powered engines. Emissions
are temporary in nature will be rapidly dispersed, and are not
expected to exceed NWT Air Quality Guidelines (Table 11-3;
Appendix J).

•

There is potential for shoreline and riparian disturbance because
of barge staging/removal, and ice road construction.

•

Activities on land may cause rutting, compression or surface
disturbance.

•

Barge mooring and flare stack piles/supports involve minor
surface disturbance.

•

Flaring may cause localized thawing of the active layer and
permafrost.

•

Spills may cause local effects to surface soil and permafrost.
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Table 12-1
Candidate VC

Candidate and Selected Valued Components in the Project Area
and Rationale for Selection (cont’d)
Selected VC

Selection Rationale

Hydrology

No

•

Water supplies will be withdrawn from channels of the Mackenzie
River. There will be no measurable effect on flows or water levels
as a result of water withdrawal for the Project.

Water quality

Yes

•

Water quality may be affected by potential hydrocarbon and
untreated wastewater spills or other accidental releases of
deleterious substances.

Fish and fish
habitat

Yes

•

Occurrence of a number of important freshwater, anadromous
and marine species in the Project area.

•

Potential water quality effects from spills could affect fish and fish
habitat.

•

Localized disturbance may potentially impact populations of rare
Arctic seashore, Chamisso’s and wedge leaf willows.

•

Localized disturbance and loss of vegetation resulting from
Project activities.

•

Dormant vegetation may be affected by temporary thawing during
flaring.

•

The demobilization of barges from staging sites will occur in June
during arrival and nesting season.

•

Proposed activities have potential to affect bird habitat (e.g., use
of vehicles on tundra, ice pad and road construction, mooring and
flare stack piles).

•

Limited temporal and/or spatial overlap of Project activities with
barren ground caribou, moose and wolverines.

•

The combination of poor habitat quality and minimal, short-term
disturbance from advance staging suggests that Project activities
are likely to have little effect.

•

Mitigation of potential vegetation effects will protect wildlife
habitat.

•

The Project area supports potential spring, summer and fall
foraging and denning habitat for grizzly bear.

Vegetation
communities,
including rare
plants

Yes

Migratory birds Yes
and habitat

Terrestrial
mammals and
habitat

No
• Barren

ground
caribou
• Moose
• Wolverine

Yes
• Grizzly bear
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Table 12-1
Candidate VC

Candidate and Selected Valued Components in the Project Area
and Rationale for Selection (cont’d)
Selected VC

Selection Rationale
•

Project activities occur outside of the Beluga Management
Zone 1A.

•

Unlikely temporal and spatial overlap of Project activities with
whale and seal distribution.

•

Minimal, short-term disturbance resulting from barge removal the
in June is likely to have no effect because of the inland locations
of these activities.

•

Mitigation of potential water quality effects will protect habitat.

Yes

•

Coastal polar bears may be denning or foraging in Project area.

• Polar bear

•

Project Zone of Influence on coastal polar bears may extend from
the central portion of eastern Langley Island to central Ellice
Island.

Yes

•

The Project area has a moderate to high potential for traditional
camps along the coast.

Beluga hunting No

•

Project activities will occur outside of the Beluga Management
Zone 1A.

Polar bear
hunting

No

•

No polar bear hunting occurs in the Project area.

Fishing

No

•

Open water activities are limited to advance staging activities and
few effects on fish or fish habitat are anticipated.

•

Past community consultation indicated that the area is not used
for winter fishing.

•

Minimal temporal overlap of the Project with special fish
management areas.

•

Minimal temporal and spatial overlap of Project with spring goose
hunting.

•

No specific concerns raised during community consultation.

•

Documented archaeological sites in the Project vicinity.

•

An archaeological assessment will be conducted during the
summer of 2007.

•

If heritage sites are subsequently identified during the Project,
avoidance measures will be undertaken.

Marine
mammals and
habitat

No
• Beluga

whale
• Bowhead

whale
• Ringed seal
• Bearded

seal

Traditional
camp area

Bird hunting

No

Archaeological Yes
sites
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12.4

Impact Assessment and Mitigation
The following mitigation measures will be implemented for the protection of the VCs
selected in Table 12-1. There are two components for mitigation of effects:

Table 12-2

•

additional baseline data collection and site evaluations prior to Project activities
(Table 12-2). A field assessment for barge landing/staging sites and wellsites has
been submitted to the EISC for approval. Please see “MGM Energy Corp 2007, 2008
and 2009 Summer Field Assessment and Advance Barging Project” submitted with
this document under separate cover. On the bases of these assessments, the Project
design will be modified to minimize or avoid overlaps with sensitive biophysical,
archaeological or cultural sites.

•

mitigation measures for VCs implemented during advance staging, construction,
operation and demobilization and abandonment (Table 12-3). Appendix H contains a
comprehensive list of environmental protection measures.

Additional Data Collection and Site Evaluations

Potential Effects to
Valued Component

Data Collection/Site Evaluation

Terrain and Permafrost
•

Shoreline erosion because of barge
staging/landing

•

Barge site evaluation to identify stable shorelines, deeper channels
and adjacent marshalling areas

•

Effects to land and water as a result of
unsuitable drill site selection

•

Drill site selection in Summer 2007 to identify suitable sites on level
ground, >100 m from waterbodies with minimal overland access
roads

•

Localized damage to vegetation, rare
•
plants or uncommon communities from
barge staging, accidental spills, flaring,
etc.

Characterization of vegetation to avoid rare plants and uncommon
communities will be completed by a qualified biologist at proposed
drill sites. Potential barge and drill sites will be evaluated for
appropriate seed mix as necessary. Flare pad size and depth will
be modeled to avoid thawing surface vegetation or soil

Wildlife
•

•

ENR to provide location of historic grizzly den locations and/or
conduct a survey prior to Project start-up to allow avoidance by
>300 m

•

Summer Project results will be used to locate/select appropriately
site well locations, barge staging, and wellsite access

Localized damage to undocumented
•
archaeological sites from barge staging,
overland access, etc.

Archaeological survey will be conducted by a qualified
archaeologist at proposed drill sites, overland access routes, and
barge sites prior to any ground disturbance

Potential disturbance to denning bears

Traditional Camp area
•

Localized disturbance to traditional
camp areas from drill site selection

Archaeology
•
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Table 12-3

Potential Effects and Mitigations for Valued Components

Potential Effects on Valued Components

Mitigation

Terrain, Soil and Permafrost
Shoreline/lowland disturbance and erosion
•

Barge staging, ice road and well pad
construction have potential to disturb
underlying soils through vehicle and
equipment use

Reduced permafrost integrity
•

Spills

•

Flaring may cause local melting of the active
layer and permafrost

•

Drilling fluid
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•

Barge mooring piles will be installed using a tracked auger
working from the ramp on one of the barges.

•

Equipment will be unloaded using barge ramps or packed
snow and ice ramps, which will protect channel banks.

•

Equipment will be unloaded only after a snow/ice pad of at
least 15 cm in thickness is constructed in the adjacent
marshalling area.

•

Ice pads will be constructed using low ground pressure
vehicles.

•

Only low ground pressure equipment will be used if there is
less than 20 cm of snow.

•

Other vehicles and equipment will only be used on
constructed ice pads a minimum of 15 cm thick

•

Rutting will be avoided. Vehicle movements will be
suspended if rutting occurs.

•

Mushroom shoes or boots will be used on bladed
equipment.

•

If ground disturbance is unavoidable (e.g., in the course of
spill clean-up), the surface will be immediately reinsulated
using uncontaminated cut vegetation and disturbed soil.

•

Sacrificial ice flare pad will be constructed to maintain
insulating barrier; the size and depth of this ice pad will be
designed to avoid thawing surface vegetation or soil.
Flaring will be suspended and the pad reinsulated if ground
level thawing becomes a concern.

•

Use of potassium chloride (KCl) and mud chillers during
drilling will prevent permafrost degradation in the well bore.
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Table 12-3

Potential Effects and Mitigations for Valued Components (cont’d)

Potential Effects on Valued Components

Mitigation

Water Quality
Potential effects to surface water quality
•

•

There will be no unauthorized waste discharges to surface
waters or the ground. All wastes will be contained and
disposed of in approved facilities designed for proper
containment, treatment and disposal of wastes in
accordance with permit requirements.

•

All Project activities will take place on constructed ice pads
or ice roads which will facilitate thorough clean up of any
accidental spills and protect soils from erosion and
contamination, which could subsequently affect surface
water quality.

•

Fuel containment and handling procedures
(Section 5.4.3.3) will minimize the risk of fuel spills.

•

Ice pads at the drill site will facilitate containment and
effective clean-up of any accidental spills of drilling wastes.

•

In the event of accidental spills, MGM’s Emergency
Response and Spill Contingency Plan (Section 14 and
Appendix G) will ensure containment, thorough clean-up
and proper disposal of absorbent materials and
contaminated snow and ice. Evaporators will be used to
reduce the volume of contaminated snow and ice.

•

Prior to site abandonment, all working areas will be
inspected for contaminant residues and cleaned up as
required.

•

Minimization of the use/concentration of freeze suppressing
agents (e.g., KCl) in drilling muds.

•

Winter water withdrawal will follow and comply with
Protocol for Winter Water Withdrawal in the NWT (DFO
2005).

•

Suction hoses and screens used for water withdrawal will
be designed and operated in accordance with DFO
Freshwater Intake End-of-pipe Fish Screen Guidelines
(DFO 1995).

•

Regular inspection of water trucks to ensure compliance.

•

Mitigation for water quality listed above will protect fish and
fish habitat.

Effects to water quality may occur because of
surface disturbance and erosion, hydrocarbon
spills and untreated wastewater releases

Fish and Fish Habitat
Potential fish entrainment and mortality
•

Water withdrawal using pumps and hoses
(necessary to make ice pads and roads) may
result in fish kills
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Table 12-3

Potential Effects and Mitigations for Valued Components (cont’d)

Potential Effects on Valued Components

Mitigation

Vegetation Communities (Including Rare Plants)
Localized loss or damage of vegetation
•

Damage to vegetation (potentially rare plants
or uncommon communities) from accidental
spills

•

Compaction and breakage of stems by
vehicles

•

Compaction and effects of delayed melting
associated with ice pads and roads

•

Flaring may cause local melting of the active
layer and permafrost, and temporary thawing
of frozen vegetation (note that very short term
thawing of vegetation is not expected to
cause long-term vegetation damage or dieback)
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•

Operations on land will be confined to winter (frozen
ground) conditions.

•

Ice roads and ice pads of at least 15 cm in thickness will be
used to protect surface vegetation and prevent compaction.

•

No other equipment or materials than absolutely necessary
will be placed on shore prior to the construction of ice roads
and ice pads to protect surface vegetation.

•

The areal extent of on-land ice pads and ice road footprints
will be minimized.

•

Vehicles and equipment will only be used if there is a
minimum of 15 cm of snow/ice on ice pads and overland
access roads.

•

Vegetation will be ‘walked down’ instead of cut wherever
possible.

•

Proposed overland access pre-scouted to select
appropriate routing with least likelihood of vegetation and
soil disturbance

•

Where vegetation removal or damage is deemed
absolutely necessary, for example in the case of spill
clean-up, the area will be reinsulated with cut organic
matter to prevent possible melting of permafrost and
facilitate re-vegetation.

•

For rare plants or plant communities identified during site
selection reconnaissance and biophysical/vegetation
assessments mitigation plans will be developed that will be
appropriate to the individual species or community
characteristics and rarity ranks for known populations of
species. Techniques include avoidance.

•

Flare pad size and depth will be modeled to avoid thawing
surface vegetation or soil. Flaring will be suspended and
the area will be reinsulated if ground level thawing
becomes a concern.
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Table 12-3

Potential Effects and Mitigations for Valued Components (cont’d)

Potential Effects on Valued Components

Mitigation

Migratory Birds and Habitat
Temporary sensory disturbance of migratory
birds (Appendix B)

•

Disruptions to migratory birds will be kept to a minimum by
removing barges in the shortest possible timeframe.

•

Demobilization of barges (approximately mid
June) may flush birds from preferred nesting
locations

•

•

Helicopter use associated with barging and
barge monitoring may increase sensory
disturbance

Barge removal will be completed in June as soon after
break-up as possible, and will be completed in
approximately four days at the barge landing site. Note that
barges are required to supply communities and service
other users.

•

Barge travel routes will avoid passage near coastlines and
approach barge staging locations perpendicular to the
shore to limit the spatial extent of effects on birds (if
present).

•

IGC Overflight Guidelines (Appendix C) will be followed,
where practical. Observed concentrations of migratory
birds will be avoided (1000 m vertically, 1500 m
horizontally).

•

Wildlife monitors will be present and consulted during
activities.

Temporary loss of bird habitat on Project
footprint

•

Only low ground pressure equipment will be used if there is
less than 20 cm of snow.

•

Equipment used directly on snow covered
tundra may affect vegetation used by birds

•

Other vehicles and equipment will only be used on
constructed ice pads >15 cm in depth.

•

Equipment used on ice pads may potentially
affect vegetation used by birds

•

Ice pads will be used with the sole intent of minimizing
surface and vegetation effects.

•

Ice pads are expected to melt rapidly after demobilisation.

•

Avoidance will be the primary mitigation. MGM will liaise
with ENR, and will incorporate the results of ENR den
location information into the Project. A 300 m exclusion
area will be established around any known denning sites.

•

Wildlife monitors will be used

•

IGC and CWS air traffic guidelines will be followed, where
possible.

•

Avoidance will be the primary mitigation. If a bear is
sighted, it will be avoided and allowed to leave the area.
Activities will be suspended or relocate as necessary.

•

ENR Bear Encounter Response Guidelines for Oil and Gas
Programs will be followed (ENR 2005; Appendix D). MGM
has also developed a Bear Protocol to mitigate bear-human
interactions, including training, garbage management and
monitoring.

•

Wildlife Monitors will be used to monitor bear activity, and
to manage bear encounters. Bears will not be harassed.

Grizzly Bear & Polar Bear
Disturbance of denning or foraging bears
•

Direct disturbance

•

Sensory disturbance on land and by aircraft

Bear-human interactions
•

Attractants

•

Safety
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Table 12-3

Potential Effects and Mitigations for Valued Components (cont’d)

Potential Effects on Valued Components

Mitigation

Archaeological Sites
Disturbance to sites

12.5

•

All Project sites (drill sites, barge sites and overland roads)
will be screened for known archaeological sites. Project
sites will be assessed as required in summer by a
professional archaeologist to ensure no undocumented
sites are present.

•

A minimum 100 m vehicle exclusion buffer will be
established around all known sites. If necessary, a larger
buffer may be established in consultation with the Prince of
Wales Northern Heritage Centre.

Residual Effects of the Project on the Environment
Assessments of potential residual environmental effects of the Project after mitigation
(Table 12-3) were based on the criteria presented in Table 12-4.

Table 12-4

Assessment Criteria for Potential Residual Environmental Effects

Criteria

Duration

Frequency

Seasonal Timing

Potential Outcomes
Short-Term:
Effect lasts for duration of
Project

Medium-Term:
Effect lasts for up to
5 years after activity
ceases

Long-Term:
Effect lasts greater than
5 years after activity ceases

Once:
Effect occurs once

Intermittent:
Effect occurs intermittently

Continuous:
Effect occurs continuously

Season-Specific
Effect is restricted to a particular season or
season(s)

Geographic Extent

Project Footprint, Project Area or Regional

Reversibility
Magnitude of effect
change relative to
VC benchmark
(KAVIK-AXYS 2002)

Non Season-Specific
Effect could occur year round

Reversible or Irreversible

None/negligible

Low
(< 1%) –
1
Class 3 Effect

Moderate
(1-10% of VC) –
Class 2 Effect2

High
(>10%) –
Class 1 Effect3

NOTES:
1
Class 3 Effect: The predicted trend in the measurable parameter under projected levels of development may result
in a decline in the VC in the study area during the life of the project, but VC levels should recover to baseline after
project closure.
2
Class 2 Effect: The predicted trend in the measurable parameter under projected levels of development will likely
result in a decline in the VC to lower than baseline, but stable levels in the study area after project closure and into
the foreseeable future.
3
Class 1 Effect: The predicted trend in the measurable parameter under projected levels of development could
threaten the sustainability of the VC in the study area, and should be considered of management concern.
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Existing technical information (including information presented in Section 12 and
technical appendices), Traditional Knowledge, professional judgment and knowledge of
the Project area were used to assess residual environmental effects and their significance.
Wherever possible, thresholds and guidelines (e.g., water quality management objectives)
were referenced when determining significance.
Potential residual effects of the Project after implementation of mitigation are discussed
in Sections 12.5.1-12.5.6 and summarized in Table 12-5.

Table 12-5

Summary of Residual Project Effects

Valued Component

Potential Residual Effects

Significance

Terrain, Soil and Permafrost

Medium to long term, confined to footprint,
reversible and negligible in magnitude

Not Significant

Vegetation Communities,
including Rare Plants

Medium term to long term, confined to
footprint, reversible and negligible in
magnitude

Not Significant

Water Quality

Short term, localized, reversible and
negligible in magnitude

Not Significant

Fish and Fish Habitat

Short term, localized, reversible and
negligible in magnitude

Not Significant

Migratory Birds and Habitat

Short-term, localized, reversible and
negligible-low in magnitude

Not Significant

Polar Bear/Grizzly Bear

Short term, localized, reversible and
negligible in magnitude

Not Significant

Archaeological Sites

None provided assessment and avoidance
measures are implemented

Not Significant

12.5.1

Terrain, Soil and Permafrost
A negligible area of ground disturbance will occur at the barge and flare pad pilings and
at the well centre. Potential sources of ground disturbance, such as vehicle rutting on
overland ice roads, will be mitigated by measures to be implemented during the Project.
Residual effects on terrain, soil and permafrost were rated as negligible.

12.5.2

Water Quality
Potential effects on water quality relate mainly to fuel leaks and spills, and uncontrolled
accidental wastewater releases. Measures to avoid, contain and remediate leaks, spills and
other accidental releases to waterbodies are described in Section 5, including monitoring
fuel barges during staging. The probability of such events is considered remote.
However, a major barge tank failure could have a high magnitude consequence, hence all
practical mitigation and monitoring to avoid such an event will be implemented
(Section 5.4.2).
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Water withdrawals for Project use will occur only on channels of the Mackenzie River
within the Project area. No lakes will be used for Project water withdrawals. Potential
effects to water quality within channels will be negligible where sufficient depth and flow
is present to ensure sufficient flow is maintained during water withdrawals.
The potential effects of the Project on water quality were rated as negligible.

12.5.3

Fish and Fish Habitat
Mitigation to address terrain, soil and water quality concerns also provides protection for
fish and fish habitat. The potential effects of the Project on fish and fish habitat were
rated as negligible.

12.5.4

Vegetation
Vegetation may potentially be affected by vehicles, ice pad development and/or loss
(flare pad) and spills. Effects of ice pads on wet tundra typical of the Project area, based
on observational studies, are virtually undetectable, even during the first growing season
(McKendrick 2000). Effects on vegetation (and rare plants if present) by low ground
pressure vehicles used to build pads and overland roads should be minimal provided
adequate snow and ice cover is maintained. Taller shrubs will be walked down or
trimmed, depending on which results in the least disturbance. However, tall vegetation is
not likely to be encountered within much of the Project area. The rare plant species noted
for the general vicinity of the Project area, if present, are low in stature and will likely be
protected by snow cover and ice pads. Residual effects on vegetation were rated as
negligible.

12.5.5

Migratory Birds and Habitat
Migratory birds are present in the Project area from late May to early October. Within
this period, birds appear most sensitive during nesting, when they may abandon their
nests because of disturbance, and during fall staging when large concentrations of birds
gather on the outer coast. Numbers of staging birds decline in late September and most
birds have departed the area by early October.
Barging will be helicopter-supported. Helicopter activity during the late fall and early
spring will not affect birds as most species will be absent from the outer delta. Removal
of barges in mid-late June will overlap with breeding and nesting activities for many
migratory bird species.
MGM is committed to reducing the effects of the Project on migratory birds. To do so,
MGM has adjusted the Project schedule and duration to the extent possible to avoid
overlaps with sensitive life stages, and will mitigate potential effects on vegetation that
provides bird habitat. The majority of the Project activities will be conducted on frozen
ground in winter, while those scheduled between May and October will occur primarily
when most birds are absent from the region (i.e., late September). When overlap with
sensitive timing periods is unavoidable (late June-early July), Project activities will be
completed quickly with minimal additional noise sources to reduce potential effects on
migratory birds, other wildlife and residents. In addition, these activities are typically
limited to the water channels and immediate near-shore areas directly adjacent to the
barges.
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Depending on final barging plans and the location of mooring sites, the Project may have
potential residual effects on migratory birds. These effects have been rated as short-term,
localized, reversible and negligible-low in magnitude.

12.5.6

Grizzly and Polar Bears
Polar bear and grizzly bears are wide-ranging species that may be present in the Project
area during winter operations. The Project covers the coastline along the western edge of
Ellice Island to the Middle Channel, and has potential to cause disturbance to both
species.
Although the Project is proposed at the southern extent of the Southern Beaufort Sea
population, polar bears may be denning in coastal snow banks in the Project area. Though
grizzly bear denning habitat is relatively poor in the Project area, grizzly dens may be
encountered on upland slopes or alongside access roads in the Project area. Denning
bears of both species (particularly pregnant females and young of the year) are vulnerable
if they abandon a den in mid-winter. Once disturbed, denning bears are unlikely to return
to the den, and may abandon cubs, or may begin traveling with cubs before they are
mature enough to leave the den.
Active bears of both species may stray into the Project area, possibly as a result of
attractants at camps and other facilities.
Given the mitigation measures outlined in Table 12-3, such as consultation with ENR,
use of broad exclusion zones around known denning locations, management of attractants
and use of Wildlife Monitors, potential effects of the Project on grizzly and polar bears
are rated as short term, localized, reversible and negligible-low in magnitude.

12.5.7

Archaeological Sites
There is potential to affect historical sites as a result of overland access road and ice pad
construction. Most documented historical sites in the Project area are in the vicinity of
Camp Farewell. There is some potential for undocumented sites to occur in the Project
area, particularly traditional use sites associated with higher ground areas and goose and
fish harvesting activities.
MGM will conduct an archaeological assessment of all proposed Project sites (barge and
drilling) in summer 2007 to ensure historical sites are identified and that appropriate
avoidance measures are employed. MGM will avoid all known historical sites during the
Project. A setback of at least 100 m will be employed around any identified sites. In
addition, any further sites discovered during the Project will be marked and avoided.
With mitigation, no residual effects on historical resources are predicted.

12.6

Effects of the Environment on the Project
Potential effects of the environment on the Project include severe weather and late ice
formation or early break-up. In the event that environmental effects of the Project result
in emergency conditions, MGM will implement emergency response measures as
detailed in their ERP.
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12.6.1

Severe Weather
Storm events may potentially affect winter travel (aircraft and ice roads) with
consequential effects on safety and provision of supplies. MGM will rely on consultants
and contractors with experience conducting Projects in the Arctic during all seasons, and
will employ journey management protocols to ensure safe travel during Project activities.
Winter storms could delay aircraft and ice road travel for up to several days. Any delays
in barge staging or provision of supplies due to storms, which are typically of limited
duration, can be readily accommodated within the overall Project schedule and storage
capacity onsite. No significant effects of weather on the Project are anticipated.

12.6.2

Late Ice Formation/Early Break-up
The timing of the formation or break-up of ice cover on the Mackenzie River could affect
the construction and demobilization schedule. Frozen conditions are necessary to freeze
in barges and for construction and operation of ice roads. MGM can adapt the Project to
suit conditions, such as reducing the number of wells drilled.

12.7

Effects of Accidents and Malfunctions
Accidents and malfunctions may affect safety and productivity on the Project, and may
also negatively affect the environment. Strict adherence to environmental, health and
safety policies and procedures will be enforced to reduce the likelihood of an incident.
Should an incident occur, guidelines in the MGM Emergency Response and Spill
Contingency Plan will be followed.
All incidents will be reported and each incident report will be reviewed to identify
measures to avoid future similar incidents. Significant incidents and near-misses will be
formally investigated by a trained investigation team.
Based on past performance of other drilling programs in the region, incidents and
malfunctions that may occur during the Project include hydraulic oil leaks, fuel/fluid
leaks or spills, and well kicks and blowouts. These potential issues are described below,
along with an indication of the likelihood of occurrence and the techniques used to
minimize the effects of an accident.

12.7.1

Hydraulic Oil Leak
Hydraulic systems are widely used on mobile equipment and on the drilling site. On
occasion a hose or fitting may crack or leak, and fluid could spill onto the ice pad.
Monitoring equipment and associated hoses, fittings and packing will verify the
equipment’s integrity and identify components with potential to leak. Preventative
maintenance and regular equipment inspections will be conducted routinely during this
type of operation to minimize the occurrence of these incidents. In the event that a spill
does occur on the ice pad, it typically can be easily detected and cleaned up without
detrimental effects to the environment. Regular inspections will be conducted on these
drill sites and associated infrastructure throughout the Project.
In the event that a leak does occur, MGM will implement their spill clean-up procedures.
Any spilled material will be contained with absorbent materials from the Spill Kit and
placed in a plastic lined bin, along with any contaminated snow or ice that is removed for
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disposal. The spill will be reported as required by regulatory guidelines to the NWT 24Hour Spill Report Line (867- 920-8130).

12.7.2

Fuel/Fluid Leaks or Spills
There are numerous potential sources of leaks and spills associated with any drilling
Project. Hydraulic systems, vehicles, and fuel and waste storage containers are some of
the potential sources. Incidents ranging from cracking of a hose or fitting to a vehicle
falling through the ice can lead to fuel or fluid leaks or spills. Prevention, monitoring,
inspection and maintenance measures will be employed to reduce the risk of spills or
leaks. It is anticipated that by following these procedures, no detrimental effects on the
environment will result.
A vehicle falling through the ice is a serious risk to personnel and equipment safety, and
could have detrimental effects on the environment. To avoid vehicles falling through ice,
both mechanical and electronic ice thickness profiling will be done throughout the Project
and maximum load size restrictions will be strictly followed. Trip management protocols
will support safe transport of goods and personnel and reduce the risk of accidents
resulting in transport-related spills. With these mitigation measures in place, accidents are
unlikely.
All fuel tanks will have secondary containment, built with 110 percent of the capacity of
the largest tank. All vehicles will have drip pans placed underneath when stationary
(Section 5.4.3.3). The likelihood of any spill exceeding the capacity of the secondary
containment structure is unlikely.
The risk of fuel spills during transport by barge is considered lower than risks associated
with ice road transport. All applicable regulations relating to barge transportation and
staging will be followed, and appropriate regulatory notifications will be made. The
barges to be used are the same ones used to provide fuel to local communities and, as
such, operating personnel are well versed in the safe management of these vessels and
have local knowledge of the waterways.
MGM is exploring the option of using double-hulled barges. If necessary, the outer tanks
of single-hulled fuel barges will be kept empty to minimize the risk of leaks to the
environment and will act as secondary containment. Barge sites will be inspected for
rocks and other structures with potential to breach the tanks. All safety precautions will
be undertaken to prevent spillage from the barges during operations in accordance with
applicable regulations. The Mackenzie Delta Spill Response Corporation spill
containment equipment containers will be situated on or near fuel barges such that all
equipment will be easily accessible in the event of a spill. The Mackenzie Delta Spill
Response Corporation has additional spill equipment and trained personnel locally
available if required.

12.7.3

Well Kicks and Blowouts
Substances such as drilling fluids, sand or sediment, and gaseous or liquid hydrocarbons
may be released to the flare stack or surface in the event of a well kick. A loss of well
control, if allowed to proceed unchecked, could result in a blow-out and could include the
uncontrolled release of drilling fluid, produced water and hydrocarbons from the well,
potentially at high volumes. The released substances would affect the surface
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environment in the immediate radius of the well, and may ultimately enter subsurface and
aquatic environments.
Well kicks are infrequent and blowouts are extremely rare, especially in situations where
a well has been previously drilled nearby. Well kicks and blowouts are primarily
managed through prevention. An elevated level of well control is exercised in the
Mackenzie Delta through proven technology, blow-out prevention equipment and key
personnel competency training. Blowouts are prevented through the use of standard
blow-out prevention equipment that includes triple redundancy and hydraulic chokes that
can be activated from the rig floor. In the event of a well kick, flaring can be carried out
using standard equipment and well control procedures with minimal effects on the
environment. Well blow-out risk is further mitigated through monitoring and
conservative management of the Project.
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13

Cumulative Effects

13.1

Assessment Approach
The assessment of potential cumulative effects is based on the following four steps
(adapted from KAVIK-AXYS 2002):
1. Is the Project likely to have negative residual effects on VCs?
2. If so, are the residual Project effects (i.e., effects that remain after mitigation)
considered low, moderate or high and will they act in a cumulative fashion with the
effects of other projects, past, present, or future?
3. What is the significance of cumulative effects on the VC and what is the proportional
contribution of the Project to these effects?
4. If the Project, in combination with other projects in the area, is likely to create a
"significant negative cumulative effect," are there further mitigation measures that
could reduce or eliminate the Project's contribution to these effects so that the
cumulative effect is not significant?

13.2

Scope of Cumulative Effects Assessment
The spatial boundary for the cumulative effects assessment is defined approximately as
the outer delta, extending from the Reindeer Channel at the west extent, to the East
Channel of the Mackenzie River in the east (Figure 13-1). Justification for this spatial
boundary is based on the need to include the following:
•

the Project area including winter access roads and barge routes

•

the distribution of recent, present and planned industrial projects in the western outer
delta

•

habitat similar to that found within the Project area, including low-lying habitat
typical of the western outer delta and high ground areas within the eastern part of
Richards Island

The temporal boundary of the cumulative effects assessment was based upon the
likelihood of effects from past, other current projects and reasonably foreseeable projects
to combine with similar effects from the proposed Project on environmental resources or
resource harvesting. Projects included within the temporal scope of the cumulative effects
assessment include:
•

projects that have occurred one year prior to the proposed Project (fall 2006 to
summer 2007) within the spatial boundaries defined above

•

projects occurring at the same time as the proposed Project (fall/winter 2007-2008
through to fall/winter of 2009/2010) within the spatial boundaries defined above

•

projects that are known of and have a reasonably foreseeable chance of occurring in
the year following the Project (2010-2011) within the spatial boundaries defined
above
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The project inclusion list is outlined in Table 13-1. This table lists only those projects
within the defined cumulative effects assessment study area that could have the potential
to interact with any residual project effects of the Project. There may be a number of
other projects planned but not disclosed at the time of writing.

Table 13-1
Project
Status

Cumulative Effects Assessment Project Inclusion List
Proponent

Location

Type of Activity

Overlap

Past
Summer and EnCana Summer and Richards
Fall 2006
Fall 2006 Field
Island
Assessment Program
– EL 384

Reconnaissance biophysical and
No spatial or temporal
historical resource surveys for siting a overlap
facility, pipeline, borrow site and
access road

Winter 2007

Shell Geotechnical
Study

Niglintgak
Island

Geotechnical study for future site
selection

Temporal overlap

Summers and MGM Energy Corp
Fall 2007,
2007, 2008 & 2009
2008, 2009
Summer Field
Assessment and
Advance Barging
Project

Langley,
Ellice and
Richards
Island

Reconnaissance biophysical and
Spatial overlap of drilling
historical resource surveys for siting target area and barge
of drilling, barge landings and access landing sites
road. Sump revegetation investigation
and bathymetry study. Advanced
barge staging

Summer 2007 Chevron long-term
sump monitoring and
revegetation (at H-01
and I-48 sumps)

Richards
Island

Sump integrity and revegetation
monitoring

Spatial overlap of drilling
target area

Summer 2007 EnCana long-term
sump monitoring

Richards
Island

Sump integrity and revegetation
monitoring

Temporal overlap

Summer 2007 Mallik long-term sump Richards
monitoring
Island

Sump integrity and revegetation
monitoring

Temporal overlap

Present/Approved (at same time as project under review)
Winters 2006- Mallik Gas Hydrate
Richards
2007 and
Drilling Program (2006 Island
2007-2008
– 2008)

Drilling of 1 well

Temporal overlap in
second year of Mallik
program; may share
winter road

Winter 2007 - MGM Proposed Ellice
2008, or
and Olivier 3D Seismic
2008-2009, or Project
2009-2010

Ellice,
3D seismic program
Langley and
Olivier
Islands

Temporal and spatial
overlap with drilling
operations on Ellice and
Langley Island; may use
same access routes and
barge landing sites

Spring 2007 – Canadian Hydraulics
2009
Centre Ice Rubble
Investigation

Beaufort
Sea

Temporal and spatial
overlap of helicopter
flights over the
Mackenzie Delta
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Table 13-1
Project
Status

Cumulative Effects Assessment Project Inclusion List (cont’d)
Proponent

Location

Type of Activity

Overlap

Reasonably Foreseeable
Summer
2008

MGP Environmental
Field Studies

Winter (this Devon Beaufort
project is
Exploration Program –
on hold)
Offshore Well Sites
Nipterk, Omat, and
Minuk

13.3

Niglintgak,
Reconnaissance biophysical
Taglu and
and historical resource surveys
Parson Lake for siting of drilling, barge
landings and access road

Spatial overlap with proposed
program. Minor temporal
overlap with barge removal and
site reconnaissance mission

Beaufort Sea Drilling of 3 offshore wells

Temporal overlap if project
proceeds in 2008-2009

Screening of Residual Project Effects
Residual Project-specific effects were found to be negligible, once mitigation measures
were considered, for all VC’s except migratory birds. For this VC, Project-specific
effects were predicted to be either negligible to low, or a Class 3 effect (Section 12.5). A
Class 3 effect predicts a potential decline in the VC within the Project area while the
Project is active, with a return to baseline conditions following completion of the Project.
No other management initiatives are required to support or promote this recovery, beyond
those required for responsible industrial operations (KAVIK-AXYS 2002).

13.4

Significance of Cumulative Effects
The potential cumulative effects of the projects identified in Table 13-1 must be
considered in the context of both their spatial and temporal overlap with the proposed
Project. For many VCs, measurable effects of each project will be local and temporary,
lasting only for the duration of the Project and occurring close to or within the Project
footprint.
The projects listed in Table 13-1 and the Project are not likely to act cumulatively on
most VCs. Past projects are not considered as they lack both temporal overlap and
proximity with the Project. Only the MGM Proposed Ellice and Olivier 3D Seismic
Project and the Mallik Gas Hydrate Drilling Program may take place on land in winter at
the same time as the Project for 2007-2008. Common components of these projects
include; the main access road as far as Camp Farewell; barge routes; and helicopter and
aircraft routes.
All remaining onshore projects listed in Table 13-1 are summer data gathering projects,
with very limited potential to affect most environmental components or Inuvialuit
harvesting. Offshore projects including the Canadian Hydraulics Centre and Devon
Canada Limited programs are not expected to contribute to cumulative effects with the
proposed activities.
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The major potential Project-specific effect on migratory birds is sensory disturbance.
Project activities with potential to cause sensory effects on birds include inspections and
the barge removal scheduled to follow break-up in late June. These activities may overlap
with key life stages for migratory species, including the arrival of migratory species in
spring, and the nesting period in June.
Temporal and spatial overlap of Project activities within the zone of influence of other
projects is required for sensory disturbance effects on birds to act cumulatively. The
summer field assessment Project is scheduled to be conducted in the delta through July to
September in the summers following Winter Drilling Project activities. As a result, the
MGM Summer Project will not temporally overlap with similar effects from the Winter
Drilling Project, nor are effects from the Summer Project expected to persist beyond the
summers of 2007, 2008 and 2009. Sensory disturbances from other activities such as
aircraft overflights could result in disturbances to birds that would overlap with
disturbances associated with the barge removal. MGM will work with other proponents
and the aircraft charter industry to minimize additional disturbances to birds in the direct
vicinity of the barge sites during the barge removal period.
In addition to sensory disturbance to migratory birds, multiple projects on the outer delta
in winter have potential to act cumulatively to affect polar and grizzly bears. Portions of
the Project area occur within known potential polar bear denning habitat. The potential
MGM Ellice and Olivier 3D Seismic Program, the Project and Mallik Gas Hydrate
Drilling Program occur within known polar bear denning habitat. High industrial activity
levels over a large area could result in displacement and sensory disturbance to polar
bears. This increased disturbance could result in bears abandoning dens or moving to
areas of less suitable habitat. Conversely, the presence of multiple seismic, drilling and
testing camps throughout the outer delta could act as attractants for bears if not
effectively managed.
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13.5

Mitigation of Cumulative Effects on Migratory Birds
Mitigation measures described below, some of which have been previously identified, are
intended to minimize the cumulative effects of this Project and other planned projects
within the outer Delta during sensitive periods for migratory birds:
•

remove barges immediately after break-up if possible

•

minimize the duration of biweekly barge inspection visits, with limited time spent on
the ground

•

comply with IGC Overflight Guidelines (IGC 2002; Appendix C), where possible
and practical

•

use designated flight corridors

•

work with other proponents and the aircraft charter industry to minimize or avoid
aircraft activity in the vicinity of the barge landing sites during the barge removal
period

•

integrate or consolidate air support needs for barging with proposed MGM field
assessments (to minimize air traffic and activity levels, particularly in KIBS) where
feasible and when temporal overlaps exist

•

advise HTCs in advance of the schedule and location of work planned for the open
water season

Following application of these additional mitigation measures, the residual cumulative
effects on migratory birds are expected to be low.

13.6

Mitigation of Cumulative Effects on Polar Bear and Grizzly
Bear
Though not considered to be a residual Project-specific effect after mitigation is
implemented, it is important to recognise that the Project has potential to affect polar and
grizzly bears, and that multiple projects may occur in the same season within polar and
grizzly bear denning habitat. Collaborative mitigation efforts will be required between
MGM’s drilling and seismic projects, and with other industrial operators. The mitigation
measures described below are intended to minimize the effect of multiple proposed
developments on polar and grizzly bears:
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•

work with ENR to identify existing known denning areas/sites that may be located
within the Project area, and establish exclusion or buffer zones around these sites to
prevent disturbance

•

MGM will employ wildlife monitors during winter operations to advise on wildlife
issues or concerns where required, and to manage polar bear encounters

•

MGM will adhere to ENR’s Bear Encounter Response Guidelines for Oil and Gas
Programs (ENR 2005; Appendix D)

•

MGM will ensure ENR and other industrial operators are informed of any bearhuman interactions to ensure these issues are monitored in a regional context
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Emergency Response Plans
MGM is currently developing an ERP to be used for winter activities. In preparation for
the Project, MGM will review and supplement the ERP to cover detailed activities
associated with the proposed scope of work. All project staff conducting surveys will be
briefed on their responsibilities as outlined in the ERP. Emergency Response
drills/exercises are routinely conducted during Project operations to ensure appropriate
and timely response to emergency and spill situations. MGM will submit the ERP to the
screening committee on May 30, 2007 prior to review of this project description.
Included with this project description is the ERP Table of Contents (Appendix G).
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Cleanup, Reclamation, Disposal and/or
Decommissioning Plan
Details of final decommissioning and waste clean-up and disposal at all Project sites are
provided in Section 5, Development Summary.
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Other Environmental Assessments
Related PDs have been successfully screened by the EISC, entitled:
•

Archaeological Investigations MGM Canada Resources Archaeological Impact
Assessment: 2004-2006 Ellice/Taktuk Drilling Program (Unfreed 2004)

•

Project Description of the Proposed North Ellice and Olivier 3D Seismic Programs
(IMG-Golder 2005)

•

ChevronCanada Limited
(KAVIK-AXYS 2005a)

•

Chevron Canada Limited Proposed 2005 Summer Field Assessment Program.
(KAVIK-AXYS 2005b)

•

Chevron Canada Limited Proposed 2006/2007 Summer Field Assessment Program
(KAVIK-AXYS 2006a)

•

Chevron Canada Limited Taktuk, Langley and Farewell Drilling Program: Winter
2006-2008 (KAVIK-AXYS 2006c).

Proposed

Garry/Langley

Geotechnical

Program.

The proposed Atik drilling target area is the same as the Taktuk wellsite which was
successfully screened by the EISC under Chevron (KAVIK-AXYS 2006c). Both PDs
were conducted on EL 394 and EL 427 by their previous owner, Chevron.
Environmental assessments for the proposed winter drilling project and winter seismic
projects have been submitted to the EISC in April 2007 under separate cover and include:
•

MGM Energy Corp. 2007, 2008 and 2009 Summer Field Assessment and Advance
Barge Project (KAVIK-AXYS, in press)

•

MGM Energy Corp. North Ellice and Olivier 3D Seismic Project Winter 2007-2008,
2008-2009 or 2009-2010 (IMG-Golder, in press)

•

MGM Energy Corp. Ogruknang 2D Seismic Program 2007-2008, 2008-2009 or
2009-2010 (IMG-Golder, in press)
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Appendix A Community Consultation
A.1

Overview
Community consultation was conducted from March 19 to March 28, 2007. Meetings
were conducted with communities and regional organizations potentially affected by the
proposed summer and winter drilling and seismic projects. Feedback pertaining to
specific programs is included in the appropriate project description. Tables below contain
all concerns and responses received on both the summer and winter programs at all
meetings.

A.2

Meeting Schedule
Table A-1 below outlines the schedule of meetings conducted from March 19 to
March 28, 2007

Table A-1

Community Consultation Meeting Schedule
Date
19 March
2007

Group

# Attendees

Joint Meeting with:

Location
Hamlet Office,
Tuktoyaktuk

•

Tuktoyaktuk Community
Corporation

3 members

•

Tuktoyaktuk Elders
Committee

6 members

•

Public

3 members

21 March
2007

Meeting with Tuktoyaktuk
Hunters and Trappers
Committee

4 members

Hunters and Trappers
Committee Board Room,
Tuktoyaktuk

22 March
2007

Meeting with Inuvik Hunters and
Trappers Committee

6 members

Hunters and Trappers
Committee Office, Inuvik

22 March
2007

Joint meeting with:

28 March
2007
28 March
2007

23 March
2007

Ingamo Hall, Inuvik

•

Inuvik Community
Corporation

0 members

•

Inuvik Elders Committee

0 members

•

Public

4 members

Meeting with Aklavik Hunters
and Trappers Committee

4 members

Joint meeting with:

Hamlet Office, Aklavik

•

Aklavik Community
Corporation

0 members

•

Aklavik Elders Committee

0 members

•

Public

2 members

Meeting with INAC

Hamlet Office, Aklavik

2 members

INAC office, Inuvik
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A.3

Issues and Responses
Discussions with communities have been captured as accurately as possible. To help
provide context, in some cases the wording in the document may differ slightly from
actual discussions with individual stakeholders and groups.

Table A-2

Consultation Concerns and Responses
Concern

Responses

Tuktoyaktuk Community Corp.
Committee and Public Meeting
th
March 19 2007
12 people in attendance
Does MGM have any tie-in with
Conoco?

No – we are a completely separate company

Chevron has a good record with the
environment and in dealing with the
community. Will MGM follow the same
procedures?

MGM is a separate company, but is a partner with Chevron &
BP. We are all working to make this as seamless as possible.
Representatives of both companies are working together this
year to make this transition smooth.

When will summer program take place?
Concern was raised that people from
Inuvik hunt in that area in the summer.
People hunt whale in the summer.

July-August
Concern noted.

Concern was raised that helicopter
We will have a wildlife monitor with the crew to advise if there
overflights will disturb game and hunters are areas to avoid. Visits will only be made to potential wellsites
and associated project areas – there is no plan to do an
in region in summer
examination of the entire area.
Concern was expressed that in the past MGM committed to clean-up during operations with follow up in
lots of debris (wire, wood, flagging tape) summer. Community was also asked to inform MGM of any
debris found resulting from its operation to allow clean up to
was left behind around shot holes.
take place.
Problem – debris in the summer time,
especially during berry picking season

See above.

Concern that contracts go to Inuvik
companies and few jobs go to
Tuktoyaktuk (Tuk) workers and
companies. Not too many people from
Tuktoyaktuk working for Chevron. The
Inuvialuit Regional Corporation (IRC)
does not let us know about jobs.

MGM will try to ensure that opportunities are made available to
all, consistent with business requirements. Where MGM
contracts, it has limited control on hiring by sub contractors

Concerns that barges might come loose MGM will ensure barges are securely moored, considering both
(and associated fuel risk)
fall & spring conditions.
Concern that use of too many barges to MGM will keep community apprised of situation.
freeze in equipment may leave suppliers At present, MGM is not aware of any other operator having
short next spring (this has happened in plans to drill in the Delta in 2007/08 and freeze in barges.
the past).
Request that MGM communicate with
community of Tuk regarding this issue.
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Table A-2

Consultation Concerns and Responses (cont’d)
Concern

Concern that in the past geophysical
companies have hired southern labour,
rather than local labour.

Responses
MGM will communicate this concern to their sub contractors

Request that MGM provide workshops / MGM will attempt to communicate this information in as timely
in-service program etc to inform local
a manner as possible.
contractors of their procurement policies
& programs. This is needed in time for
companies to meet requirements (e.g.
incorporation).
Request for better notification of
community meetings – e.g. note on
community channel

MGM has tried to provide adequate notice, but will look for
ways to improve.

Can students from Tuktoyaktuk Training MGM will discuss with contractors.
Centre (TTC) be included in seismic
project?
Where is this year’s drilling taking
place?

The two wells Unipkat and Kumak were pointed out on a map
provided to the attendees.

After this year, will there be any
applications from Chevron?

MGM will be the operator and making the applications.

Access road – what are you talking
about?

Access routes to wellsites, barging, etc. We look for the best
access routes- avoid bear dens, slope, etc.

Could the drilling fluids & cuttings be
injected?

Not at this time. You would need the right rock formations,
continuous pumping from lots of drilling; and the necessary
approvals.

Drilling waste – what is it?

Ground up rock from the hole, drilling mud which is clay and
water and some polymers such as used in ice cream.– no oil
based muds.

Where could the drilling fluid & cuttings
go?

They could go south outside of the Northwest Territories (NWT)
or dispose of the drilling waste in the NWT
Mud – you could separate and pump the liquid into a well.

Why is drilling muds disposal a problem
in the NWT?

There is not enough demand for disposal.- a couple of wells per
year and a short drilling season. Truck hauling is an option
however you have more vehicles on the highway burning diesel
fuel, more chances of spills and a greater chance of vehicle
incidents. There are no drilling waste disposal wells available.

Is the drilling fluid coming out
dangerous?

It is made up of ground up rock, water, clay and polymers and
contains some salt. It is how you balance the fluid that is
important In Alberta – in some cases it can be spread on the
land. But if you spread too much, you can smother the plants. If
the salt in the mud matches the salt composition in the soil, you
don’t have a problem. For example, if your body doesn’t have
enough salt, you may die – if your body gets too much salt you
may die, so you have to have the right balance.

How big are the wells?

1000 – 2500m deep.
Surface diameter 27”– 150m, then you get more narrow in
steps as you drill deeper.
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Table A-2

Consultation Concerns and Responses (cont’d)
Concern

Responses

How many barges?

Approx.16, you can recognize Chevron barges in the pictures,

We know about barges, we know about
sumps, you used Chevron pictures.

Yes we used some Chevron pictures. We are operating on the
same lands, doing similar work. We should have some new
pictures next time.

Has Chevron shot 3D seismic north if
Inuvik?

Chevron has shot 3D seismic in the Delta in the same area that
MGM is proposing.

3D seismic – what is it?

A lengthy discussion on 2D and 3D seismic. 2D is straight line
while 3D is like a fish net - a grid pattern.

Could you leave camps and barges year Yes you could, however our plan is staging in the fall, out in the
spring. Camp Farewell is a permanent camp. It has been
around?
around for 20 years or more.
Truckers bring camps every year

Comment noted.

Biggest concern is sumps

Concern noted. We will come back and talk to you if we are
looking at the use of sumps for drilling waste disposal.

What’s happening with the sump right
now?

We are using one remote sump built on high ground. We
should be finished drilling soon and moving the drilling
equipment out by mid April.

How large are the camps?

Drilling – approx. 60 people; construction – approx. 30 people;
seismic – approx. 100 people

Does MGM have a Drug and Alcohol
Policy?

Yes. We also hire contractors who have their own Drug and
Alcohol Policies which we would monitor.

SHARE people have only been here
once in 4 years – yet Chevron was a
founding member.

Concern noted.

Found out just tonight that the meeting
was tonight.

Apologized. Meeting notice was in the newspaper, on radio and
on posters in the community.

Incorporate students in training (Aurora
College)

Comments noted.

What about downhole injection?

There are many technical issues, approvals, could take several
years

Where can you bring drilling waste?

To sumps or truck for disposal south of the 60th parallel

We would like to have an injection well
available here, is it dangerous stuff
coming out of the well?

We test all the mud ingredients before we use it, test after it is
used before it goes to the sump, use a Microtox test. If the
photoluminescence bacteria die we need to do some work – if
they don’t die, the ingredients are considered non-toxic.

I have a concern that the harvesting
may be affected

We will have wildlife monitors with us during the summer
surveys at all times when we are on the ground. They will give
us direction.

Can you leave all the stuff (equipment) Concern noted. We are aware of your concerns regarding
out there? You truck it out and you truck volume and traffic management.
it back, lots of traffic and it is scary to
see all those trucks on the road
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Table A-2

Consultation Concerns and Responses (cont’d)
Concern

What about barging?

Responses
We will start our drilling operation with the first well close to the
barge. While first well is being drilled we build the road to the
next well. Then possibly put equipment back on the barges or
truck it to Inuvik or back south.

Tuktoyaktuk HTC
March 21 2007
5 people in attendance
What is the difference in the 3D & 2D
seismic?

A lengthy discussion on 2D and 3D seismic. 2D is straight line
while 3D is like a fish net - a grid pattern with a small spacing
between seismic lines.

Water floods the Delta in June

Comment noted. Thanks!

Nothing to do the barge facility (Shell)?

No, James is talking about the barging facility for Shell

Are you going to be drilling from 2008 to
2010? Are you going have sumps,
central locations for sumps, never in
favour sumps, - flat area, high water

We are looking at drilling in the next three winter seasons.
2007/08, 2008/09 and 2009/10. Planning 0 – 5 wells in 2007/08
and 0 – 11 wells over the next three winter seasons.
If we want to use a sump as an option for drilling fluid disposal,
we will come back and talk to you about sumps. We hope to be
here for awhile and cannot predict if we may need to talk to you
about sumps.
We understand that there is flooding in the lower areas and if
sumps are considered, they should be located on higher
grounds that don’t flood.

Majority of people are against sumps
We listen and note your concerns.
because of high water levels. Indian and
Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) is
testing sumps, some are leaking. People
here are dead set against sumps.
In the past, some sumps have been
placed on high ground.

Thanks for the information. Comment noted.

If you need a sump. Consider placing it
on high ground.

Thanks for the information. Comment noted.

If you need a sump, you could look a
central location for all drilling wastes.

Thanks. It is an option that we would consider.

When they cleaned up the Dew Line
they used one big pit for noncontaminated materials, solid waste.
They will monitor it for 30 years.

Thanks for the information. Comment noted.

If a sump is to be used, it should be on
high ground, in a permafrost area so it
stays frozen. It won’t go anywhere.

Thanks for the information. Comment noted.

One proponent is trucking their waste
out

Thank you. This is an option we are looking at.

High ground sumps, don’t move lower
ground – potential of flooding

Thanks for the information. Comment noted.
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Table A-2

Consultation Concerns and Responses (cont’d)
Concern

We are looking 30, 40 years ahead. We
are concerned our land is not used as a
garbage dump

Responses
Thanks for the information. Comment noted.

Sumps were an issue in 2000 when
Suggested the HTC/Community contact Conoco. We would be
industry came back. Even talk of
interested in what Conoco had to say.
concrete sumps by Conoco Philips. The
Hunters and Trappers Committee (HTC)
was expecting an update.
Proponents have been told about
sumps, now is the time to find a solution.
Higher ground – OK
Low ground – not OK
One proponent is hauling drilling fluids
south – why not all?

We are looking at various options for disposal of drilling wastes.
Sumps and trucking south are two we are considering. If we do
think sumps are an option, we will definitely come back and talk
to you about it.

The seismic done by Chevron in the
past was good work

MGM will endeavour to live up to the same standards.

Seismic operations have improved a lot. Thank you from the Industry.
Will you use double hull barges?

We are planning to use double hull barges for fuel storage. We
expect delivery of the barges in time for this upcoming
barging/drilling season. If not, we will use existing single hull
barges and fill only the centre compartments while leaving the
outer compartments empty. (fuel/steel/space/steel/water)

Transport Canada can’t be everywhere.
We have an issue with speeding on the
ice roads. This could be due to last
minute removal of equipment.

Comment noted. We will address this in our safety plan.

Would Tuk or Inuvik be the staging
area?

We are in the process of formalizing our plans. We will get back
to you.

We don’t want to be left out.

You have commented on the great job Chevron has been
doing. Chevron and MGM have been working together with
MGM learning from Chevron how the communities want to be
engaged. We will certainly try to live up to Chevron’s standards.

How does Paramount relate to MGM?

MGM is a spin off company from Paramount Resources. MGM
only has properties in the NWT and no production. MGM’s
future is in the North.

You would need to use monitors when
you are out on the land.

We would use Wildlife and Environmental monitors where
required and appropriate.

Inuvik HTC
March 20 2007
6 people in attendance
Will you do presentations to schools?

It is a good idea and something we would like to do, however,
our current focus is on completing the regulatory process.

INAC – use of existing seismic lines on
Inuvik blocks

We will use as many as possible.
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Table A-2

Consultation Concerns and Responses (cont’d)
Concern

Responses

All gone by April 16?

The plan is yes, for the 2006/07 season.

Will you have fuel on the barges?

Yes, that’s our plan.

Concern re the need for double hulled
barges versus their availability.

MGM plans to use double hulled barges if available, but
understands that delivery by fall 2007 is not guaranteed. If not
available, fuel will be stored in the Wurmlinger & in center tanks
of conventional barges leaving the outer cells empty. MGM
committed to keep Inuvik HTC informed of situation.

Are you MGM going keep in touch with
the HTC?

Yes. As instructed, we will work through Bernice.

Look after every inch of our land and the Comments noted.
water.
You guys are just visiting us, don’t
destroy the house, I want my kids to
travel as I did, look after our land, our
ancestral ground
Anything other then a sump – nobody
wants sump, sumps should not be in a
flood plain

Concern noted.

Just want you to be careful

Comment noted.

Are there any websites on down hole
injection

MGM (drilling) will investigate and get back to the HTC via
Bernice.

Government gave away $4.5 B - $150
Comment noted.
MM for environmental studies. Part of
this should be used for looking at drilling
waste disposal.
To haul out the mud – would it be wet?

For short distances, you would use some form of tank truck and
the mud would be wet. You would normally separate the liquid
from the cuttings if you are hauling a long distance

No chance of shipping the drilling mud
south by pipeline?

Not an option we have considered. You could not ship drilling
fluids in the same pipe you would use for natural gas.

Evaporators wouldn’t work to dry out the There are additional costs and logistics to truck fuel to the site,
generation of additional exhaust gases from the trucks and
drilling mud?
evaporator, and the potential ice fog generated. We are still
evaluating if this can be part of the solution.
Will you be using vibrators for seismic?

We will use vibroseis where appropriate and explosives where
the water is not frozen to the bottom.

Are you going to put a booth in the
Petroleum show?

No, but MGM plans to have company personnel attend.

When will MGM work in the 2D seismic
areas?

We plan to start with the 3D first in North Ellice and Olivier, and
then move south to do the 2D on the Concession blocks. This
is contingent on weather, equipment availability, permitting, etc.

If you look at land farming for drilling
waste disposal don’t disturb the berries

Land farming is probably an option we will not consider.
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Table A-2

Consultation Concerns and Responses (cont’d)
Concern

Responses

Concern that there may not be enough
water at Ellice Island to allow barges
(water is lower than when Chevron was
there.

Thanks for the information. MGM will ensure that bathymetric
information is verified.

“Look after our land – every inch of it”

Concern noted.

Downhole injection would be new here.
Would it work?

You would need a reservoir that could accept the fluids. You
would need enough volume for continuous injection. A couple
of wells per year and a short drilling season would not normally
support downhole injection. In Alaska, seawater replaces
drilling fluid when it is not available.

Request to provide information (address MGM will provide this information as available.
of any websites) re: downhole injection
of cuttings & drilling waste. (Send to
Bernice – HTC)
If the pipeline goes through, then more
wells could be drilled. Could the
government and or the town of Inuvik
set up a disposal facility for drilling
waste. This would be both a good
business and an environmentally
attractive option. Suggestion the various
oil companies in the area join with IRC &
Inuvialuit Development Corporation
(IDC) for a presentation on this topic.

MGM is investigating options for drilling waste disposal. This
could be an option, but would probably not meet our immediate
needs. This option could be initiated by the Town, IRC/IDC,
local business, etc.

“There is no point in coming back and
asking for a sump.”

Comment noted.

Could one of the directors come with the Depends on space available on the helicopter, and we also
should note that the Director will need to sign off on liability
helicopter on the scouting trips?
issues etc.
When archaeological study is done do
not touch or disturb grave site (including
by archaeologist). Inform local
community representative immediately.
Presence of graveyard at Lucas Point
was re-iterated.

MGM understands the significance of these areas, and agrees
that neither its personnel not its subcontractors will touch any
gravesites. Their location will be reported to the appropriate
authorities e.g. Prince of Wales. In addition, a wildlife monitor
will accompany the scouting team and will provide local
knowledge as well provide advice as to which community
representative should be notified.

Need to identify cabins in 2-D seismic
areas and plan mitigation to minimize
disturbance to local inhabitants.

This will be noted in our plans and we will work with the wildlife
monitor to minimize disturbance to local inhabitants.

Inuvik Community Meeting
March 20 2007
4 people in attendance
Sumps is a big issue. Past practice was
not that good. There should be a better
way to build sumps.
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Table A-2

Consultation Concerns and Responses (cont’d)
Concern

Responses

Aklavik HTC Meeting
March 28, 2007
4 people in attendance
You folks do the recording of our
concerns

We will record the concerns and get back to the HTC.

We generally throw our support behind
the other HTCs.

Comment noted.

Has there been work done with other
companies regarding injection wells?

I don’t believe that companies have got together to discuss. We
have not talked to other companies. We have not investigated
for a good reservoir.

Advise the HTC of helicopter flights
during summers so the HTC can let the
people out on the land know what is
happening.

We will work with the HTCs to ensure they have a good
understanding of our schedules. The wildlife monitor will also
be able to give advice as to when and where people when be
“on the land”. We will be flying from A to B on straight line of
flight, not zig-zagging all over the place.

Companies come and go and we are
considering our children and their
children. We think monitoring should be
for 25 years or so.

We appreciate that you need to think of the future.

The other 3 majors are trucking stuff out. We are still considering many options for drilling waste
disposal.
When looking at the use of sumps will
you be using the guidelines that were
created a few years ago?

Yes, those are the Environmental Studies Research Fund
(ESRF) guidelines and we are aware of them.

How much mud does to a well produce? A well produces about 100 metres cubed. That is a pile about 3
I am concerned that wildlife may come
feet high by 3 feet wide and 100 yards long
in contact with it.
Has Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS)
identified the timing that they will allow
activities?

Yes, we will identify the times we would like to do the work in
our project description and the permits they grant will have
dates attached. We will also keep flying to a minimum to
decrease any disturbance and abide by the overflight
guidelines that Inuvialuit Game Council (IGC) has published.

Will you be barging all your equipment
so you can start before the ice road is
open?

Yes we will try to barge all the equipment, fuel and camp in the
fall. We will try to put the barges as close to the first well site as
possible. This is contingent upon weather, equipment
availability, permits, etc.

Do barges block the river?

No, they are as close to shore as possible and there is room to
pass them and the flow is not interrupted to a great degree.

Are the barges double hulled?

We are working with a supplier to provide double hulled barges.
If we cannot get those barges we will be using the single hulled
that are available here and will only be using the middle tanks.

Will you be using Veri Illuq for the
seismic work?

We are talking with them now.
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Table A-2

Consultation Concerns and Responses (cont’d)
Concern

Responses

Will you be using dynamite?

Our primary energy source will be vibroseis but will use
dynamite as infill where waterbodies are not frozen to bottom.
We will be using casing drilling and Fisheries and Oceans
Canada (DFO) will be involved with the testing to ensure we
are within acceptable levels so no harm is done to fish.

You should identify lakes with muskrat
pushups that are made from mud.

We will work with the wildlife monitors to identify them.

What about cutting lines on the Inuvik
blocks?

When possible, we will use old lines. We might be able to use
the data already shot, but if not we may need to shoot more. If
we cannot use existing lines we will be cutting new ones.

How long is it until you will see
something?

It takes about 3 weeks to get a product with 2D and about 3
months if we shoot 3D.

What are the dark blue areas on the
map.

These are areas where we think we may be able to stage
barges so will be scouting them..

Would you be doing any dredging?

No, we will be looking for areas that would not require dredging.

Will CWS and Environment and Natural
Resources (ENR) be working with you?

Yes, we will be working with them.

What other permits will you need to
apply for?

For the summer work we will need Environmental Impact
Screening Committee (EISC), CWS, ENR Wildlife Research
Permit, Archaeology Permit, and for winter we will also need
INAC Land Use permit, NWT Water Board Water Licence,
Inuvialuit Land Administration (ILA) Land Use Permit. We will
also be working with ENR to conduct a bear den survey and
DFO.

Will the work with the small geotech drill Yes, we will have wildlife monitors with all the operations when
have a wildlife monitor?
we are on the ground.
What about relief well ability and
timeline?

We will have to get back to you with that information.

Will employment for Aklavik people and
companies be considered?

We are not at that point yet. We are only talking to prime
contractors at this point. We do know it is a concern with
communities.

Do you have a Comprehensive
Cooperation and Benefit Agreement
yet?

We are working with the IRC on one and it should be done in
the next couple of weeks.

It is always good to let the community
know what is going on so please do
what Chevron has done and send out
updates.

Yes, we can do that.

Please remember to advise the HTC
before you start any work.

Yes, we can do that.

Have companies looked at injecting drill
cuttings?

It has been looked at by other companies…need to constantly
re-inject sea water where it has been used in Alaska… may
need more well activity to justify

Will we be around in 40years to monitor
and clean up sumps?

We are not presently considering sumps, but if we do need to
consider sumps an option in the future, we will get back to you.
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Table A-2

Consultation Concerns and Responses (cont’d)
Concern

Responses

How toxic is the drilling mud?

Mud is not toxic, it is salty, contains clay. The mud is tested
and. Mud is tested with photoluminescence bacteria.

Do we use data from CWS to identify
critical times to be scouting in the
summer?

Yes.

Are we going to avoid the Muskrat push- We will employ monitors to help us identify these areas. We will
ups with our seismic activity?
then detour so as to avoid disturbing them.
There are a lot of old lines in the area
you are looking at shooting more in.
Why do we need to shoot more?

In some cases, the old lines were acquired a long time ago and
the data quality was poor. New technology allows us to reshoot along the old trail and obtain usable data.
In other cases, we have used all of the old data available to us
to make our maps and have learned that we have to clear
some new lines and acquire new seismic data to try to develop
a drillable prospect in the area.

Will you be working with the CWS and
ENR to identify Bear Dens?

Yes.

We can get swamped with all of the
permit applications. Can you tell us how
many and when we can expect to see
them?

We are in the process of putting together Project Descriptions
(PDs) for the EISC to review in May. We haven’t finalized the
number of PDs. We don’t know the amount of permits the HTC
will be getting.

Could there be a project update faxed
This is a good idea and we will do something
on a regular basis? Some projects have
relatively long time lines and it would be
nice to hear what is going on.
Aklavik Community Meeting
March 20 2007
2 people in attendance
Community members talked about the
way of life in the North and their
community followed by a tour of their
community.

A positive experience and found to very educational by MGM’s
technical representatives.

INAC meeting
March 23 2007
2 people in attendance
Try to use existing seismic lines on the
Inuvik Blocks.

Yes. Also cost effective for us as well.
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Appendix B Migratory Bird Supplementary
Information
B.1

Introduction
This Technical Appendix summarizes information on the types of bird species that occur
on the outer Mackenzie Delta, their life stage activities (e.g., nesting, brood rearing,
moulting, staging), their timing of occurrence, and sensitivity to disturbance. Information
is also presented on the potential effects of sensory disturbance resulting from the Project
on migratory birds, and mitigation measures that will be initiated to eliminate or reduce
these effects.
In some years, up to 10 percent of the national breeding population of lesser snow geese
(>150,000 adults) have staged in the outer Mackenzie Delta, including Ellice and Langley
Islands (Alexander et al. 1991). Large numbers of greater white-fronted geese, brant and
tundra swans also stage in the region. Although high concentrations of waterfowl can
occur across the outer Delta region, the area around Shallow Bay and northern Olivier
and Ellice Islands typically supports the greatest number of staging birds (Alexander
et al. 1991; Hines et al. 2004).

B.2

Bird Species Present in the Outer Mackenzie Delta
The outer Mackenzie Delta has populations of nesting, brood rearing, moulting and
staging swans and geese, it also provides important habitat for loons, dabbling ducks,
diving ducks, raptors, grouse, cranes, shorebirds, jaegers, gulls, terns, owls and passerines
(Dickson et al. 1989, Environment Canada 1992, Gratto-Trevor 1994, Ashenhurst 2004,
Hines et al. 2004). Over 85 species of birds have been recorded in the Mackenzie Delta
(Table B-1).
The majority of birds found on the Delta are migratory and are present only during the
spring, summer and fall (i.e., May through October). A small number of species occur
year round (Table B-1). As a result, the primary activities of birds on the outer Delta
include spring migration, nesting (nest construction, egg laying, incubation and hatching),
brood rearing, moulting (primarily for waterfowl), fall staging and fall migration. In the
outer Mackenzie Delta, waterfowl tend to occur in large concentrations during moulting,
brood rearing and fall staging. During staging, birds must build fat reserves necessary to
sustain the energetic demands of migration (F.F. Slaney and Company Ltd. 1974) and
thus concentrate in optimal foraging habitats. In contrast to these activities, waterfowl are
typically widely dispersed throughout KIBS and the Delta while nesting (with the
exception of colonial nesting species such as lesser snow geese).
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Table B-1

Species and Status of Birds Observed in the Outer Mackenzie
Delta
Species

Group
Loons

Common
Name

Scientific Name

Red-throated Gavia stella
loon

Activity in
KIBS*

Status
SARA

COSEWIC

2

B

NWT/ENR

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Pacific loon

Gavia pacifica

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Swans

Tundra swan

Cygnus
columbianus

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Geese

Greater
white-fronted
goose

Anser albifrons not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Lesser snow
goose

Anser
caerulescens
caerulescens

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Brant

Branta bernicla not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X

Dabbling
ducks

Diving
ducks
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Canada goose Branta
canadensis

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Green-winged Anas crecca
teal

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Mallard

Anas
platyrhynchos

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Northern
pintail

Anas acuta

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X

Northern
shoveler

Anas clypeata

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

American
widgeon

Anas americana not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Canvasback

Aythya
valisineria

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Greater scaup Aythya marila

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Lesser scaup Aythya affinis

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X

R

O

Common
eider

Somateria
mollissima

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X

King eider

Somateria
spectabilis

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X

Long-tailed
duck

Clangula
hyemalis

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X

Black scoter

Melanitta nigra

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X
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Table B-1

Species and Status of Birds Observed in the Outer Mackenzie
Delta (cont’d)
Species

Group
Diving
ducks
(cont’d)

Common
Name
Surf scoter

Melanitta
persicullata

SARA

COSEWIC

2

B

NWT/ENR

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X

White-winged Melanitta fusca not listed
scoter

not listed

Sensitive

X

Bucephala
clangula

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Red-breasted Mergus serrator not listed
merganser

not listed

Secure

X

Common
goldeneye

Raptors

Scientific Name

Activity in
KIBS*

Status

Bald Eagle

Haliaeetus
leucocephalus

not listed

Not at Risk

Secure

X

Peregrine
Falcon
(tundrius
subspecies)

Falco
peregrines
tundrius

Schedule 3

Special
Concern

Sensitive

X

Northern
harrier

Circus cyaneus not listed

Not at Risk

Secure

R

O

X

Rough-legged Buteo lagopus
hawk

not listed

Not at Risk

Secure

Golden eagle Aquila
chrysaetos

not listed

Not at Risk

Secure

X

X

American
kestrel

Falco sparverius not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Merlin

Falco
columbarius

not listed

Not at Risk

Secure

X

Gyrfalcon

Falco rusticolus not listed

Not at Risk

Secure

X

Snowy owl

Nyctea
scandiaca

not listed

Not at Risk

Secure

X

Short-eared
owl

Asio flammeus

Schedule 3

Special
Concern

Sensitive

X

Grouse

Willow
ptarmigan

Lagopus
lagopus

not listed

not listed

Secure

Cranes

Sandhill crane Grus
canadensis

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Owls

Pluvialis
Shorebirds American
golden-plover dominica
Semipalmated Charadrius
semipalmatus
plover

?

X
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Table B-1

Species and Status of Birds Observed in the Outer Mackenzie
Delta (cont’d)
Species

Group

Common
Name

Shorebirds Lesser
(cont’d)
yellowlegs

Scientific Name
Tringa flavipes

Eskimo curlew Numenius
borealis

2

B

NWT/ENR
Sensitive

X

Schedule 1

Endangered

At Risk

X

Sensitive

X

Hudsonian
godwit

Limosa
haemastica

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X

Least
sandpiper

Calidris minutilla not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X

Baird's
sandpiper

Calidris bairdii

not listed

not listed

Secure

Pectoral
sandpiper

Calidris
melanotos

not listed

not listed

Secure

Dunlin

Calidris alpina

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

not listed

not listed

Undetermined X

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

not listed

not listed

Undetermined X

Phalaropus
lobatus

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

Red phalarope Phalaropus
fulicaria

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

Wilson’s snipe Gallinago
gallinago
Red-necked
phalarope

O

not listed

not listed

Limnodromus
scolopaceus

R

not listed

not listed

Long-billed
dowitcher
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COSEWIC

Numenius
phaeopus

Stilt sandpiper Calidris
himantopus

April 2007

SARA

Whimbrel

Semipalmated Calidris pusilla
sandpiper

Jaegers

Activity in
KIBS*

Status

X
X
X

X

X

Parasitic
jaeger

Stercorarius
parasiticus

not listed

not listed

Undetermined X

Pomarine
jaeger

Stercorarius
pomarinus

not listed

not listed

Undetermined X

Long-tailed
jaeger

Stercorarius
longicaudus

not listed

not listed

Undetermined X

X
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Table B-1

Species and Status of Birds Observed in the Outer Mackenzie
Delta (cont’d)
Species

Group
Gulls

Terns

Common
Name

Scientific Name

Activity in
KIBS*

Status
SARA

COSEWIC

2

B

NWT/ENR

Mew gull

Larus canus

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Herring gull

Larus
argentatus

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Glaucous gull Larus
hyperboreus

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Sabine's gull

Xema sabini

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Arctic tern

Sterna
paradisaea

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Colaptes
auratus

not listed

not listed

Secure

not listed

not listed

Undetermined X

not listed

not listed

Secure

not listed

not listed

Secure

X
X

Passerines Northern
flicker

Say's phoebe Sayornis saya
Horned lark

Eremophila
alpestris

Bank swallow Riparia riparia

R

O

X

X

Cliff swallow

Hirundo
pyrrhonota

not listed

not listed

Secure

Gray jay

Perisoreus
canadensis

not listed

not listed

Secure

Common
raven

Corvus corax

not listed

not listed

Secure

Boreal
chickadee

Parus
hudsonicus

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Varied thrush Ixoreus naevius not listed

not listed

Undetermined

X

American pipit Anthus
rubescens

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

X

Yellow warbler Dendroica
petechia

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Yellow-rumpe Dendroica
coronata
d warbler

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Dendroica
striata

not listed

not listed

Sensitive

Gray-cheeked Catharus
minimus
thrush
American
robin

Blackpoll
warbler

Turdus
migratorius

X
X

?

X
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Table B-1

Species and Status of Birds Observed in the Outer Mackenzie
Delta (cont’d)
Species

Group

Common
Name

Scientific Name

Activity in
KIBS*

Status
SARA

COSEWIC

2

B

NWT/ENR

Seiuris
not listed
noveboracensis

not listed

Secure

X

American tree Spizella arborea not listed
sparrow

not listed

Sensitive

X

Passerines Northern
(cont’d)
waterthrush

Savannah
sparrow

Passerculus
sandwichensis

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Fox sparrow

Paserella iliaca not listed

not listed

Secure

X

R

O

White-crowne Zonotrichia
leucophrys
d sparrow

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Lapland
longspur

Calcarius
lapponicus

not listed

not listed

Secure

X

Smith's
longspur

Calcarius pictus not listed

not listed

Undetermined X

not listed

not listed

Secure

X
X

Snow bunting Plectrophenax
nivalis
Rusty
blackbird

Euphagus
carolinus

No
Schedule1

Special
Concern

May Be At Risk

Common
redpoll

Carduelis
flammea

not listed

not listed

Secure

not listed

not listed

Undetermined

Lanius excubitor not listed

not listed

Secure

Hoary redpoll Carduelis
hornemanni
Northern
shrike

X
X
X

NOTES:
*
B = breeding, R = resident, O = occasional or rare visitor.
1
Upon consideration for addition to Schedule 1
2
NWT ENR Species Infobase last accessed March 26, 2007: http://www.nwtwildlife.com/enr_infobase

The timing of bird activities in the outer Mackenzie Delta is presented in Table B-2
(F.F. Slaney and Company Ltd. 1974, Alexander et al. 2003, Hines et al. 2004). Weather
conditions can greatly affect the timing of these activities. For example, early warm
weather in May can result in rapid ice break-up and early arrival of migrants, while
cooler spring weather can delay migration (F.F. Slaney and Company Ltd. 1974).
Weather can also affect the onset of nesting and productivity of birds, as has been noted
in the Kendall Island Bird Sanctuary (CWS Waterfowl Committee 2004).
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Table B-2
Bird
Group

Timing of Bird Activities in the Outer Mackenzie Delta
Spring
1,2
Arrival

Nesting2,3

Fledging2

Moulting2,4

Fall Staging/
Departure1,2

Loons

Late May

Early June –
late July

Early August –
late September

Not known

Early – late
September

Swans

Late May

Late May – late
July

Early – late
September

Late July – early
September

Early September
– early October

Geese

Late May

Early June –
early July

Early – late
August

Early July – late
August

Late August –
late September

Dabbling
ducks

Late May

Early June –
late July

Early – late
August

Late June – late
August

Late August –
early September

Diving
ducks

Late May

Early June –
early August

Early August –
early September

Late June – late
August

Late August –
late September

Raptors

Early May

Late May – late
June

Late July – late
August

n/a

Early August –
early October

Grouse

n/a

Early June –
late July

Poorly defined

n/a

n/a

Cranes

Late May

Early June –
early July

Late August –
early September

n/a

Late August –
early September

Shorebirds

Late May early June

Early June –
early July

Late July – early
August

n/a

Late August –
early September

Jaegers

Late May

Early June –
early July

Late July – late
August

n/a

Early August –
early September

Gulls

Late May

Early June –
early July

Early – late
August

n/a

Late August –
late September

Terns

Late May

Early June –
early July

Late July – early
August

n/a

Early – late
August

Owls

Late May

Early June –
early July

Early July – early
August

n/a

Early August –
early September

Passerines

Late Aprilearly June

Late May –
early July

Early – late July

n/a

Early August –
early September

NOTES:
1
Not applicable (n/a) for year round residents
2
Period of the month is defined as early (day 1-15) and late (day 16-31).
3
Nesting period includes clutch initiation and hatching.
4
This period is reported for species that lose their ability of flight during moult (e.g., waterfowl).
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Overall, the peak occurrence of birds in the outer Delta is from late May to early
September. Nesting generally occurs in June and July, brood rearing and moulting in July
and August, and fall staging and migration in August and September. Waterfowl,
particularly geese and swans, may still concentrate in the outer Delta region in late
September and early October until freeze up, although the number of birds present
rapidly declines during this period (F.F. Slaney and Company Ltd. 1974).
The distribution of waterfowl during fall staging varies across the Mackenzie Delta.
Staging birds occur throughout the Delta. However, concentrations of birds are generally
lower in the northern rim of the Delta during late September/early October than further
south in the Delta region, particularly in the vicinity of Shallow Bay and the southern
extents of Olivier, Ellice and Langley Islands (Hines et al. 2004).
Concentrations of moulting, brood rearing and staging birds, most notably snow geese,
Canada geese, greater white-fronted geese, and tundra swans, occur along the outer coast,
including Niglintgak Island and near Kendall Island (TeraAGA 2003, Hines et al. 2004).
With the exception of northern pintails, most ducks concentrate further inland during
August and September than swans and geese (TeraAGA 2003).

B.3

Habitat Distribution and Use in the Outer Mackenzie Delta
The outer Mackenzie Delta is mainly composed of floodplain and low relief and is
dominated by wet lowland habitat types (Section 11.2 - 11.3). The dominant broad
habitat types, based on a vegetation classification scheme developed by the Canadian
Wildlife Service (Gratto-Trevor 1994) are wet sedge/willow, low centred polygon,
upland tundra and dense willow habitats. Small to medium sized lakes are a common
feature of the landscape. Habitat types are widely distributed across the outer Delta;
however, upland types are limited on Ellice and Langley Islands. The outer portion of the
Delta is dominated by wet sedge/willow and low centred polygon habitats.
Birds use a wide variety of habitat types for nesting, foraging, moulting, brood rearing
and staging (F.F. Slaney and Company Ltd. 1974, Dickson et al. 1989, Gratto-Trevor
1994, Ashenhurst 2004). Shorebirds and waterbirds typically nest in wet lowland habitat
types (i.e., wet sedge/willow and low centred polygon), although some species may nest
in wetter upland habitats, especially if they occur near water. Passerines occur in all
habitat types in the outer Delta, but are most abundant in upland types, as are grouse.
Limited nesting habitat occurs for raptors (e.g., pingos, cliffs, trees, tall shrubs); however,
wet lowlands provide abundant foraging habitat for peregrine falcons, bald eagles and
northern harriers. Moulting, brood rearing and staging geese and swans concentrate in
tidal sedge marshes (wet sedge/willow and low centred polygon habitat) in the outer
Delta.
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B.4

Sources of Sensory Disturbance on Birds
Specific Project activities have potential to result in sensory disturbance to migratory
birds. Sources of sensory disturbance include helicopter use and human presence.

B.4.1

Helicopter Use
Helicopter disturbance can result in displacement of birds from important habitats and
also cause nest failure. Studies in the Mackenzie Delta and Yukon North Slope have
shown that staging geese can be disturbed up to six kilometres away from aircraft, and
numbers of birds may decrease in areas that experience repeated disturbance (Table B-3).
Repeated disturbances during staging could also reduce foraging time, resulting in
energetic stress prior to or during fall migration. Birds appear to be highly sensitive
during staging, while results during nesting vary by species. Displacement of birds from
nests can result in loss of eggs through predation (Truett et al. 1997) and exposure to cold
weather. In addition, repeated low level disturbances could result in abandonment of
nests. Birds may show less reaction to helicopters during brood rearing or moulting;
however, this may be a consequence of decreased mobility at this time.

B.4.2

Human Presence
As described for helicopter disturbance, human presence can cause the displacement of
birds from important habitats as well as nest failure. In the Prudhoe Bay oilfield area,
tundra swans used habitats adjacent to roads unless vehicles passed frequently. The level
of disturbance increased greatly when vehicles slowed down or if humans left them (see
summary by Ritchie and King 2000). Nesting swans and other birds are also highly
sensitive to human presence, and often leave their nest when humans approach closely
(up to 500 m away) (Larsen and Moldsvor 1992, Ritchie and King 2000), potentially
resulting in increased nest predation (Strang 1980). Human activities and associated food
waste may also attract predators (e.g., grizzly bears and foxes), which could result in
increased predation of nearby nesting birds (Truett and Johnson 2000).
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Table B-3

Response of Waterfowl to Various Aircraft Disturbance Types

Study
Barry (1976);
Taglu Lease

Helicopter maintenance
activities at drill site
(landings every 1-2 weeks)

Renewable
Resources
Consulting
Services (1972)

Helicopter over-flights

Davis and Wisely
(1974)

Fixed-wing and helicopter
over-flights

Barry (pers.
comm., cited in
Boothroyd 1987)

Fixed-wing and helicopter
over-flights

Ealey and
Scott-Brown
(1984)

Fixed-wing and helicopter
over-flights

Barry and Spencer
(1976)

Helicopter over-flight

Taglu Lease

1

Disturbance Type

Bird Response
•

•
•

•

•

GWFG observed to forage adjacent to the drilling pad.
Families generally remained further away; movement of
geese to traditional brood-rearing/moulting areas may have
factored into this result.
Families of CAGO observed within 1.3 km of the drill pad.
Numbers of GWFG decreased in response to helicopter
over-flights (2-8 flights/day, altitudes of 30-150 m) during fall
staging. This species responded the most vigorously to
over-flights, and consistently flushed.
Flocks of SNGO flushed at 3.2-6.4 km and at <3.2 km,
although they reacted for long periods to closer aircraft
(fixed-wing and helicopter). Helicopters tended to elicit
responses at further distances than fixed-wing aircraft.
SNGO flushed when aircraft at approximately 200 m to 4.8
km distance, although most flushed at 1.2 km

•

SNGO flushed when aircraft were at 1 km distance and 150
m altitude; however, aircraft at 1-5 km distance only caused
geese to flush 11% of the time

•

GWFG were observed to flush from the vicinity of the nest
when a helicopter (90 m altitude and 150 km/hr) was
overhead
SNGO were observed to flush from their nests at distances
of 800 m to 2.4 km ahead of the helicopter
TUSW showed little response to helicopters hovering
approximately 20 m over a nest
Moulting GWFG and their young remained motionless as a
helicopter passed overhead, and allowed the helicopter to
move within 15 meters vertically and 12 horizontally without
moving

•
•
•

NOTE:
1

GWFG = greater white-fronted goose; CAGO = Canada goose; SNGO = snow goose; TUSW = tundra swan

B.5

Potential Effects of Sensory Disturbance on Birds
The effects of Project activities on birds in the outer Mackenzie Delta are determined, in
part, by the distribution and activity of birds in the area. Bird species that concentrate at
certain times of the year (e.g., staging waterfowl) may experience greater effects than
species or individuals that are widely dispersed (e.g., nesting passerines). In addition,
staging birds are highly sensitive to disturbances (LGL 1972, Gollop and Davis 1974)
and may be more easily displaced from important habitats than nesting, moulting or
brood rearing birds (Barry and Spencer 1976).
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B.5.1

Helicopter Use
The Project will require helicopter support for mobilization, barge site monitoring, crew
changes, equipment movement and/or emergency response purposes. The Project
timeframe will overlap nesting, and staging activities of birds. Repeated helicopter
disturbance at specific locations has potential to result in local, short-term effects on
birds. Repeated helicopter disturbance may result in the displacement of sensitive birds
(e.g., geese) from the vicinity of helicopter flight paths and landing sites (Renewable
Resources Consulting Services 1972), and/or weight loss of birds from increased stress
and reduced foraging time (e.g., Miller et al. 1994). There is some potential to directly
impact nesting birds in the vicinity of the barge landing/staging sites. However, the
estimated number of overflights per day in the Project area is likely not sufficient to
cause significant disturbance and weight loss in birds in the wider vicinity of these sites
(Miller et al. 1994). In addition, habitat availability on the outer Delta is not considered
limiting, thus the consequences of short-term displacement, in terms of food acquisition
and fledgling survival, are likely low.

B.5.2

Human Presence
Land-based human activities will occur at anyone of the four barge landing/staging sites
and the nine drilling sites. These activities will mainly be conducted during the winter
and have no effect on migratory birds. However, activities associated with barge
inspections and removal will overlap with nesting, and staging activities of birds. Some
birds are highly sensitive to human presence, and may flush from nests when approached
closely, resulting in increased probability of nest predation and exposure to cold weather
(Strang 1980, Larsen and Moldsvor 1992, Ritchie and King 2000). However, these
effects will be highly localized and can be minimized if nest sites and most sensitive time
periods are avoided. The effects of human presence on birds in the outer Delta are thus
considered low in magnitude (i.e., few individuals affected), short-term in duration and
local in extent.

B.6

Mitigations
Effects of the Project on migratory birds will be mitigated by:
•

scheduling Project activities outside of critical time periods (e.g., the June/early July
nesting period and early September staging period) whenever possible

•

minimizing the duration of Project activities with potential to disturb birds
(e.g., helicopter flights, landings, low level observations)

•

following flight guidelines for the Inuvialuit Settlement Region, to the extent possible
(IGC 2002; Appendix C)

•

avoiding areas with high concentrations of birds

•

avoiding active nest sites, where known to occur

•

minimizing the footprint of Project sites

•

following appropriate waste management guidelines

•

consolidating Project activities to the extent possible to minimize disturbance
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B.7

Summary
The outer Mackenzie Delta is recognized as an important area for migratory. A wide
variety of species occur within the outer Delta, including several territorially and
federally listed species. Critical activities for birds in the outer Delta include nesting,
brood rearing, moulting and staging. These activities occur within narrow and
overlapping time windows between May and October.
MGM is committed to reducing the effects of the Project on migratory birds. Although
several activities proposed within the Project schedule may occur in areas used by
migratory birds during spring and fall when nesting and staging birds are present, effects
will be local in extent and short-term in duration, resulting in no significant long-term
effects on birds.

B.8
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Appendix C Summary of IGC 2002 Overflight
Guidelines
Table C-1

Aircraft
Type

Summary of Advice Received by EISC from the Co-Management
Groups for Recommended Environmentally Acceptable
Minimum Flight Altitudes
Species/Situation

Recommended
Altitude
>650 m (2100 ft)

Source

Not
specified

Over areas likely to have birds

CWS

Not
specified

Over areas where birds are
known to concentrate
(sanctuaries, colonies, moulting
areas)

>1100 m (3500 ft)

Subsonic
Aircraft

Over large mammals during
ferry flights

>300 m (975 ft)

Department of Resources,
Wildlife and Economic
Development [Wildlife
Management Advisory Council
(NWT)]

Subsonic
Aircraft

During wildlife surveys

>100 m (325 ft)

Department of Resources,
Wildlife and Economic
Development [Wildlife
Management Advisory Council
(NWT)]

Subsonic
Aircraft

Aeromagnetic surveys in areas
with large mammals

Timing should be
restricted rather than
altitude

Department of Resources,
Wildlife and Economic
Development [Wildlife
Management Advisory Council
(NWT)]

Not
specified

When flying point to point in
vicinity of caribou and other
wildlife species

>610 m (2000 ft)

Transport Canada [Wildlife
Management Advisory Council
(NS)]

Not
specified

Over parks, reserves, and
refuges

>610 m (2000 ft)

Transport Canada

[Wildlife Management Advisory
Council (NWT)]
CWS
[Wildlife Management Advisory
Council (NWT)]
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C.1

General Advice
•

Minimise the number of flights whenever possible

•

Fly at times when few birds are present (e.g., early spring, late fall, winter)

•

Avoid large concentrations of birds (e.g., migratory bird sanctuary, breeding
colonies, moulting areas)

•

Avoid especially sensitive areas such as seabird colonies and raptor nesting sites

•

Plan routes that minimise flights over habitats likely to have birds

•

Use small aircraft rather than large aircraft whenever possible

•

Use fixed wing aircraft rather than helicopters whenever possible

•

Inform pilots of these recommendations in areas known to have birds

•

Avoid hovering or circling because these activities may greatly increase disturbance

•

Avoid caribou calving grounds whenever possible

•

Aeromagnetic surveys should be controlled to prevent disturbance to large mammals
by restricting the timing of the surveys rather than the elevation. These surveys
should not take place near or on calving and post-calving areas during the period of
May 25 to July 15. After July 15 they should avoid any areas known to have large
aggregations of caribou

•

Animals reactions will depend on a variety of situations including aircraft type, noise
levels, speed of travel, overflight frequency, and animal activity (e.g., loafing,
feeding, traveling) and its surroundings (water depth and clarity, substrate). The
EISC may have to consider the circumstances of the activity on a case by case basis.

•

DFO often recommends a minimum altitude of 400 m (1200 ft) for flights over
marine mammal habitat in this region. Recommended or required minimum altitudes
may be higher in areas of particularly intense aircraft activity, and in cases where
flights are over marine mammal concentration areas, or at particularly sensitive times
of their life cycle.

Exceptions to these recommendations may be warranted for scientific studies
(e.g., wildlife surveys) in which the benefits for conservation clearly outweigh the risks
and should be evaluated on a case by case basis.
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Appendix E Barge Contents
E.1

Introduction
The following provides a preliminary list of expected equipment for MGM’s Winter
Drilling Project. Equipment is subject to availability and may not be exactly as described.

Table E-1

Drilling Barge Equipment List

Quantity

Description

Construction Equipment
1

Bulldozer

10

Combination trucks (vacuum, water, fuel, etc.)

2

Graders complete with wing

4

Plow/auger trucks

1

Backhoe

1

Ice profiler

2

Front end loaders with attachments

2

Snow cats

2

Delta 3

1

Shot hole drill rig

1

Rubber tired backhoe

1

Ice profiler

2

Snow cats

2

Dump Trucks
Pickup trucks
Rathole drilling unit
Snow making machine(s)
Snowmachines (gasoline)
All accessory and support equipment such as generators, light towers, tanks, fuel,
etc.

Drilling Equipment
1

Drilling rig with matting and truck shop

4

Combination trucks (vacuum and water, fuel, etc.) or equivalent

2

Front end loaders with attachments

1

Satellite dish and communication system

1

Well testing unit (Wireline Truck and logging unit)

1

X-Vibe vibrator unit

1 set

Rig moving trucks, trailers and equipment
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Table E-1

Drilling Barge Equipment List (cont’d)

Quantity

Description

Drilling Equipment (cont’d)
1

Mud chilling unit

1

Pressure testing unit
Casing and well head equipment
Directional drilling equipment
Blowout prevention equipment
Rathole drilling unit
Light towers
All accessory and support equipment such as water tanks, boiler, pipe racks, etc.
Oilfield served equipment rentals, as required
Cement pumps, tanks, trucks, blowers, etc.
Flare stack, piping, tanks

Accommodations
1

Rig Camp - Side by Side – 17 units, 59 beds

1

Wellsite Command Centre – Sleigh Camp – 17 units, 64 beds

2

3500 gallon water truck

2

4500 gallon vacuum truck

2

Waste Recycling Bin

2

Medic Truck with camper on back

2

Delta III for water and snow ploughing

2

Waste water treatment plant

2

Caterpillar D6 ( to set up camp) , or Bed Truck and Loader

4

Garbage Incinerators
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Appendix F Drilling Mud Constituents
The Project will utilize one or two drilling mud systems similar to those summarized in
Tables F-1 and F-2. In all cases the potassium chloride system (Table F-1) will be
required for the top hole section of the well to protect the integrity of the permafrost. If
the well designs require directional drilling due to surface constraints, then a system such
as ULTRADRIL (Table F-2) will be considered. Otherwise, the potassium chloride
system will be employed for the deeper hole sections.
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Table F-1

Drilling Mud Constituents: Potassium Chloride (KCl) System

MI SWACO Name

Trade Name

Function

Barite

Barite

Weighting agent

Lime

Lime

pH and alkalinity control

Mix II Med

Mix II

Fibrous lost circulation material

Calcium Carbonate

Calcium carbonate

Bridging and weighting agent

Calcium
Hypochlorite

Bleach

Prevent bacterial degradation

Caustic Potash

Caustic potash

pH and alkalinity control

Caustic Soda

Caustic soda

pH and alkalinity control

Citric Acid

Citric acid

Reduce pH, precipitate soluble calcium and
sequester iron

De-foam X

Defoam

Low toxicity defoamer

Desco CF

Chrome free lignosulfonate

Organic thinner

Fedpac R

Poly anionic cellulose

Fluid loss control

Fedpac UL

Poly anionic cellulose

Low viscosity fluid loss control

CI-40

Corrosion inhibitor

Corrosion inhibitor

Fedzan D

Kelzan/ XCD Polymer

Xanthan gum viscosifier

Potassium Chloride

Potassium chloride

Inhibition and freeze suppression

Sack Black

High purity gilsonite

Lost circulation for small fractures

UltraCap

Low molecular weight PHPA

Encapsulator

Conquor 404

Organophosphorous
compound

Corrosion inhibitor

SAPP

Sodium acid pyrophosphate

Dispersant

Walnut Shells

Walnut hulls

Lost circulation material and torque reducer

D-D

Drilling detergent

Dispersant

G-Seal

Graphite lost circulation
material

Lost circulation material and torque reducer

Sawdust

Sawdust

Lost circulation material

Mica

Mica

Lost circulation material
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Table F-2

Drilling Mud Constituents: High Performance Water Based
(ULTRADRIL System example)

MI SWACO Name

Trade Name

Function

Barite

Barite

Weighting agent

Lime

Lime

pH and alkalinity control

Mix II Med

Mix II

Fibrous lost circulation material

Calcium Carbonate

Calcium carbonate

Bridging and weighting agent

Calcium
Hypochlorite

Bleach

Prevent bacterial degradation

Caustic Soda

Caustic soda

pH and alkalinity control

Citric Acid

Citric acid

Reduce pH, precipitate soluble calcium and
sequester iron

De-foam X

Defoam

Low toxicity defoamer

Desco CF

Chrome free lignosulfonate

Organic thinner

Fedpac R

Poly anionic cellulose

Fluid loss control

Fedpac UL

Poly anionic cellulose

Low viscosity fluid loss control

Fedzan D

Kelzan/ XCD Polymer

Xanthan gum viscosifier

Sack Black

High purity gilsonite

Lost circulation for small fractures

UltraCap

Low molecular weight PHPA

Encapsulator for the ULTRADRIL system

UltraHib

Polyamine

Inhibition in the ULTRADRIL system

Walnut Shells

Walnut hulls

Lost circulation material and torque reducer

G-Seal

Graphite lost circulation
material

Lost circulation material and torque reducer

Sawdust

Sawdust

Lost circulation material

Mica

Mica

Lost circulation material
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Appendix G Spill Prevention Plan and Emergency
Response Table of Contents
MGM Energy Corp.
Emergency Response Plan
Mackenzie Delta Region
Table of Contents

1. Purpose of the Emergency Response Plan
(a) General Principles
(b) Projects supported
2. Project specific details
(a) Licenses/permits
(b) well site/seismic program specific survey details
i. maps
ii. well site / program plot plans
(c) well/seismic program description
i. schedule
ii. contractors
3. Emergency Assessment
(a) consequence severity matrix
(b) flowchart
4. Notification and reporting
(a) Internal notification and mobilization of resources
(b) External reporting
(c) Emergency Response Team organization chart
5. Emergency Contact Lists
(a) Operational
i. corporate
ii. partners
iii. public responders
iv. mutual aid
v. contractors
vi. others
(b) Government
(c) Community
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6. First response procedures
(a) Fatality or serious injury
i. medivac
(b) Loss of well control
(c) Fire / Explosion
i. camp
ii. rig and associated equipment
iii. equipment or other facilities
(d) Shallow gas encounter
(e) Missing or overdue person(s)
i. vehicle
ii. aircraft
(f) Security
i. threat
ii. on-site vandalism
(g) Wildlife encounters
(h) Vehicle Accident
i. Private road
ii. Public road
(i) Ice break through
(j) Downed Aircraft
(k) Marine vessel
i. sinking
ii. capsized
iii. damaged, including loss of power
(l) Work-site criminal behaviour
i. assault
ii. theft
iii. sale/possession of contraband
(m) Environmental emergency – spill contingency procedures
i. spill initial response
A. reporting requirements
ii. spill clean-up and restoration
iii. spill response equipment
iv. spill response contractors & resources
v. hazardous waste management
(n) Transportation of Dangerous Goods
i. Fire
ii. Spill
iii. Release
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(o) Severe weather
i. blizzard, including white-outs
ii. flood
(p) Public complaint
7. Emergency response follow-up
(a) stand down – demobilization
(b) post-emergency debriefing
(c) response follow-up report
(d) post incident personnel support
i. Critical Incident Stress Debriefing
8. Communications
(a) media
i. prepared initial statement
9. Forms
(a) incident report form
(b) action log
(c) operations period response plan
(d) response safety plan
(e) NWT Spill report
(f) Hazardous Occurrence Investigation Report
(g) Public complaint record
(h) Threat record
10.
ERP administration and implementation
(a) ERP distribution
(b) ERP update procedures
(c) ERT member orientation
(d) Drills and exercises
i. on-site
ii. corporate
(e) contact list updates and maintenance
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Appendix H Environmental Protection Plan
H.1

H.2

General Measures
•

MGM and contractors will adhere to all mitigation proposed in regulatory
applications and all project approval conditions.

•

All permits, licenses and approvals and key operating plans, including spill and
emergency response plans will be retained on site for the duration of the Project.

•

MGM will attempt to adhere to the project schedule, or will contact regulatory
authorities if a significant change in schedule is necessary.

•

Barges owners/operators will be requested to remove barges as early as possible
following Project completion and spring break-up.

•

MGM will utilize wildlife and environmental monitors. Monitors will report
issues/incidents to the Drilling and Construction Supervisors.

•

Consultation with regulators, Hunters & Trappers Committees and Community
Corporations will continue as necessary throughout the Project.

•

A project kick-off meeting will be conducted with MGM representatives, contractors,
regulators and construction and operational personnel. The meeting will review
environmental information and expected mitigation measures. These measures will
again be reinforced during the onsite Orientation presentations.

•

There will be ongoing communication of environmental concerns to team members.

Working Practices
•

Operations will be confined to areas for which a permit has been issued.

•

Highway approaches will be approved by the Department of Transportation,
Highways Division, Government of the Northwest Territories.

•

Parallel overland roads will not be constructed.

•

Ice roads will be routinely ice profiled to ensure their integrity and prevent incidents

•

The working area will be kept clean and tidy, and all debris, machinery, parts, etc
will be removed at the end of the Project.

•

All project activities on land will occur under frozen ground conditions to protect
vegetation and underlying permafrost from disturbance.
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H.3

H.4

H.5
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Communication
•

A meeting will be held with Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) in Inuvik at
least 48 hours before the start of construction.

•

INAC will be provided with contact details for the Project managers and alternates.

•

Weekly progress reports will be filed with INAC.

•

At least 10 days prior to completion, INAC will be advised of plans for removal of
equipment and materials, and final cleanup and restoration.

Disturbance to Soil
•

Low ground pressure vehicles will be used to build overland access roads. Areas of
low snow accumulation will be avoided or be built up with snow and ice to minimize
potential effects.

•

Ice pad thickness at camps and staging areas will be a minimum of 15 cm, unless
activity is occurring on pre-existing gravel pads.

•

Access roads will have a minimum of 15 cm of snow cover. Alternatively ice roads
will be constructed.

•

Roads over land will be a maximum of 20 m wide, with approximately a 50 m
snowbelt for dispersal of excess / drifting snow.

•

Taller vegetation will be walked down using low ground pressure vehicles, or be
trimmed if walking down is not feasible or would result in unacceptable
breakage/damage of vegetation.

•

Rutting will be avoided. Vehicle movements will be suspended if rutting occurs.

•

Mushroom shoes or boots will be used on bladed equipment.

•

Barge moorings will be drilled directly from the barge ramp.

•

Equipment will be unloaded using steel ramps or packed snow and ice ramps which
will protect channel banks.

•

Mooring pilings will be removed if not required after Project completion.

Disturbance to Permafrost
•

If clearing of surface layers takes place (e.g., following a spill), the surface will be
immediately reinsulated using uncontaminated cut vegetation and soil.

•

Drilling fluids will be cooled to prevent thawing of permafrost when drilling the well
bore.

•

A sacrificial ice flare pad will be constructed to maintain insulating barrier and avoid
thawing of vegetation and/or soil. Flaring will be suspended and the pad reinsulated
if ground thawing becomes a concern.
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H.6

H.7

H.8

Abandonment and Reclamation
•

Upon completion of drilling, the well will be capped and temporarily suspended or
permanently abandoned as per National Energy Board regulations.

•

Upon decommissioning, the drill site, camp and access road will be inspected for
contamination and documented.

•

All equipment, survey stakes and construction debris will be removed.

•

Assessment and remedial work will be carried out on disturbed areas as necessary.

•

The project area will be inspected in summer.

•

Where vegetation is removed or impacted, a native seed mix that is consistent with
localized naturally-occurring vegetation may be applied to enhance reclamation

Well Kicks, Blowouts and Flaring
•

Well kicks and blowout potential will be managed using blowout preventers and
flaring.

•

Produced liquids will be removed from the flare stream and will be stored in tanks
prior to transportation to an approved recycling or disposal facility.

Fuel Storage and Handling
•

The use of hydrocarbon-based fluids (e.g., fuel, anti-freeze) will be monitored and
related wastes will be disposed of in an approved facility.

•

As an added level of protection, fuel barges will not store fuel in the outer tanks. The
Mackenzie Delta Spill Response Corporation spill containment equipment will be
situated on or near fuel barges such that all response equipment will be easily
accessible in the event of a spill.

•

Routine inspections in and around the fuel barge(s) will be regularly conducted by
MGM throughout the Project.

•

Fuel sloops will be placed on land at least 100 m from any waterbody if stationary for
more than 12 hours and will be placed within a bermed ice pad if stationary for more
than 48 hours unless supplied with secondary containment. Fuel sloops will be loaded
and unloaded from trucks or barges empty.

•

Specifically trained individuals will be tasked with re-fuelling during the construction
and drilling operations in order to ensure consistency of re-fuelling procedures and to
minimize potential spills.

•

All vehicles will require a drip pan when being fuelled or when stationary for more
than two hours.

•

Fuel storage areas will be clearly marked.

•

All outlets on containers will be sealed except for the one in use, with the exception
of the vents.
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H.10

H.11

H.12
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•

Storage containers will be regularly inspected for leaks, and any leaks will be
repaired immediately.

•

Spill kits and drip pans will be available at all refuelling points.

Accidental Spills
•

MGM will have a dedicated Emergency Response and Spill Contingency Plan in
place and will conduct emergency drills and exercises throughout the Project to
ensure preparedness in the unlikely event of an incident.

•

Any leaks or spills will be cleaned up immediately, be recorded and/or reported if
considered reportable under legislation or permit conditions, the cause of leak
corrected, and any required remedial actions undertaken.

•

In the event of a major fuel spill, MGM will implement its Emergency Response and
Spill Contingency Plan (Section 14). Both MGM and the Mackenzie Delta Spill
Response Corporation have personnel trained in spill response that can be mobilized
in the event of an incident.

Wastewater Handling and Disposal
•

Wastewater from the sewage treatment facility will be discharged upon meeting
regulatory discharge criteria to an approved location.

•

No floating solids, garbage, grease, free oil or foam will be discharged.

•

Wastewater that cannot meet approved discharge criteria will be hauled to Inuvik
Wastewater Treatment Facility, upon receiving prior authorization from the Town of
Inuvik.

Additional Conditions
•

The wells will not be constructed within 100 m of a permanent waterbody.

•

All vehicles and equipment parked for more than two hours must have a drip tray,
haz-mat or be ‘diapered’.

Water Withdrawal
•

Daily water use will not exceed 7000 m3 (total for maximum use at multiple sites).

•

Water will be withdrawn from Mackenzie River channels.

•

All water intake hoses will be equipped with a screen mesh size of 2.54 mm.
Alternative mesh sizes will only be used if they comply with calculations outlined in
DFO's Freshwater Intake End of Pipe Fish Screen Guidelines.

•

The suction hose will be suspended in the water column to avoid disturbing bottom
sediments.
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H.13

H.14

H.15

Waterbody Crossings
•

The number of crossings will be minimised.

•

The amount of snow and water used for crossing construction will be minimised.

•

Snowfills, clean packed snow and ice will be employed to stabilize crossings if
streams are crossed by access roads.

•

Efforts will be made to avoid effects to riparian vegetation. Approaches to crossings
will be constructed with adequate snow/ice cover to protect disturbance and will not
be cut or graded.

•

Streams will be crossed at right angles.

•

Snowfills on frozen drainage channels will be removed or v-notched during access
road decommissioning.

•

No debris will be left on the surface at crossings.

•

No material (soil, sediment) will be removed from the bed or banks of waterbodies

Disturbance to and Protection of Wildlife
•

Wildlife and Environmental Monitors will be utilized and are expected to bring
relevant issues to the attention of the Drilling and Construction Supervisors.

•

Air traffic will be minimized, and will be confined to periods specified in project
description, applications and approvals. Further, air traffic will comply with protocols
and flight guidelines developed for the Inuvialuit Settlement Region.

•

Wildlife will not be harassed.

•

MGM will comply with ENR’s 2005 Bear Encounter Response Guidelines
(Appendix D) and its own Wildlife Protocol, which incorporates specific
recommendations from the Department of Environment and Natural Resources and
Industry best practices.

Disturbance of Grizzly Bears and Polar Bears
•

Exclusion zones will be implemented around known active denning sites in the
Project area.

•

MGM will work closely with ENR to identify active denning sites in advance of
operations commencement, and avoid these areas.

•

Wildlife and environmental monitors will be employed

•

Bear Protocols, including ENR’s 2005 Bear Encounter Response Guidelines
(Appendix D) will be implemented.

•

Camps and facilities containing potential attractants such as food or petroleum
products will be bear proof.
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H.17

H.18
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Disturbance to Migratory Birds
•

Barge placement at Camp Farewell if required will not begin before 15 September.

•

Barge placement and removal will be completed as quickly as possible, with
minimum air support

•

Inspection visits will follow overflight guidelines for the Inuvialuit Settlement
Region (Appendix C). Ground time will be limited to the extent possible.

•

Areas with high concentrations of nesting, brood-rearing, moulting or staging birds
(including the lesser snow goose nesting colony) will be avoided.

Protection of Heritage and Traditional Land Use Sites
•

Recorded sites on the access road close to Tununuk Point (Bar C) will be avoided by
confining project traffic to ice roads on frozen river channels.

•

Any sites identified during the Project will be recorded, and will be avoided by
project personnel and equipment. Undocumented sites will be registered with the
Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre Registry.

•

An archaeological assessment of the proposed Project area will be undertaken prior
to operations commencement. Known areas of cultural or archaeological significance
will be avoided

•

A 100 m setback around known archaeological or traditional land use sites will be
employed.

•

If archaeological or traditional use sites are uncovered, work will suspended in this
immediate area, and the appropriate regulatory agency notified.

Solid Waste Disposal
•

An onsite waste segregation system will be used for the storage metals, plastics,
refined oils and oily waste.

•

Separated recyclable materials and plastics will be hauled to an appropriate handling
facility for recycling or disposal upon Project completion.

•

The camp will have an incinerator for disposal of combustibles and food wastes.
Garbage and debris will be burned daily.

•

Camp incinerator ash will be disposed of at the Inuvik landfill.

•

Waste oil will be recycled.

•

An evaporator and Smart Ash burner will likely be used for the management of
contaminated snow and ice, and rags and absorbent pads
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H.20

Waste Management - General
•

Waste, drill cuttings, sewage and wastewater will be stored at least 100 m from any
water body, and be bermed or otherwise contained.

•

No waste, silt or soil will be left on the ice where it may enter the water after spring
break up.

•

A Waste Management Plan will be tailored for the Project to identify wastes,
handling and storage practices, preferred management and disposal options as well as
approved disposal facility contact information.

Drilling Waste Management
•

Drilling waste generated at each site will be transported to an approved facility for
disposal.

•

Drilling fluid may be evaporated to reduce liquid volume.

•

Drilling waste will be temporarily directed to an adjacent, fully-contained freezing
and stockpile area. Waste will be progressively frozen in series of containment cells.
Once frozen, waste will be broken-up into manageable pieces, removed from the
temporary location and stored at the on-site stockpile until it is ready for
transportation to the approved waste disposal facility.
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Appendix I Wastewater Treatment Specifications
Edson, Alberta
Grande Prairie, Ab.
Fort St. John, BC.
Fort Nelson, BC.
TOLL FREE

780-712-8500
780-933-8500
250-785-8500
250-774-8500
866-785-8500

THE MEMBRANE SYSTEM
Sewage is collected in above ground transfer stations and moved into a holding tank. There it is pumped
to the treatment system and settling occurs in Primary Settling Tank #1. Oxygen is injected to this tank to
begin the aeration process and eliminate any odours from the effluent. The sewage then runs to Settling
Tank #2 where grease and most all solids separate. Gravity allows effluent flow from tank #2 through a
fine screen to the flow equalization tank. Floats monitor the fluid level in this tank and a pump moves the
fluid to the Anoxic tank. It is here where the aeration process is performed and the BOD5 is reduced to as
little as possible. Floats again monitor the level of this tank, and it is finally pumped to the membrane
tank.

The membrane tank is where the final touches are
put on the discharged effluent. In this tank the TSS
is built up between 10,000 & 20,000mg/l. This
thick “chocolate shake” looking liquor contains the
bacteria and all Coli-forms from the sewage and
treatment process. The bacteria are moved back
into the Anoxic tank to continue consuming the
sewage. The membrane which is best compared to
a Reverse Osmosis filter is fine enough to remove
virtually all suspended solids, Fecal & Total Coliforms, and some discoloration.
This process is done by means of a vacuum pump
sucking the effluent through the membrane, and
ultimately discharging it through an irrigation field
(wood chip field). Turbulent air is pumped across
the bottom of the membrane which eliminates any
plugging off of the pores on the surface.
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When the effluent is being discharged is travels through a flow totalizer and volumes are sent
back to the PLC (Pro-logic Controller) to continue calculating daily flow. The PLC organizes
and monitors all pump & compressor running times.
The picture to the left shows a membrane
installed in a Waste Water Treatment System in
a similar application to how our system is set up.
The membrane consists of twenty-five individual
plates, each about 8mm thick and together
totalling about 90m2 of area. When in operation,
all you can see of the membrane system is the
tops of the vacuum tubes, as it is submerged in
the “chocolate shake/liquor”.

COMMUNICATIONS
With the operation of a treatment system like Wellco’s, problems can arise from day to day
operations. Because this is a
temporary camp site, we rely on
(or deal with) generator power, soft
ground conditions and large volume
fluctuations. Since having a full time
sewage technician on site every day is
not possible without significant costs,
Wellco has found a way to automate
our systems to tell us before we have
a problem. Equipped with a Satellite
interface and antenna, our treatment system will call and alert us of
high level or low level fluid alarms, and under voltage problems with the generator on site. In
short, sewage does not leave our treatment system unless it has been treated. In the event of a
problem, we know and can alert the camp staff before there is an environmental issue.
TESTING
The new technology that we boast of has been field tested since 2003 and resulted in most all
samples came back with outstanding data results. The criteria(s) require the BOD5 (Biological
Oxygen Demand) and TSS (Total Suspended Solids) each be less than 45mg/l in BC and
100mg/l in the NWT & AB. Having test data come back around 25/250 is usually achievable.
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Exceptional results are 10/100, but this and anything lower has been unachievable in a package
treatment plant on a consistent basis.

BOD
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10

BC Maximum Discharge Standards 45/mgl

12

TSS
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10

BC Maximum Discharge Standards 45/mgl

3

<2
Enviro-Test Data

<10

Enviro-Test Data

The sewage on your drill camp is very concentrated and will have a BOD5 of about
750mg/100ml. Over a 30 hour period we will reduce this BOD5 to <10mg/100ml
and the effluent will look like water. (The test results attached were after the
Membrane plant was running for a two week period.
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Appendix J Air Quality Modeling Data
J.1

Baseline
Well test flaring can result in emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide
(CO), volatile organic compounds (VOC), hydrogen sulphide (H2S), sulphur dioxide
(SO2), and particulate matter (PM).
The Government of the Northwest Territories has developed ambient air quality
standards as presented in Table I-1 (ENR 2005, internet site).

Table I-1

Ambient Air Quality Objectives and Standards for Air
Contaminants of Interest
Standard
3 1
(in µg/m )

Standard
(in ppbv)2

1-hour average

450

172

24-hour average

150

57

Annual arithmetic mean

30

11

1-hour average

400

212

24-hour average

200

106

Annual arithmetic mean

60

57

127

65

24-hour average

120

N/A

Annual geometric mean

60

N/A

30

N/A

Parameter
Sulphur Dioxide (SO2)

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

3

Ground Level Ozone
8-hour running average
Total Suspended Particulate

Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5)
24-hour average4

NOTES:
1
Micrograms per cubic metre
2
Parts per billion by volume
3
National Ambient Air Quality Objectives (NAAQO), Government of Canada (2004,
internet site).
4
Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) Canada-Wide Standard
for Respirable Particulate Matter (PM2.5), effective by 2010. This objective is based
th
on a 98 percentile 24-hour average over three consecutive years (CCME 2000).
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Site specific information on background air quality conditions at the wellsites is limited;
however, several years of air quality data has been collected at Inuvik. The Government
of the Northwest Territories installed a continuous air quality monitoring station in Inuvik
in 2003. Maximum and average concentrations of SO2, H2S, NO2, PM2.5 and ground-level
ozone (O3) recorded at the Inuvik monitoring station for the year 2005 are presented in
Table I-2.

Table I-2

2005 Ambient Monitoring Results for Inuvik
Maximum One-Hour Average
Concentration
3
(in µg/m )

Annual Average
Concentration
3
(in µg/m )

Sulphur Dioxide (SO2)

14

3

Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S)

6

Below detection limit

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

88

Parameter

1

Fine Particulate (PM2.5)

94

Ozone (O3)

110

11
5
50

NOTES:
1
This value is a 24-hour average concentration.
SOURCE: GNWT (2003).

The results of the monitoring for 2005 indicate that SO2 levels are more than ten times
lower than Northwest Territories Standards (Table I-1). The monitoring station recorded
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) levels that were well more than four times lower than comparable
Canadian National Ambient Air Quality Objectives. The station recorded ozone (O3)
levels were also less than the Canada Wide Standard value. The high maximum PM2.5
concentration at the Inuvik monitoring station in 2005 is a result of a forest fire event in
Alaska during the month of August (ENR 2005, internet site).

J.2

Model Methods
Five wells were modeled for the Project for potential air quality effects resulting from
emission from flaring. These include the Ellice group of wells consisting of Atik and
Southeast Ellice, and the Langley group of wells, including South Langley, Arvoknar,
and East Unipkat. These wells were chosen as the formations to be targeted during
drilling were known. As a result, the expected gas composition for the wells could be
estimated. The wells were grouped into the Ellice and Langley groupings as their stack
parameters and gas compositions were identical.
The effect on air quality is predicted using a screening-level regulatory dispersion model.
Effects on air quality are determined by comparing predicted ground-level concentration
to applicable regulatory ambient air quality standards.
Flare emissions have been estimated using emission factors published in the Canadian
Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) Guide, A Recommended Approach to the
National Pollutant Release Inventory (NPRI) for the Upstream Oil and Gas Industry for
Criteria Air Contaminants (2003). The CAPP Guide has been peer reviewed and is based
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upon a review of available emission factors in the upstream oil and gas industry.
Emission rates and the gas composition of the flare gas are provided in Tables I-3 and
I-4, respectively.
Table I-3

Summary of Emission Data during Flaring
Emission Rates
Well Location

Table I-4

NOX

CO

VOC

PM

(g/s)

(g/s)

(g/s)

(g/s)

Ellice wells (per
well test)

14.70

79.95

11.23

28.63

Langley wells
(per well test)

7.78

42.34

5.95

15.16

Estimated Gas Composition of the Ellice and Langley Wells
Gas

Mole Fraction (%)
Ellice Wells

Langley Wells

CH4

95.7

97.9

CO2

0.3

0.0

N2

1.1

1.5

C2

2.3

0.3

C3

0.1

0.0

C4

0.2

0.0

C5

0.1

0.0

C6

0.1

0.0

C7+

0.1

0.0

100.0

100.0

Total

A screening assessment has been completed using a dispersion model, which is a
computer program that mathematically simulates atmospheric behaviour to estimate
ambient air quality concentrations resulting from a proposed emission source. Ambient
air quality associated with emissions from well testing was predicted using the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) SCREEN3 dispersion model.
The SCREEN3 model is a Gaussian plume dispersion model that is suitable for screening
level analysis of single emission sources. SCREEN3 uses a matrix of screening
meteorological data to establish a conservative or ‘worst-case’ estimate of short-term air
quality effects. For purposes of the model, it was assumed that terrain surrounding the
Ellice and Langley wells is flat.
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For purpose of emission estimates and dispersion modeling, it was assumed that the gas
flow rate at each of the Ellice wells is 944,000 m3/d and that the flare stacks are each
45 m high. It was also assumed that the gas flow rate at each of the Langley wells is
500,000 m3/d and that the flare stacks are each 45 m high. The gas composition indicates
that the gas is sweet, meaning that it is anticipated that there will be negligible amounts
of H2S present. As a result, it is expected that there will be no H2S or SO2 emissions
associated with the flaring.

J.3

Results
Maximum predicted one-hour average concentrations of NOx, CO, VOC and PM are
predicted and compared to applicable ambient air quality criteria as presented in
Table I-5 for flaring at the Ellice and Langley wells. The NWT Ambient Air Quality
Standards (AAQS) and National Ambient Air Quality Objectives (NAAQO) are detailed
in Table I-5.
US EPA recommended averaging-period adjustment factors of 0.7, 0.4 and 0.08 were
used to relate one-hour average maximum concentration predictions from the SCREEN3
model to longer averaging times of 8-hour, 24-hour and one year, respectively. Variations
in the relationship between the ratio for longer-term maximum concentrations and the
one-hour maximum can depend upon the duration of the longer averaging time, source
characteristics, local climatology and topography, and the meteorological conditions
associated with the one-hour maximum. These ratios are representative of typical ratios
between concentrations measured over various averaging times by the US EPA.

Table I-5

Maximum Predicted One-Hour Ground-Level Concentrations
Associated with Flaring of the Ellice and Langley Wells

Contaminant

NOX

CO
VOC
PM

Maximum Predicted
Concentration
-3
(μg m )
Ellice Wells

Langley Wells

Ambient Air Quality
Criteria
-3
(μg m )

1-hour

5.1

4.4

400 a

24-hour

2.0

1.7

200 a

1-hour

27.7

23.7

15,000 a

8-hour

19.4

16.6

6,000 a

1-hour

3.9

3.3

N/A

1-hour

9.9

8.5

N/A

24-hour

4.0

3.4

30 b

Averaging
Period

NOTES:
a
National Ambient Air Quality Objectives (NAAQO), Government of Canada (2004,
internet site)
b
NWT Ambient Air Quality Standard, ENR (2005, internet site)
N/A No Standard
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For all contaminants, maximum predicted one-hour average ground-level concentrations
are at least one order of magnitude lower than applicable ambient air quality objectives or
standards. The maximum predicted ground-level concentration is predicted to occur
approximately 1324 m downwind of each flare stack at the Ellice wells, and
approximately 1200 m downwind of each flare stack at the Langley wells.
Figure I-1 presents the maximum predicted ground-level concentrations with downwind
distance associated with flaring at each of the Ellice wells for NOX, CO, VOC and PM.
Figure I-2 presents the maximum predicted ground-level concentrations of these
contaminants with downwind distance associated with flaring at each of the Langley
wells. These predicted ground-level concentrations indicate it is unlikely that there will
be any adverse effects on ambient air quality as a result of flaring activities at the Ellice
and Langley wells.

Figure I-1

One-hour average ground-level concentrations associated with
flaring of the Ellice wells
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One-hour average ground-level concentrations associated with
flaring of the Langley wells
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